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EVIDENCE FILE A

International Population Movement

1 0 0 0
A
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(Smarr. The autlettn, 24 March 1883; reproduced in M. Dugan & J. Szwarc,
Austra/ia's MignruU Experience. Edward Arnold, 1887, p. 49)
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Investigation A

Why do people migrate?

This evidence file is designed to introduce
students to the topic of migration. It explores the
recent history of world population movements;
the four main types of migration; and the push
and pull factors which influence population
movements. The file provides students with
sources for an investigation of questions such as:

What have been some of the major
international population movements in modern
history?
What are the push and pull factors in
international migration?
What are the main types of international
migration?
What are the current trends in international
population movement?
lb what extent is Australia affected by current
world population movements?

It also examines some of the major international
population movements in recent history and in
the world today. Not all of these movements have
directly affected Australia. In fact, Australia,
partly because of its geographical location, has
been insulated from many of the major world
population movements. For over a hundred years
Australia has selected immigrants and controlled
entry rather than simply responding to world
population movements. For a study of population
movements to Australia refer to Evidence File B,
The History of Immigration to Australia.

Suggested Strategies

Have you migrated? An introductory exercise

To migrate is simply to move from one place to
another. In this sense many of us are migrants. An
immigrant is someone who moves into a country from
another country.

Conduct a quick survey in your own class to find out
how many students have moved from:

one suburb to another
one State to another
one country to another.

Graph the results of this survey

If they wish, individual students could talk to the rest
of the class about why they moved.

In a grid like the one shown here, list your own
migrations (movements) or those of an adult you
know.

Year Place of origin

Platr qlciestinaligni Reason,tbr move runt

If you have moved:

What was it like to move from one place to another?
How did you feel about it?
Was it easy or difficult?

If you haven't ever moved yourself:

What do you think it would be like to move to
another place?
Make a list of some of the benefits and difficulties
involved in moving.

Having now started to think about 'migration, studentS
will ht in a better position to understand the
investigations which Ibllow.

Investigation 1: What have been some of the
main international population movements in
modern history?

Throughout history people have been on the move
from one place to another. The greatest population
movements in history began around 1600, mainly (but
not entirely) as a result of some European countries
taking control of other countries.

Cooperative learning activity.

Divide the class into three groups. Each group should
be given one of the three different sheets of evidence in
Source I: IA, IB or IC. Looking at their evidence sheer
alone, each group should formulate answers to the
following common questions:

Who migrated?
When did they migrate?
Why did they migrate?

One or two members from each of the three groups
should then come together in a new group. The
'experts' in the group can report on their source to the
others. Between them. all members should have a
completed map showing their findings and the written
summary.



FOREWORD

Immigration has had a profound effect on the lives of all Australians, and it
continues to significantly shape the nation's economic, social and demographic
development. Information and understanding about that effect are important for all
of us. Migration Oz, developed in consultation with education authorities around
Australia, goes a long way to increasing the knowledge and understanding of
young people.

Migration Oz is a secondary education curriculum kit designed to encourage
students to explore different perspectives and thinking on immigration and
population issues. It presents a wide range of views from many different sources.
Like myself, students are invited to reach their own conclusions, based on critical
examination of the evidence. They will find, as I did, that they will accept some
views and reject others.

I am pleased to welcome the publication of this education kit by the Bureau of
Immigration and Population Research. The Bureau has greatly expanded our
knowledge of immigration and population issues since its establishment in 1989.
I am certain its latest contribution in the form of Migration Oz will help students
understand the many facets of life and policy affected by Australia's long-standing
immigration program.

Senator the Hon. Nick Bolkus
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs
July 1993
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INVITATION

To the Teacher Librarian

On behalf of the Bureau of Immigration and Population Research (BIPR), I have
great pleasure in presenting your school with a complimentary copy of Migration
Oz, a secondary education resource kit which focuses on immigration and
population issues.

The BIPR, established in May 1989, is an independent professional research body
within the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, which conducts,
commissions and promotes research into immigration and population issues.
The Bureau's charter directly addresses the need to increase the accessibility
of information about immigration and population matters in the Australian
community. It is in this context that the Bureau, in consultation with secondary
education authorities around Australia, has developed this kit in conjunction with
the History Teachers' Association of Victoria.

Migration Oz has been designed as an inquiry package comprising eight evidence
files, each presenting a range of source materials. The views of many
organisations that have an active interest in immigration policy are included,
representing a wide range of opinion.

Please show this kit to teachers of Australian Studies, History, Economics,
Politics, Geography, Environmental Studies and English. It has been designed
to integrate with existing courses in all State and Territory curricula and I am
confident that your colleagues will be able to use this kit most effectively in
their classrooms.

Additional copies are available from Commonwealth Government Bookshops in all
capital cities at a cost of $29.95 (quote catalogue number 92 2924 5).

It would greatly assist us in the development of further education materials if we
received feedback on the kit from teachers. I would be grateful if you gathered
the responses of teachers and took the time to complete the evaluation on the
back of this page.

Jillian Wright
Education Consultant

_if
BUREAU OF /MM /DRAT /ON AND POPULATION RESEARCHsommiltwo



Evaluation of Migration Oz

Name of school

School address

Postcode

Tglephane Facsimile

1. At which level(s) did (or will) you use Migration Oz?

Level(s)

2. In which subject areas of the school curriculum did (or will) you find the kit
most useful?
Area(s) of the curriculum

3. In your opinion did (or will) most students enjoy using the kit?
Yes No Please tick ( )

4. Approximately how many students in your school have used or will
use the kit)

5. Will this kit help achieve the following education objectives? (Circle correct
response.)
+ An increased knowledge of immigration and population issues Yes / No
+ An ability to challenge myths associated with immigration Yes / No
+ An ability to evaluate alternative propositions and viewpoints Yes / No
+ An ability to work with primary source materials Yes / No
+ The development of critical and analytical skills Yes / No

6. Please record any comments you would like to make about Migration Oz.

7. What other resources related to immigration and population issues would you
like to see produced for schools?

Please return this evaluation sheet to:
The Information Officer
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research
P.O. Box 659
Carlton South VIC 3053
Tel: (03) 342 1100 Fax (03) 342 1101



Teachers' Guide
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Background
In May 1988 the Committee to Advise on Australia's
Immigration Policies, chaired by Stephen Fitz Gerald,
submitted its report, Immigrainni. A Commitment to
:Imam I in. The report recommended that a new and
independent body should be established to proVide
objective and professional analyses of issues relevant to
Australia's immigration policies. In 1989 the Federal
Government accepted the Fitz Gerald recommendation
and the Bureau of Immigration Research (now t he
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research) was
established as an independent, professional research
body wit bin the Department of Immigration, Local
Government and Ethnic Affairs. Migration Or is part
of the Bureau's contribution to increased public
education and t he promotion of informed debate on
immigration issues.
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Introduction
Migration Oz is an irvostigative resource kit on
immigration and population issues suitable for use
in different curriculum areas at years 9 to 12 level.
It comprises eight evidence files, each containing
a variety of source materials for an investigation
of different aspects of immigration.

Rationale
Immigration policy affects the lives of all Australians.
Young Australians will inherit the consequences of
policy decisions made today, so they ought to be
encouraged to gain some understanding of the
complex issues involved. This kit will enable them
to contribute to the debate on immigration in an
informed manner.

Aims
The main aims of this educational resource kit are:

to provide a range of source's for an investigation
of immigration and population issues
to encourage students to formulate their own
conclusions through an evaluation of alternative
propositions and viewpoints
to develop students' knowledge of how Australia's
immigration program functions, bow immigation
policy is formulated and developed, and the various
impacts of immigration
to encourage students to appreciate the complexity
of issues related to immigation and to dispel
common myths about immigration
to promote in students an appreciation of diverse
cultural heritages
to develop students critical thinking and analytical
skills
to encourage students to reflect on what it means
to be Australian_

Values
The values dimension is integral to the investigation of
a contentious social issue such as immigration. These
materials reflect the Commonwealth Government's
multicultural wlicies and the goals that underlie them,
re -ognising that immigration is about people. not just
statistics. It is important that teachers establish an
open and tolerant climate in the classroom for tilt
discussion of these issues. Students should be
encouraged to respect the views and feelings of others
while expressing their own views on immigration
issues.
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Content
Migration Oz is comprised of eight evidence fires, each
present ing a range of source materials on different
aspects of immigration. In some instances additional
information has been provided to assist students in
analysing the sources. The core topics for the eight
evidence tiles are:

A International ix mulation movement
B The history of immigration to A astralia
C Australia's immigration program
D 'l'he economics of immigration
E 'l'he social impact of immigration
F The demographic impact of immigration
G The environmental impact of immigration
H The politics of immigration.

The Migrant and Migration
What is a 'migrant'? When does a person stop being a
-migrant"? lbachers may need to raise this issue early
in the study of migration. One difficulty in studying
migration is the possibility that litigant' can be
associated with 'outsider' rather than 'newcomer'. A
'newcomer' at some stage ceases to be 'new', and many
of the issues raised are really only concerned with the
ideas of numbers of people new to Australia. Once
people are in Australia they are residents of Australia,
and the question of how and when they carne to be
here often ceases to be relevant.

Migration is also about people. The main aim of this kit
is to look at the issues surrounding migration which
affect Australiaalmost as though this kit is a
photograph frozen in time so t hat it can be explored
and analysed. But this tends to limit the humanity of
the focus of study. Migrants have had an impact
on Australia, but Australia has also had an impact
on migrants. The effect of migration on the migrants
was not part of the brief of this project, but it is a
question which can be raised in the classroom in each
file, and can be explored further in conversations with
people of recent migrant origins.

The Inquiry Approach
Migration Oz has been designed as an inquiry package.
The kit provides materials which can be used by
students to inquire into major aspects of immigration.
Many teachers have different ideas of exactly what is
meant by 'inquiry learning'. The essential meaning
which is built into this kit is that students are given
starting points for finding out by working out for
themselves. Each evidence file deals with a particular
issue or aspect of immigration; these issues are further
divided into particular investigations; students are
provided with a range of evidence which will enable
them to develop their own tentative conclusions after

analysing and discussing the evidence. Students are
then in a positionu) research the issues further if they
desire.

There are a number of ways teachers might promote
an inquiry approach to immigration using the
materials and the suggested strategies in Migration Oz
in their classrooms. 'INvo possible models are presented
below though it is dear that students' thinking about
and exploration of t he issues does not follow the steps
set out in t he models in a mechanical sequence.

Model A
I. Students are provided with a clear focus for their

investigations.
Existing ideas are clarified, and hypotheses
developed.
Students begin critically examining a range of
evidence.

4. As this process continues, new questions emerge
and further evidence is gathered.

'i. Students continually discuss and evaluate the
evidence.

6. Students conic to conclusions and work on ways
of presenting these most effectively.

7. Students reflect on what they have learned, and
may choose to act on those findings.

Model B
This model is based on the statement of Key Processes
in the draft Studies of Society and Environment
National Statement.

Processes in investigating a problem or
issue

1. Planning an investigation

This involves:

reviewing and reflect ing on existing knowledge
identifying and describing the problem or focus
of investigation
fOrmulating questions
considering various perspectives on the problem,
issue or study
predicting possible solutions to the problem and
formulating an hypothesis
considering alternative approaches to the
inquiry and designing suitable methods for
gathering and organising information
identifying sources of information
clarifying ways of testing the hypothesis,
viewpoint or interpretation
negotiating individual and collective roles and
responsibilities
clarifying goals and resource needs
identifying time management issues and
organisation requirements.

T G 3
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2. Gathering and processing data

This involves:

collecting, comparing and classifying a variety of
types of data
comprehending and interpreting the data
weighing information by distinguishing between
fact and opinion, seeking corroboration. judging
the credibility and relevance of information and
identifying the values; biases and points of view
it contains
deciding how best to communicate
interpretations and explanations
identifying and comparing alternative
interpretations and explanations.

3. Applying the findings

This involves:

reporting, discussing and interpreting findings
presenting information and findings in an
appropriate genre
drawing and supporting justifiable conclusions
and modifying original hypotheses
predicting consequences and identifying aspects
of the study which need further investigation
applying the findings to new problems, issues or
studies
identifying personal and social implications of
the findings
planning and earning out appropriate action.

Whatever the model or approach used in the
classroom by the teacher. we believe that there are
certain features which will characterise an
effective inquiry, investigative approach to a study
of immigration in Australia. These are, that the
tit it( ly.

involves concepts which are relevant to students
lives
focuses on specific, real and open-ended
questions
enables students to acknowledge their own
initial values and beliefs, and to develop initial
hypotheses
requires students to think about the kind of
information evidence needed to develop answers
to the question being investigated
involves students in gathering, selecting.
analysing and interpreting a variety of evic e
allows students to discuss and argue about t he
evidence and their conclusions
involves a variety of learning act ivities and
teaching strategies in the classroom
provides an opportunity for action if appropriate
requires students to reflect on the nature of the
conclusions they finally reach

provides a basis for further research if required.

The materials in the Migration 0< kit do not
necessarily provide an answer to all the questions
which will be asked of issues, nor are they meant to
constitute the definitive comprehensive kit on
immigration. Rather, the kit provides a balanced range
of evidence. fairly put, which reflects t he main ideas
and materials which are part of the immigration
discourse in Australia. Some of the evidence is biased:
some is propagandist; some is less convincing than
other material also in the kit. This is because the kit
aims to present a fair and balanced representation of
the materials which reflect the reality of the situation
in Australia, allowing students to work towards
identifying that evidence which they decide is the best
material, and which should be the basis of forming
opinions and developing conclusions. In some cases
t he aut hors' narrative was included to help set an
appropriate context fir the primary sources. Where
t his has happened, the narrative has been identified by
being enclosed in a IN x.

It is important that t he students be encouraged to
reflect on the answers t hey have developed to every
investigation t hey undertake. In many cases they will
recognise that the questions are complex, and that
t hey need to undertake more research to feel fully
informed on thelssue.

Using the Resources in the Kit
The source materials in Migration Oz can be used
from years 9 to 12, across a variety of curriculum
areas. Strategies for using the sources in each file have
been suggested, questions and activities supplied, but
teachers are ultimately the appropriate people to take
the responsibility for the way they present the material
in their classes. Teachers may choose to adapt the
suggested strategies and questions to suit their own
needs, or to discard them altogether in favour of their
own structures and approaches. Whichever approach
is taken, the rich collection of sources in this kit should
excite. challenge and stimulate students.

The main demand from teachers which led to the
development of this kit was for a variety of primary
source materials on immigration. In some documents
the language level will be too difficult for many
students, therefore teachers will need to exercise their
own judgment about what is appropriate, or to
implement their own strategies for overcoming the
problems.

The evidence file structure means that teachers have
flexibility to select material appropriate to a particular
level and curriculum area, and to choose or set
strategies and questions which will suit the particular
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school communitys needs and cater for individual
differences. This means that:

the material may be used as a whole for a major
investigation of immigration and population issues
individual files or parts of files may be used
selectively
students can work individually, or can he set specific
WAN in groups
teachers may use the material in a variety of
curriculum areas:

English Studying t hems associated with
immigration, or debating the
current 'issues

Australian Social Examining our multicultural
Studies society, racism and social cohesion

Geography;
Environment al
St udies

Media St udies

History

Economics

Politics

Studying the demographic effects
of immigration and the impact or
population growth On urban and
rural environments

Analysing some of the media
images reproduced throughout
the kit

Investigating the way immigration
has shaped Australia

Analysing how immigration
affects the economy

Inquiring into immigration as a
major area of public policy and
public debate.

The flexibility of the evidence file format makes these
different approaches achievable in the classroom. The
range and nature of materials available, and the issues
being emphasised, are constantly changing. Teachers
will need to supplement, or have students collect,
material which can be substituted for the sources
supplied in this kit where necessary. It would be an
excellent idea to let your librarian know about the
evidence files, and ask him or her to establish a vertical
file on immiwation issues which could be regularly
updated with press clippings and other material.
Aspects of immigration policy change frequently. Every
Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (DIEM
office has a copy of the Migration Oz kit, and it would
lx' worth checking with your local office as to whether
t here is updated material available which reflects
recent policy change

A variety of learning activities are presented
throughout the kit. These activities range from
straighttbrward reading comprehension and true; false
questions, to activities such as analysing media
representations and administering an immigration
entry points test. Concept mapping (or linking ideas in

a diagrammatic liirm ) may be a useful way of giving
students an overview of t he information examined in
each evidence file. The key learning strategy aimed at
in this kit is active inquiry, and in many cases students
will want to act on their new knowledge and
understandings. The sorts of activities that may be
appropriate at different times include:-

inviting immigrants in the kx'al community, and in
business, to talk to t he class or the school
contacting pressure groups
recording and analysing media presentations of
immigrants and immigration
organising a quest ionnaire to test knowledge and
attitudes
visiting museums with permanent or temporary
exhibitions relating to immigration
viewing films on immigration and related issues
creating a hypothetical scenario in class
visiting Migrant Resource Centres
reading immigrants' stories
listening to music from different .cultures
viewing performances by artists of different cultural
backgrounds
carrying out further research.'

Each evidence file contains suggestions for extension
activities.

It is expected that every student would be encouraged
to talk to people in the community about their
migration experiences. While many people enjoy
speaking freely about these experiences, there may be
particular areas which. students should treat
sensitively and with tact. This could clearly be the case
with political or humanitarian refugees, but even
apparently simple 'economic' immigration may mask
decisions which involved considerable personal
dislocation, family stress, loss and divisiveness.
Students need to be encouraged to approach people
with care and consideration.

Cross-referencing the Files
The evidence files are arranged separately, to allow the
eight key areas of the immigration issue to be covered
efficiently. It cannot be stressed enough, however,
that every issue involves a number of other issues
the economic, social and environmental issues are
particularly closely interwoven. 'leachers will be able
to raise with students at appropriate times the
necessity of remembering and taking account of this
complexity in their studies.

Evidence File A: International
Population Movement
The main purpose of this file is to encourage students
to gain an understanding of why people migrate, and

T G 5
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to place the study of immigration to Australia in an
international and an historical perspective. The tile
provides students with sources for an investigation
of questions such as:

Why do people migrate?
What have been some of the main international
population movements in modern history?
What are the push and pull factor's in international
migration?
What are the main types of international migration?
What are the current trends in international
population movement?
lb what extent is Australia affected by current world
population movements'?

One of the main points that emerges from this study is
the fact that, in world terms, population movements to
Australia are relatively small and highly controlled. It is
suggested that students research current international
population movements by examining world news
reports in newspapers and the electronic media.

Evidence File B: The History of
Immigration to Australia
This evidence tile is designed to encourage students
to explore the history or immigration to Australia.
It provides sources tier an investigation of the following
questions:

What part has immigration played in Australian
history?
What theories seek to explain the first arrivals in
Australia?
Who were the convicts?
Who migrated to Australia between 1840 and 1890,
and why'?
Why did Australia adopt the 'White Australia Policy!
Why did Australia set out on a large-scale
immigration program after the Second World War?
How have Australia's immigration policy and
immigrant intake changed from 1973 to the present?

Perhaps the most interesting way of presenting the
history of immigration to Australia is by using film.
Several films on the subject have been produced, and
further information on these is supplied in the file. The
sources presented in the file support a range of other
learning activities, such as analysing racist cartoons or
the late 19th century. Some care should be taken by
teachers when dealing with the racist cartoons, to
ensure that students use them to analyse prejudice
but not reinforce their own prejudices. It. is also
recommended that students do further research on
particular aspects of immigration history.

Evidence File C: Australia's
Immigration Program
The main purpose of this file is to enable students to
gain an understanding of how Australia's immigration
program actually works. The fix:us questions for the
tile are:

How does Australia's immigration program work?
Who is eligible to immigrate to Australia?
How does the points test work?
What Ls 'chain migration'?
Who qualifies as a refugee?
What is illegal immigration?
What services are provided firm newly arrived
immigrants'?

It is suggested in this file that students investigate the
lost arrival services made available to immigrants by
carrying out research in their local community. The
perception that. immigrants receive undue assistance
from the Government (free cars, free houses and
preference in getting jobs 1 is addressed.

Evidence File D: The Economics of
Immigration
Economic arguments have always played an important
part in the immigration debate. This evidence file
presents some of the economic arguments for and
against immigration, and outlines the ways in which
immigration can have an impact on Australia's
economy. The focus questions for this file are:

How does immigration affect Australia's economy?
What are the long- and short-term economic effects
of immigration?
Do immigrants take Australian-born workers' jobs or
create jobs'?
How does immigration affect the unemployment
rate?
Does immigration reduce the willingness of
employers to train local employees?
What effect does immigration have on Australians'
living standards?

Suggested extension activities include inviting an
immigrant business, working or unemployed person to
speak to the class and/or organising a class debate on
the economic costs and benefits of immigration.

Evidence File E: The Social Impact
of Immigration
This file examines the extent of ethnic diversity in
Australia; the ways in which immigration has enriched
Australia's social and cultural life; and the effects of
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immigration on the cohesion of Australian society. The
file provides sources for an investigation of the
following questions:

How has immigration shaped Australian society?
'lb what extent has immigration altered the ethnic
composition of Australian society since 1947?
What is multiculturalism?
Why do immigrants become Australian citizens?
In what ways has immigration shaped Australia's
social and cultural life?
What are the attitudes of people in Australia
towards immigrants?
How does immigration' influence social cohesion in
Australia?

An investigation of immigrants contributions to
Australian society (including the contributions of
immigrant women and youth) provides an excellent
opportunity for interaction with the local community
through field work or guest speakers.

Evidence File F: The Demographic
Impact .of Immigration
This file is designed to provide basic facts and figures
for an exploration of the effects of immigration oil the
size, composition, age structure and location of
Australia's population. The focus questions for this the
are:

Is Australia's population increasing!
How does immigration affect the make-up of
Australia's population?
What are the characteristics of Australia's
population?
What is happening to Australia's fertility and
immigration rates?
How has immigration affected the composition of
Australia's population?
('an immigration stop the ageing trend of Australia's
population?
Why are our cities' populations growing?
How accurate have past projections about Australia's
population been?

Evidence File G: The Environmental
Impact of Immigration
This file examines the impact of population growth (to
which immigration contributes significantly) on the
environment, which includes the urban environment
as well as the rural and wilderness environments. The
focus questions for this file are:

What impact does immigration have on the
environment'?
What impact have Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal

people had on the environment?
What impact do city populations have on urban
and rural environments?
What impact do rural populations have on the
environment?
Is it necessary to reduce immigration in order to
protect the environment?

Evidence File H; The Politics of
Immigration
This evidence file examines the process by which
immigration policy is formed and implemented;
t he pressure groups which attempt to influence
immigration policy, and the media's representation
of immigration issues. The file provides sources for
an investigation of the tbllowing questions:

How is immigration policy tbrmed and implemented
in Australia?
What domestic and international considerations
shape Australia's immigration ptilicy?
What have the reviews of immigration
recommended?
How is immigration law and policy made?
What does the Immigration Department do?
What role does public opinion play in shaping
immigration policy?
What interest; pressure. groups are active in the
immigration debate?
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SOURCE 1

A United Kingdom and Europe

1. We do not know how many people emigrated
from the British Isles between 1700 and the
present day, because no full and accurate
figures were kept until recent times. The total
is probably between twenty and thirty millions.
Every region of the British Isles sent families
abroad. The largest total went from England.
but. the proportion of the total population that
tinigrated was probably larger in Wales, anti,
certainly greater inl)tith Scotland and Ireland.
WIty did they gti! Stone emigrated voluntarily
because they hoped to make a better life
in a new 1181 lit ry. Others were forced to
leave the British Isles because of hunger.
unemphyrnetu, persecution or crime. It was
usually the poor who emigrated, because they
had little to lose and most to gain.

1.1 VI.'ilks. 'toi0,1 Iiimml.m.Camlridgt rilivvrmt IYrc.. 1984. p

2. The migration from Europe, from its beginning
in the 16th century to the early 19th century, is
regarded as one of the largest in all human
history. Over 60 million Europeans are
estimated to have gone overseas during this
period. The principal countries of emigration
were the British Isles (notably Ireland), Italy.
Austria and Hungary. the Netherlands. Poland.
Germany, Spain, Russia. Portugal and Sweden.
The principal destinations were the United
States, Argentina, Canada, Brazil, Australia.
New Zealand, South Africa and the British West
Indies.

Ii a' flow was not really heavy until the 19th
century.

By the early 19th century. Europe's population
was growing rapidly, mainly as a result of the
declining death rate. The Industrial Revolution
also brought changesincreasing urbanisation.
labor abuses in the new factory production
system. financial panics, and heightened
competition. while enclosures of agricultural
land left small tenant farmers bereft of their
livelihood. Europeans began to feel that living
conditions were not as satisfactory as they
once had been and the overseas lands looked
more promising. At the same time, emigration

became somewhat easier with the invention of
the Steamship. the first or -xhich crossed the
Atlantic in 1519. Emigration began to mount
and between 1820 and 19:10 an estimated
55 million people left to seek their fortunes
overseas.

I. littutler. 11 Slim te II Ilentltrem. 'Intern: NIntrattti:
NestortIat. 11,day :1181.11111wrrott Ittpuielliew Hal/4/ tot. :12. no. 4.
1977. pp ti -7 1

B Arica
1. Migration from Africa was quite different from

other types Of movements in the period 1600 to
1900. The mass outpouring of Africans was
involuntarythat is, forced migration. From
the 16th century until the abolition of slavery
in the 19th century, millions of Africans were
transported on ships to the New World (the
Americas) where they were :breed to work as
slaves on plantations and in mines. These
people were usually captured by fellow
Africans and then sold at markets on Africa's
Gold Coast to European slave traders. The
traders packed their human 'cargoes' onto
ships for the infamous two or three month
'middle passage' from Africa to the New World.
The Africans were often confined below deck
on chains, and packed together in rows with
little room to move.
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Insanitary conditions such as these contributed
to the high mortality rates (estimated at
between 20-30 per cent) on the voyage. Those
who survived the trip faced the trauma of the
slave auction. Families were often separated
because buyers bought slaves to lit the needs
of the plantation or mine and were rarely
motivated by humane concerns.

(.1. A. tiarraty. On Alner10111 Salim: A iiistorti ttf dirt idled SPII"
!A'? vol. I. Rawl- & Row. 1910. p. 23.1

stimai sifoula
°

Imantamm
-174.114.1=.

Packing the slave ship for the voyage.
(Suurtr: M. Okun & S. H. Brom, The Omilenge Amerim Holt. Rinehart &
Winston. 1971. p. 105.1

3.

11TO BE SOLD:.ori board thel
1 --- Ship Bancellavid, on tuefday the6th

of May next, at ifibley-Ferty, s a choke
cargo of about, 25o fine healthy
Ut NEGROES,

juft arrived from. the
Windward & Rice Croait.

utmoft care has
already been taken, and

Thad be continued, to keep them tree from
the leaft'danger of beir.g infeEted with the
SMALL-PDX, no boat having been on
board, and all other communication with
people from CharlesTawn prevented.

Atli", Laurens, Appleby.
fl. Lott *renal of the above Norm have had the

SMALL-PDX in thpr own Country.

This notice of a slave auction appeared in a Charleston
newspaper in 17113. The danger of smallpox infection ,xiis very
real: slave ships often carried the disease.

C Asia

I. Compared with the massive movement out of
Europe, intercontinental migration from Asia
was slight before World \Mir I.

With the abolition of slavery, imicuturcd
labor'( (see Source 1041 on a time-contract
basis was substituted by the colonial powers.
Indians went to such areas as British Guiana.
East. Africa_ Fiji. Mauritius. and Trinidad;
.Japanese to Brazil; and Chinese to west coast of
the United States. Not all of these movements
were confined to contract labourers. Moreover,
at the expiration of their contracts many of the
workers settled down in the overseas countries
and engaged in retail trade, clerical pursuits,
etc. Thus in many cases, this form of migration
served as an occupational ladder for Asian
peasants and their descendants. Indians and
Chinese settled in fairly large numbers in other
Asian countries.

Estimated Numbers of Expatriate Chinese in
Asia about 1969'

Country

Thailand
Indonesia
Malaysia
South Viet Nam
Singapore-
Carni)))(lia
Burma
Philippines
Laos

Japan
Korea
India
Pakistan
Ceylon ISri Lanka l

Vrrwhrr of total
( 000) population

4 0:30 14

4 800 4

:3 1102 :34

3(361 15

2 200 98

2 000 :30

500 2

:37(3

61

54

26
16

Total 21 23( I

thilsull tIi, I' t49)14...,.. INpublic 11.114 l`aull: :int! Macao

I Sottryr L. [tom ter. tl Sltry.ock & II I lentli.r.011. Intumationtil Ntigrtit ion
le,terda>.To(ta% anti Tomorrow.' A11,04110111 1311110in 3:2. no 4. 11177.
pit it 7
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l3.

11 EAST INDIAN SERVANTS

The Indian people have not been apfured and
sold as slaves, at least in modern limes. A great
nifty of them have been persuaded to migrate
as cruitatet or in(/out/trod /rtbolif. After about
1850 many thousands migrated in this way to
South Africa, Fiji, t'elon and Malaya. If theN-
\vont as cotttract /oboist. they promised to
vork for an employer fora lAslit)(1. usually li\e
years, after Which the employer promised to

TheIe Servants aro imported by

'JAMES SAUNDERS & CC.,
FLIND}:Rti LANE \VEST,

Yr f :11 trs an be ot)
\II I88:1,,,hviiwin,111

..kustr:111.i.1(.1.ilmitic.1 w M Ihntan k .1 SZW:114
iiirtlGOVN fin NcighlkrarlaNnr. MacMillan. 19-1

send the worker hack to India. If they went as
inaHtinvd /aboutIhe migrant worked for an
employer for the same period in return for his
ioassage. Afterwards he was given some money
with which to start a new life in the new
country.

r ; lit ihrourd... 1074., ma.v., (.7/1/11r, 197(1. pi, 7 8
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D A time-line of some of the major population movements
around the world since the First World War

1920s The First World War and its aftermath forced many Europeans to migrate as
refugees. About 1.5 million Russians were dispersed and left stranded in Europe and
the Far East as a result of the Russian Revolution (1917) and the Civil War which
followed it (1917-2:3).

1930s 11ictatorships in Spain, Germany and Italy caused new flights of political refugees.
Refugees from Spain sought safety in France and other countries during and after
the Spanish Cicil War. More than a million refugees, most of them Jews. left Germany
10 escape Nazi persecution. They fled to other European countries and overseas.

1940s The devastation created in Europe by f he Second Abrld War caused more than a
million displaced persons. mainly from central and eastern Europe, to migrate to
the traditi(ntal migrant-receiving, countries: tile United States. Australia, Canada.
Mass transfers of people occurred between India and Pakistan zincr their partition.
in 1947.
About 6-7 million Aluslinis left India for Pakistan and about the same number of
Sikhs and Hindus 11(1110 India.

1950s four economic- conditions in European countries such as Italy and Greece prompted
hundreds of thousands of Europeans to migrate to the United States. Australia,
Canada and Latin America.

1960s Economic recovery in northern European countries such as Germany and France,
created a demand for foreign workers. Guest workers from poorer southern and
eastern European countries such as Portugal. Spain, Italy. Thrkey and Yugoslavia, and
from Mediterranean countries such as lltnisia, Algeria and Morocco. migrated to
Northern Europe to work.

1970s The Viet Nam conflict and the collapse of the Cambodian and South Vietnamese
governments in 1975 produced thousands of Indochinese refugees, who escaped
from Viet Nam, Cambodia and Laos to nearby countries-such as Hong Kong,
Thailand and Malaysia, where many of them were held in refugee camps before
settling in other countries such as Australia, Canada and the USA.
Following the huge increase in oil prices in 1973, oil-producing countries in the
Middle East. (Saudi Arabia. Iraq, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates) sought. large
numbers of contract workers to service the high rates of economic growth.

1980s Millions of people migrated to the Middle East countries as guest workers from
neighbouring Arab countries and from Asian countries such as the Philippines and
Indonesia.
The massacre of pro-democracy mildew demonstrators in Tiananmen Square.
Beijing (4 -lune 1989), prompted many Chinese students. some already overseas, to
seek asylum in countries such as Australia and the USA.
Business people and workers from Hong Kong began mo to Other countries,
including Australia, in anticipation of the colony's return to Chinese control in 1997.

1990s The collapse of the Communist system in Eastern Europe. political and economic
instability, and the opening of borders produced a tide of migrants from Eastern
Europe seeking asylum or a better way of life in Western Europe. This new freedom
of movement was symbolised by the breaching of the Berlin Wall in 1989, and the
subsequent movement of people between East aryl West Germany,
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SOURCE 2

Images of migration pressures

war

Ii

/4.

Africa.
(Smarr: I Nations Fund for Population AIIVit iPS, Population ,,,,, I the
Entimn meld: 77w C7rallen!ps Ahead. 1.INFPA. 1991. p.

Soviet tanks roll through the' istreiis of Ruclapcst. Hungary,
I letoher
I.tiotnr-11. Martin. et aye's am/Am./pont Gods. MAN, 1989. p

4

-um

-r Irr
laIRWa

Vietnamese car worker :II tin Nissan factory in Springvale,.
NIelbot true.
t 5I1177.: .1..lupp I td. i. 77n .4 um rohn /%,,,ph.r. Al aus A 1,6 awn sIi. Pat:1.
p. 8:18.)
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SOURCE 3

A Varieties of migration

Permanent migration

Permanent. migration refers to the ino \Villein of
persons to another country for long term
settlement. Although significant numbers of
immigrants may be entering, residing and even
remaining, permanently in many other countries.
only four countriesthe lTnited States, Canada.
Australia and New Zealandwould be considered
the permanent immigration colliarieS.

Although these countries have long laxoured
immigration and the number of permanent
immigrants to Canada and the United States rose
in 1989, the immigration policies of these countries
have generally become increasingly restrictive.
giving preference to immigrants with assets.
education. English proficiency and specific skills.
It is likely that selection criteria will become more.
rather than less, specific in the future.

Refugees, displaced persons and
asylum seekers

A second major category of international migration
comprises refugees, displaced persons and asylum
seekers. Refugees are people who have fled their
country of origin in fear of being persecuted
because of their race, religion, nationality, political
opinion or membership of a particular social
group. Displaced persons are those who have been
displaced either within or outside their own
countries by war, civil strife, extreme poverty
or natural disaster. Asylum seekers are those
who move from their own country to another
where they claim protection (DILGEA 1991a.
1991b).

According to the office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (L'NHCR 1991), there
are some 17 million refugees and persons of
concern to the office worldwide. The largest
concentration is in the Middle East and south Asia
(9 797 200), with 5 443 450 in Africa, 737 600 itt
Europe and North America, 592 100 in east Asia
and the Pacific. and 118 950 in Latin America and
the Caribbmn. Most refugees are located in Third

rld countries and 80 per cent are women and
children ( DILGEA 1991a. 1991b).

In any discussion about refugee movements, the
influence of international migration, world
population patterns, war and famine must be .

considered. Southeast. Asia, for example, is a region
that has suffered protracted warfare in the last
several decades. Escaping from war, civil conflict.
political persecution and economic hardship,
millions of displaced persons in the region have
been displaced from their own countries. Since
1975, some 2 million Indochinese have left
Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia (UNHCR 1991).

During the past decade. the western world has
experienced a steep rise in the number of asylum
seekers and undocumented immigrants from the
Third World. In Western Europe alone, the number
of asylum applications rose from about 70 000 in
198:3 to 442 000 in 1990. The major political
changes in Eastern Europe, which have made
travel much freer, have had a further significant
effect on these numbers, most noticeably in
Germany. In 1989 the nuinber of asylum seekers
entering that country was 121 000. This number
rose to 193 000 in 1990, and is expected to be well
in excess of 200 000 by the end of 1991.

Over the last feW years there has been a modest
increase in Australia's Refugee and Humanitarian
intake (comprising both people re-settled from
overseas and those granted permanent residence
in Australia on refugee or strong humanitarian
grounds). In 1988-89, 10 887 people settled in
Australia under this program. In 1989-90 the
number rose to 11 948, and in 1990-91 itwas 11 126.

Temporary labour migration

The third major type of international migration is
temporary labour migration. After the Second
World War the countries of Western Europe
received large numbers of immigrants but. much
of this immigration was seen by many of the
countries as temporary labour or 'guest-worker'
migration rather than permanent migration.
Western European countries recruited guest
workers to ease their tight labour markets during
the 1960s and 1970s. The intention was that all
temporary migrants would eventually return home.
However, there were strong economic incentives
for employers to renew the contracts of temporary
workers to avoid the need for training programs.

E F A 7



Combined with economic and political instability in
the Third World, some 5 million of the 30 million
immigrant workers who came to Western Europe
remained in the labour force and were
subsequently joined by more than 8 million
immediate and extended family members. Thus,
the 'temporary labour immigration to Western
Europe resulted in the permanent immigration of
approximately 1:3 million people (Teitelbaum
Winter 1985, p. 901.

Illegal immigration

The flows of illegal immigrants have persisted in
a number of countries. These flows have been
fostered by the demographic imbalance between
the developing and the developed countries
( rapidly growing Third World populations ).
differentials in economic growth, employment
(ipliort unities and wages. and a demand for low-
wage workers in a number of developed countries.

B Guest workers in Germany

1111Em-I
-r

The scale of illegal immigration to the United States
is massive. It has lxTn estimated that about. 3
million illegals enter the United Suites successfully
every year, with perhaps 25 per cent of them
remaining permanently (Behar 1990). In early
1987 it was estimated that. the illegal resident
population of the United States stood at between 4
and 5 million. Overall there may he between 10 and
IS million illegal immigrants in different parts of
the world (Hall 1989).

A. 11,,Iws.la & .1. Situ. Australia's It 'pa tailors 1)1 wits (111(1 Prosprits 1991.
AGI'S.Canhorra. 111512, {111. :14 30.1

Illegal immigrants are those-who enter a
country without, the necessary permit or, as
is often the case, those who enter a country
legally but then remain after their
authorised period of stay has ended.

Thrkish workurs in a BMW car factory in West Germany.'
(Swirl y: 11gden. Migration arid (;(rograptiiral Orange, Cambridge University
Prcss. 11114-1, p. 24. i
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SOURCE 4

A The human tide

,4,

The Human Tide
William Wallace on a world on the move

(Nnave: New Statesman. 17 May 191)1.1

B Europe without frontiers

(.tintrr: (iimpletittg the Internal Market: au arra leithAnd interval fnntliers,
Office for Official hiblications of the European communrtuw, 191{9. p. 131

As part of the plan to create a common market.
the 12 countries which make up the European
Community have adopted a principle of free
movement. of people within the Community to take
effect on the 1st, of January, 1993. The objective is
to eventually remove all the border controls at the
frontiers inside the Community, although controls
at external borders and points of arrival will be
maintained.

C The other Fortress Europe

Exploding populations plus stagnant economies
will force more and more North Africans to get to
Europe by fair means or foul. According t.o one
model used by the European Commission, the
Arab countries of the Mediterranean seaboard will
have 100 million more mouths than they can easily
feed by the year 2000. In Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union, freer foreign travel is opening new
possibilities for voluntary economic exile. Once
they are inside the Community, newcomers will in
theory be free to move around at will- in the
internal-frontier-free single market planned after
1992.

At present there arc 8.2 million legal immigrants in
the Community (12.5% of the population) ... but
there are also about another 3 million without
valid papers: reliable figures are obviously hard to
come by.

In the north of the Community, hundreds of
thousands of Poles are using their visa-free travel
to Germany, France and the Benelux countries to
get work in the unofficial economy ... Germany is
bracing itself for an influx of Soviet citizens when
liberal emigration policies ... come into effect. in
199.3.

Although national immigration policy is set. by each
EC country, the commission wants members t.o
harmonise the rules so that. the post-1992 principle
of free movement. of people within the Community
can work. The idea is that outsiders who require
visas will get one valid for the entire Community.
This will be checked at. their first point. of entry,
leaving them as free as EC locals to move about
once they are in. UnlesS everyone applies the rules

E F A 9
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in more or less the same way, some countries will
blame others as visitors entering on tourist visas
swell the numbers of illegal immigrants.

Some members ... argue that single-market
freedoms should apply to EC citizens only. The
problem is how to separate non-EC citizens from

_locals, say, on an 'international flight from Paris to
London so that immigration staff can check their

visas. Another worry is that countries which serve
mainly as transit points might not, apply strict,
enough controls. It is said darkly, for example, that
the Spanish authorities might be readier to grant
Moroccans tourist visas. in the knowledge that their
final destination will be France.

0 7114.1.:(,,,,,,rui.st.l.unil,n. 1 June 1991.1

D Making a stand for Somalia

MEW

Zahra Jama is three years old and an orphan.
Her parents died in March last year while
fleeing the civil war in Somalia. Her father,
who had already brought Zahra and her two
brothers to Australia, had returned to
Somalia to bring out his wife, who was eight
months pregnant.

They were on a- ship heading for Kenya,
with 500 other people, when it sank. Only
130 passengers survived. Nasra Ahmed.
Zahra's aunt in Melbourne, is now looking
after Zahra and her brothers, as well as her
own four children.

Yesterday, in the City Square, Zahra and
more than 100 of the 300-strong Somali
community gathered as part of the CARE
Australia Stand Up For Africa appeal.

(E. Minter. Du, Age, 21 August 1992.1

II

4

t.IIMINISi----1/+=1%-...

E

(Sonny: Population lieferenci Bureau, (;t411411ifInS. 0 ...Cll.Migrants rlim.ing drought in Africa. II

_ I a .washitigtoil Ill', 11111. p. 28.)
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F Yugoslavia

By August 1992. four months or conflict
between Serbian. (rotaian and uslin
forces in Bosnia ( a former Yugoslav republic)
had claimed the lives of thousands of poi pIt
and displaced almost two million tethers.

G Crossing the Rio Grande

11,

Another iron curtain: migrants cross at their peril to run the
gauntlet of arrest and assault.
(A. Cam borne. Mexico I Ity New Internist imalist, July 11192. .Neu,

Internar innalist monthly magazine :wadable on subscript lint for $16.50 p.a.
from 7 Hutt St. Adelaide, NOR

Q: What is happening to the refugees?

A: Between 1.5 million and 2 million people have been displaced
in Yugoslavia. Many have remained in their home republics, drifting
into areas they consider safe, or simply drifting. For some there
are camps, food aid and other help. Some have found relatives
to support them. Still more have fled across borders. Croatia alone
is said to contain as many as 600 000 refugeesequivalent to one
in eight of the population. It cannot hope to feed and accommodate
them all: it is simply overwhelmed.

The outlook for these people is appalling. With winter coming
Balkan winters tend to be exceptionally harshthe cold will become
a serious problem, and with harvests and transport so badly disrupted
there will be food shortages. Many more lives are likely to be lost.

t.S'undou Age, 2:1 August 1992.1

California Highway Patrol statistics show 250 illegal
immigrants have been hit. by cars in California
since 1987-153 of them fatally.

The tense and chaotic! [.'S- Mexican border is a
symbolic frontier between the First and Third
Worlds.

Potential immigrants from troubled nations of
Central and South America are becoming ever
more ingenious in their bid to reach the
supposedly better life offered in the US.

One technique they use at the crossing near
Tijuana, in Mexico, is to gather in their hundreds,
wait for the US border guards' change of shift
when only a skeleton staff is on duty, then rush
across in droves.

The few hapless officers are overwhelmed and can
only catch one or two people. whilst the majority of
the immigrants dive for safety and anonymity at
the San Ysidro shopping centre on the US side of
the border.

EFA 11



H The Berlin Wall

In a year filled with powerful images, none was
more dramatic or more hopeful than the breaching
of the structure that has stood for the harsh
division between East and West. That event. was the
culmination of a process that. began in May, when

L_

r'',1441M;7!

Hungary allowed East. Germans to pour across its
border 10 Austria. While many of East Germany's
best. and brightest voted with their feet, others
gathered 10 chant 'We want to stay!' and demand
political reforms.

17/110/111St/V1/11/ lailltary111911.1,. I:1. I
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SOURCE 5.

A Refugees and Australia

The ACTU's ethnic liaison officer talks about
the big picture on immigration with JOHN
MASANA USK AS.

Here is a sobering thought for those of us
horrified. by the recent arrival of a few
hundred Camb6dian boat people on our
shores. In one 36-hour period last year.
immigration officials in Austria had to cope
with an influx of 100(10 asylum seekers from
Eastern Europe.

Consider also a request by the Soviet Union
to resettle in Western Europe. two million
people living in radiation-contaminated land
around Chernobyl site of the world's worst
nuclear power accident.

Suddenly, the prospect of dealing with a
couple of hundred Cambodians is looking
good. And even 20000 Chinese students,
many of whom are already integrated into
Australian life, seem a drop in the ocean
compared with the millions of people
displaced around the world.

It is the view of Alan Matheson. ethnic liaison
officer with the ACTU: that Australia can
no longer make immigration and refugee
decisions' without heeding developments in
the rest of the world. According to the latest
data, the world has 15 million official
refugees, six million people in refugee-like
situations and another 18 million displaced
within their own countries.

Western Europe has become home to people
desperate for economic relief and political
stability. West Germany, for example, is

playing host to 120000 asylum seekers.
Switzerland, with a population of six million.
has a record number of individuals searching
for the same.

'I think one thing that Europe and North
America have discovered is that no country
can make isolated decisions.' said Mr
Matheson. that no country is an island any
longer and that it doesn't really matter
,whether you're a physical island or not.'

117/e..1q.., _.bury 1990 I

B Impact of refugees on
Australia

Australia ... [has' consistently rejected guest
worker schemes and [mil are protected from
irregular inflows by our geographic location
and stringent visa system. We are, however,
experiencing increasing flows of undocumented
migrants. All indicativns are that strong
immigration interest in Australia from the
developing \vorld will continue.

14.5010 its lack of land I iorders Australia hits been
affected significantly by spontaneous movements of
people in its own region. Australia also recognises
its international obligation to play a part in
resolving refugee and humanitarian situations
world wide.

While only it small number of peoplehave sailed
directly from Viet Nam to Australia,Vietnamese
'boat people' continue to arrive at an average of
2000 per month in countries of first asylum that
is, Hong Kong, Thailand, Indonesia and the
Philippines. Asylum seekers from Laos, Cambodia
and Viet NUM are still entering Thailand by land.
Australia has resettled over 100 000 Indochinese
refugees and continues to settle genuine refugees
from countries of first asylum.

Another regional situation of concern hi Australia
is the presence of approximately 10 000 Irian
layans who have crossed the border into Papua
New Guinea. Since 1984 Australia has beer( a major
donor of relief assistance, channelled through the
l'nited Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
for the care and maintenance of these people,
\oluntary return is considered by IJNHCR to be the
most desirable solution to the border crosser
situation, and (luring 1987 over 1000 Irianese were
voluntarily repatriated.

\ All! 'rtriersta "dim/ Int err iftratron, 1987. p 1;3
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Each group should then report its findings to the rest
of the class. Paling their knowledge in this way, the
class should now he able to identify and describe at
least three different sorts of migration.

Review the evidence in Source 1.

Which has been the largest migration in modern
history?
Why do you think the flow of migrants from Europe
became particularly heavy hit he 19th century?
What 19th century invention made immigration
easier?
How has migration from Africa been different from
other types of population movements in the period
since 1600?
What. do you think might have been the main
reasons for the migration of Indians and Chinese
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries?
How are indentured and contract /abour different
from slavery?

Mapping exercise

Read through the time-line of major population
movements this century, Source 1D. Plot the direction
of these migrations with arrows on a world map,
Student Worksheet, using a legend (e.g. coloured lines,
or dotted, broken, solid lines, etc.) to represent
different movements. Thu may need to look at an atlas
to locate some of the countries mentioned.

Extension activity

The time-line. Source ID, is a selection of events and
population movements since the First World War. Find
other examples of events and population movements
to add to the time-line.

Investigation 2: Why do people miwate?

There are many reasons why people choose to move
(or are forced to move) from one country to another.
These reasons fall into two main categories.

'Push' factors: conditions in a country which
make people choose to move from it, to another
country.

'Pull' factors: conditions in a country which
make people choose to move to it.

Look carefully at the images in Source 2.
Classify each of these images according to whether you
think it represents a 'push factor or a 'pull' factor.
Discuss in class what each image shows, whether it
represents a push or pull factor. (Note that one image

may represent a push or a pull, depending on the
perspective of the viewer.)

In the grid below list all the push and pull factors
hinted at in the photographs and any others that you
can think of yourself. Review the documents in Source
I to see if you can identify any other push and pull
factors to add to the list.

'Push' izetors 'Pall' factors

When people decide to migrate there are usually a mix
of push and pull factors operating. Return to the
introductory activity in this evidence file, and see if you
can identify the mix of push and pull factors that were
operating in (or influenced) your movements, or your
family's movements, or those of someone else you
know.

Investigation 3: What are the main types of
international migration?

Look at the documents in Source 3. Briefly discuss the
four major types of international migration. Then
indicate whether the statements on the next page are
true or false.

Summarise the information presented in Source 3 by
making notes on each of the four types of international
migration: permanent migration; refugees, displaced
persons and refugees: temporaiy migration: illegal
immigration. Things to consider when preparing your
notes on each type of migration include: the reasons
for the movement; its direction; the numbers involved;
and other factors such as the implications for source
and receiving countries.

Investigation 4: What are the current trends in
international population movement?
The documents in Source 4 provide some information
on recent trends in world population movements.

What are some of the current trends in international
migration?
Which countries are most affected by these trends'?
Why do you think these countries are the ones that
are most affected?

Represent these population movements graphically on
a world map. Student Worksheet.

What are some of the causes of mass movements in
Europe since 1989"
How will t he removal of border controls inside the
European Economic Community affect population
movement in the area?
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A permanent migrant is someone who keeps moving from one country to another.

Australia is one of the four main destinations for permanent migrants.

Illegal immigrants are those who enter or remain in a country without permission from that
_country to do so.

Refugees are mainly people who leave their homelands just because they want a better job or
lifestyle in the new country.

Temporary labour migrants and guest workers agree to work in another country for a fixed time.

Only those people who enter a country without a permit are considered illegal immigrants.

. Fear of persecution causes refugees to leave their homeland and migrate to other countries.

Permanent migrants are people who settle in another country.

T/F
T/F

T/F

T/F

T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F

Analysing media images

Investigate the way the media portrays world
population movements. Analyse the language used in
the media to describe population movements and the
images used to represent them. Does the media use
emotive language and images to portray population
movement? How do you think such representations
affect the reader /viewer? Begin by analysing the media
reports presented in Source 4, then analyse current
newspaper reports and news coverage of population
movements on teleiiision news programs.

World news activity: Empathy

Imagine you are a television news journalist preparing
a report on international migration for the world news
segment of a nightly news program. Choose an area in
the world (e.g. Europe, USA, Middle East). Write two or
three paragraphs outlining the migration flows in that
area. Questions to consider in writing this report
include: Where are the migrants coming from? What
are the reasons for these migration flows? What sort of
migration is it (temporary labour, illegal, refugee, etc.)?
You might also choose some particular examples to
illustrate your points. Now think about the sorts of
images that you would like to use to accompany your
report. Write up your report and a list of
accompanying images in a grid like the one below.

71:xt of report List of accompanying
images

e.g. Breaching of the
Berlin Wall 1989

Discuss your choice of language and images with other
class members, and perform your script in class.

Investigation 5: To what extent is Australia
affected by current world population
movements?

Refer to the world map showing current world
population movements which you completed for
Investigation 4. Compare Australia's geographic
location in the world with the location of other
countries such as the USA, Germany, France and Italy.

In what ways is Australia's geographic location
different from those of other countries?
Tb what extent do you think Australia is 'insulated'
from inflows of migrants by its geographic location?
Now look at the documents in Source 5. Do they
confirm your view?

Debate

'Australia is largely insulated from international
migration movements, but Australia should accept the
responsibility of playing a more active part'
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The History of Immigration to Australia
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Investigation B

What part has immigration played in
Australian history?

This evidence file examines the role immigration
has played in Australia's history. It provides
resources for an investigation of questions such
as the following:

What theories seek to explain the first arrivals
in Australia?
Who were the convicts?
Who migrated to Australia between 1840 and
1890, and why?
Why did Australia adopt the 'White Australia
Policy'?
Why did Australia set out on a large-scale
immigration program after the Second World
War?
How have Australia's immigration policy and
immigrant intake changed from 1973 to the
present?

Suggested Strategies

Time-line of migration project

('sing the chronologies presented in this evidence file
as a guide. create a time-line of immigration to display
on the classroom wall. The class could be divided into
small groups. each given the responsibility to research
different periods or aspects of Australian immigration
history and to display their findings on the time-line.
using both text and image. Migration to Australia can
be put into context by creating a parallel line to show
significant national and international events. Extend
t his act hity by getting students to mark on the time-
line when t heir family arrived in Australia, if known.
Details or photos ()I' their families* arrivals could be
included. For some students. this activity may require
interviewing family members or further research into
I heir faiuily histoty.

Sequencing exercise

An alternative to the time-line project mentioned
above could be a sequencing exercise. Students should
be presented with a number of illustrations and
photographs representing different periods of
Australia's immigration history and asked to order
these in a chronological sequence. As they work
though this evidence tile, students may find they need
to make alterations to the sequences they suggested

beforehand. The illustrations and photographs for this
exercise could be copied from this evidence file and
other sources.

Investigation 1: What theories seek to explain
the first arrivals in Australia?

Look at the documents in Source I.

Who do historians believe were t he first people to
settle in Australia?
How (lid they arrive?
How do Aboriginal beliefs explain the existence of
people in Australia?
What theories are put forward by Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people about how Australia camp
to be inhabited?
Who had contact with the Aborigines before t lw
arrival of the Europeans?

Carry out further research to find out more about
stories ()I' t he [)reamtime and archaeological theories
concerning the pet)pling of Australia.

Investigation 2: Who were the convicts?

Look at. the documents in Source 2.

What sorts of people did Britain send to Australia?
What sorts of crimes did they commit? List them in
order of their seriousness.
What happened to convicts once they were
transported to Australia?
Do you think transportation to Australia was a
harsh sentence for the convicts? Explain.
How did Aborigines react to the establishment of
penal colonies in Australia?
What was the extent of cultural diversity in t he

. convict period!

Carry out [miller research to answer the following
questions:

1-1()w did Aborigines reactto t he invasion of their
land by European set tiers?
What was life like for t he convicts in NSW Van
Diemen's Land and ot her colonies?
Him did 'assisted immigration* and the 'Bounty
system' operate?

The first 'refugees' to settle in Australia were German
Lutherans who fled their homeland to escape religious
persec ut ion by King Frederick of Prussia. They
established villages such as Klemzig and ilahndorl in
Si kith Australia during t he 1830s. Do further research
to lied out more about these refugees and their
sett lemons in Australia.

Investigation 3: Who migrated to Australia
between 1840 and 1890, and why?

Examine t he documents in Source :3.
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SOURCE 1

A Origins of the Aboriginal people

Some Aboriginal people. maintaining their
traditional beliefs, believe that they have lived
in Australia since the Dreamtime, the era of
creation.

The Aranda people of Central Australia believe
Mat sometime in the distant past, sleeping
superhuman beings. who were at the one time
1111111all and animal. spontaneously broke
hrough the surface or a cold and lifeless unit
As they did so. the sun began to shine. the
winds blew and the rains came: These great
,ancestors then freed the humans and breathed
life into them and into the land around them.
They iwrformed marvels. great creative deeds
and composed stories and ceremonies to lay
down guide-lines of behaviour. Then, weary
from their efforts, they returned to the rocks.
trees and water-holes or to the sky. Similarly
the people of Arnhem Land believe that their
life began when the Djanggawul sisters and
their brother came across the sea from the
north hearing their sacred mat and dilly-bug
from which all life was produced.

U. Broome. Aborigino/ Ai/stow/en es, George Allen Si I'nHln, 11182.
p.tl

Aboriginal stories such as these are preserved
through oral tradition. Some of these stories
include the arrival of ancestors by canoe front
overseas.

Historians and archaeologists argue that.
Aborigines came to Australia front Southeast
Asia many thousands of years ago, when the
sea levels were much lower than they are
today, and when Papua New Guinea and
Tasmania were both joined to the mainland. it
is thought that they came by sea in canoes or
rafts, perhaps surviving on cooked fish during
the voyage.

Archaeological discoveries have revealed that
the continent was inhabited by humans at
least 40 000 years ago. It is possible that there
were several waves of settlers. The dingo was
introduced to Australia only 8000 to 4000
years ago, and it is thought that it was brought

here by a later wave of settlers. There is little
doubt that Aborigines were the first human
inhabitants of the Australian continent.

Many years before Europeans came to
Australia. the Aborigines established
relationships with fishermen from the. islands
of Indonesia. Most of these were Macassatts.
from the island of Sulawesi, who came to
Australia in boats called praus to fish for
trepangblack sea slugs.

B

)i e migration routes from Southeast Asia during the
lowered sea levels of the Ice Age.

nv: E. Foster. MI' Aborigimtv: Phrm PrIlti.story to the PrmeM.01'1'. 1985,
p. 15.1

C

An Aboriginal rock painting of a Macassar prat.
(Sntrve: E. Foster. Me Atm...arilum Fhure Prthishrry to the Prewet, 01:1; 198.5x.
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SOURCE 2

A Chronology of key events,
1788-1840

1788 First European settlement in Australia
established in Port Jackson, later
named Sydney. The First Fleet brought
approximately 1000 people from the
British Isles and, of these. about three-
quarters were convicts.

1793 The first (eleven) free settlers from
England arrive in NSW and take up
land between Sydney and Parramatta.

1804 Settlement of Hobart Town in Van
Diemen's Land, later called Tasmania.
Unsuccessful mutiny of convicts at
Castle Hill, NSW.

1824 Moreton Bay, near present-day
Brisbane, settled as a convict station.

1829 Swan River Settlement. in Western
Australia established.

1832 First shipload of assisted migrants
arrive in Australia.

1834 First. European settlement in Port
Philip District, later named Victoria.

1835 Bounty system introduced whereby
free settlers received a bounty payment
for each qualified person they
encouraged to immigrate.

1836 First European settlement of South
Australia.

1838 German Lutheran settlers begin
arriving in South Australia.

B The convicts

The structure of British society.at the time ensured
there would be a continuing supply of convicts for
New South Wales. The enclosure of common land
had forced rural poor into theft. Transportation
would frequently become a substitute for
execution.

The convicts sailed to Australia on chartered
private ships and, for the women and men, the
voyage could be barely tolerable or horrendous.
depending on the avarice of the ship's owner or
master. The Government paid the owner per
convict head for food. Thus unscrupulous owners

. could increase their profit margins by equipping
the vessels poorly and reducing rations.

The first free settlers landed in 1793 but, for the
next forty years. their arrivals continued to be
dwarfed by those of convicts: between 1788 and
1830. of a total of 77 000 arrivals only 18 per cent
were free settlers.

Austm lin and Immigratinn: 1788-1988. A(iPS. 1988. pp. 5.7.)

C

C()nit labour as k'picted in an anti-transportation book in
18-11.

Mitchell Library. State Library of New South Walt% reproduced in
N1. Dugan & .1. Smarr. MM. Goru 11a Nrighbourtirxrd!. Macmillan. 1984,2. 21.)
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D Convicts landed in the Australian Colonies

Year

Colony

7btal

New
South,
Wales

Van
Diemen's

Land
Norfolk
Island"

Moreton
Bay

Port
Philip

Western
Australia

1788-1795 4 717 4 717
1796-1803 3 548 294 b 3 858e
1804-1811 2 842 299' 3148`
1812-1819 11 510 1 140 12 701'
1820-1827 14 809 7 514 22 354'
1828-1835 26 235 14 422 40 848'
1836-1843 13 726 21 342 617 35980`
1844-4851 1 100 17 429 W51 517 1727 977 23 701
1852-1859 4 047 4468 8 515
1860-1868 4198 4 198

78 487 66 487 2568 517 1727 9643 160 020

a Norfolk Island arrivals were included in New South Wales figures until 1840.
b. Convicts landed at Port Phillip in 1803 were transferred to Van Diemen's Land in 1804.
c. Includes 591 convicts from British colonies, who were landed in either New South Wales or Van Diemen's Land.
Savour 3. Jupp (ed.), The Australian People, Angus & Robertson. 1988, p. 25.

E Aborigines and convicts

The Aborigines were dsmayed to discover that the
visitors were staying indefinitely. Equally dismaying
were some of the events of the first few weeks
which they observed drunkenness and fighting,-the
flogging of convicts and the first hanging. Conflicts
occurred with growing frequency as Aborigines
fought doggedly for their land, to which they had
both economic and spiritual rights.

(L Lippmann, Generations ty'Resistance, 2nd edn, Longman Cheshire, 1991,
p. 4.)

F Aborigines and European
settlement

European settlement had a disastrous effect on the
Aborigines. Many Aborigines were shot or poisoned
by European settlers, and many others died of
diseases introduced by the Europeans. Historians
have estimated that the Aboriginal population fell
from at least 300 000 in 1788, when European
settlement began, to less than half this amount in
1840.

(11 Foster, The Aborigines: Prom Prehistory to the Present, OUR 1935 p. 47.)
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G The convicts

The first thirty-three years of settlethent from 1788
were marked by the arrival of nezirly 000
convicts and -1500 settlers... Most of the comicts
came from the British Isles. The largest group were
English. with the Irish next, followed by a good
number of Scuts and NAelsli. Most of the comicts
were male. with about a fifth of those transported
I xing female...

As well as those comicts 1/01.11 111 131ltiutl, there was
a number of convicts %vim \ere born outside the
British Isles but who were comicted of crimes
undertaken in 13ritztin and were subsequently
transported to the colony. Various scholars
studing transportation Have brought to light
inforulation about foreign-born' convicts. I... 1..

Robson taint' across comits who wore born in the
l'nited States. (.'anada.11olland, France. Germany.
Sweden. hennitirk. Portugal, Italy. Gibraltar.
St Helena, Cape of (10,d \rriccutcoontries'.
Nlauritius. Nladagascar, the Persian Gulf. Nluscat.
India and East India..1. S. Levi found Jewish
offenders who won born in France. Austria.
(.'zechosloyakia. Poland, Hungary, Lauia. Russia
and Egypt ...

This diversity of people Itighlights the pluralistic
'lawn' of settlement or the fifth continent in the
oarly days.

114, us' 'Ts 1 if I (erred her fir HOW W.,. MULL. 1085,
man 41
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.

---
A prison ship in Portsmouth Harbour. an 1828 etching.
DILGEA. Austra/ia and hnmigration: 1M-1988. AEU'S. 1988, p. 7.1

H Letter of convict John Slater,
sentenced to transportation
for life in 1817

Ott tit(' 01 (1 ship prisoners, the
G-rerun's Secretary goes on board. accompanied
by the principal Superintendents of eon vie's.
and the tradesmen ill the service of gown, men,.
jOr instance. carpenters. bricklayers &.
selected hr the several branches they ptrtend to.
Serva Ws also, of certain descri pt ums. are
appropriated to sad, gentlemen as may want
them, 011(1 what remai HI/engage(h are then
sent to (111;4 dili.-rent outposts to supply the selllerS
who /mill seek far their aid. It is no uncommon
matter to see a jelwIler: a clerk. or 'allot: with a
reaping-hook in I/Is hand rutting n, with
an ao.lalling a tree. Hard 'fork and hard fare is
'1('1/l'1'(11111 'h(' lid q1(1 settl('ls /1/1111. 1)111 1 (1111

.1i))11111ale (1/1(1 remain (it Syl

1M. Dugan Iti .1. SZW:11,..AUStrraiti:, Edward
11157. I). S rt cs-y Australian Institute id %hilt Wulf aria Affairs. I

A.

.t ,

Convict labour in Sydney in 1821.
M. Dugan & Szwan., Thengora the nriqhboterhg.e. Macmillan. 191W.
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SOURCE 3

A Chronology of key events, B Caroline Chisholm
1840-90

1848 CillS111)1111 asulhlishes
an Society

In proido linatiial support for
family migration.

1851 ;old discovpries ill Victoria anti
No Sout h \Vales attract large

1852

1855

1861

1863

1873-90 .\ssistod immigration declines ill
most colonies.

nunibrs ,41-1111inigrant Irotil
Elinipe. die ['SA and

Last convicts transported to die
;isterti colonies.

Victoria i) tsses.legislation to limit
entry oft'lliiiese.

Anti Chinesc riots at 1,Liitibing 1.1111
gold tic lcl in No South Walos.
(7/iiicse. /ecstrictio)/ Act limits the
number of Chineso entering \(\V

1;.thourers foni tit Pacific Islands
brought to QuC!ensland.

"tr1/4'Ade.
( 77). plt(lantliropisl and pi..11..or

.,(1.1.;(.(1 4). ,(.III) 111011.iiii(i, (dinitiligranis, particular!). ...4.1:trv,

.,111.11.,If..I in .\11,,iraila,
r14 alum:II I ihran

C Gold diggings, Ararat

1890 severe al-onotni depression in
file eastern (.4 il(inic.s brings it virtual
ludt to immigration in the 1890s.

\ Ili an.! I (NJ t4' I l'ut I

ti,ri pre hvoi 11.111,4,:,11114 1111111111,,t1
Irnmr,p fin". !AS:\ A( 1!,,S. I, I I
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D Gold and Chinese immigrants E Immigration to Australia,
1800-1900

The discovery of gold in New South Wales and
Victoria in 1851 resulted in a rapid expansion of
Australia's population. In 1850 Australia's non-
Aboriginal population numbered about 405 000
people. By the end of the gold-rush decade the
population had more than doubled, reaching
about 1 146 000. Gold-seekers came from all over
the world, particularly Europe, the United States
and China. Between 1851 and 1860 about 50 000
emigrants (many of whom received government
assistance) left Britain for the Australian
colonies. Almost 60 000 gold-seekers came from
Continental Europe, at least 42 000 from China,
and perhaps 10 000 from the United States of
America.

The Chinese gold-seekers were the first significant
wave of non-European migrants to arrive in the
colonies. European diggers and colonialists
generally reacted to the Chinese presence with
hostility. Anti-Chinese articles appeared in the
newspapers and, on the gold-fields, anti-Chinese
riots broke out, especially when the gold became
scarce.

In spite of the inflow of assisted and other
immigrants, the supply of labour was not always
sufficient to meet the needs of colonial
entrepreneurs. Because of this shortage of labour.
and also because European labour was
considered unsuitable for the tropical conditions
of the northern regions, the cane-growers of
Queensland brought out Pacific Islanders to do
the heavy manual jobs on their sugar-cane
plantations. From 1863 the cane-growers paid
shippers to bring Islanders to the cane-fields. The
harsh treatment of the Islanders by shippers and
cane-growers led to protests by European
workers and clergymen. An Act of Parliament in
1868 sought to improve the treatment of the
Islanders by assuring them wages of a year, a
return trip at the end of their contracts, and
improved conditions on the ships.

Many unions and workers in Australia became
strongly opposed to immigration in the last few
decades of the 19th century, believing that it
threatened their jobs. They were particularly
opposed to the immigration of non-European
people, whom they feared would work for lower
wages. Like the European miners' resentment
towards the industrious Chinese diggers in the
1850s, the resentment of European workers
towards Pacific Islander and other non-
European labourers helped to create the climate
for the 'White Australia Policy' which was
formally introduced in 1901.

0 COO

' .810 11,0s 16201 MO. 'Ms id° s 1.'711E101 IIROs Maps 41011WD+ III:Is 1.01 11,01 I904 470

.mire AtItipted frt tin M Dugan tit .1. Sew art% ustrnliuk Migru
Exprurv. Kdwanl Arnold. 1987. Appendix A I ourutsy Ausitrahan Inntn uto
of Multicultural Affairs

F Lambing Flat riot, 1861

t.tittat t Dare, Australia: A Nation ti Immigrants. Child & Ass, tiates. 198H.
p.IOi1
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SOURCE 4

A Chronology of key events,
1892-1945

1929 The treat IN9r(ssion begins,
bringing inunigration to a standstill.

1938 Australia agrees to accept
European refugees fleeing Nazi
persecution.

1939-45 Second World Wztr reduces
immigration.

1892

1901

Gold-rush in Western Australia
begins, bringing immigrants from
overseas and from the eastern
colonies.

Federation: the six colonies
come together to form the B
Commonwealth of Australia, a self
governing member of the British
Empire. The Constitution gives the
Commonwealth the power to
legislate cm immigration. but the
selection of immigrants remains
with the States.
The hnmirpution Restriction Act
introduces a dictation test to
exclude unwanted immigrants. The
Act gives formal expression to the
'White Australia Policy'.

1903 Aratumlisation Act excludes non-
Europeans from the right to apply
for naturalisation.

1904 Deportation of Pacific Islanders
from Queensland begins.

1905 Schemes to assist and encourage
British immigration revived.

1914-18 First. World War reduces
immigration. Thousands of Island labourers at lierbert River. Queensland. in the

kite 18g0s.
German-Australians interned as Oxley I,ihrirr. Queenskind, reproduced In M. Dugan

'enemy aliens' under the Vizr .1 Szwarc.Austrulia Migrant i-17teienw, Edward Arnold, IR8,7, p. 55.
iltNy Ansi radian Institute of Mull tcult ural Affairs. )

Pt-CW.10011S Act.

1920 Federal Government accepts
responsibility for immigrant
selection.

1921 Federal Government takes control
of all migrant operations in Britain.

1922 Epire Settlenwirt Act is passed.
It provides assistance for over
200 000 British immigrants to
Australia in the following decade.

E F B 7
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C Extracts from the Immigration Restriction Act 1901

D

No. l Imrniorution Restriction, 1901

IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION

No. 17 of L901

An Act to place certain restrictions on Immigration and to provide fur the removal
from the Commonwealth of prohibited Immigrants.

[Assented to 23rd I )ecember, 1)01.1

BE it enacted by the Kings Most Excellent Majesty the Senate and the House of
Representatives of the Commonwealth of Australia as follows:

I. This Act may he cited as the homirircztion Restriction :let 1901.

1. Thu its into the Conitnomvealth of the persons described in any of the foliA%-ing
paragraphs of this section (hereinafter called 'prohibited inimigrints'i is prohibited.
namely:

( Any person who when asked to do so by an officer tails to write out at dictation
and sign in the preence of the officer a passage of lift' words in length in a
European language directed by the officer:

(1) any person likely in the opinion of the Minister or of On officer to become a
charge upon the public or upon any public or charitable institution;

(c) any idiot or insane person:
(d) any person suffering from an infectious or contagious disease or a loathsome or

dangerous character:
(e) person %vho has within three years been convicted of an offence. not being it

mere political offence. and has been sentenced to imprisonment for one year er
longer therefore:and has not received a pardon:
any prostitute or person living on the prostitution of others...(f)

t the cOiehir I
etzteCt In Mae 5 Intnin

th& srefw,

1,.111,1 loiliniquittr,ti M..11.1( tom 1( 1
.11

car,I i,lerciall,16.81111' 111,11.,1 114; t 1, ,
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F Advertising Australia

AUSTRALIA
WHAT AUSTRALIA OFFERS

To FARMERS and SIOCICUELDERS.
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VICTORIA, The Garden State of Australia.
AGRICULTURAL HOMES WITHIN THE EMPIRE.

Freehold Farr. of 'from 50 to 200 Acres. Perthose.blelerr b 12o distributed over period of 311 years.
FARM LABOURERS.Special Alketsesste up to 10 Am. foe Farm Labourers with FaeRiee
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Advelleee to Fermin 14.11 be sole is *moved OM&
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THI AOSHT-GENZRAL FOR VICTORIA. Illelbourn* PI** Strand, London, W.C.

NEW SOUTH WALES
CAPITALISTS, FARMERS, AGRICULTURAL WORKERS & FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS.

MI are Welcomed.
IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT IS PROVIDED FOR FARM WORKERS
AND FEMALE DOMESTIC SERVANTS AT GOOD . WAGES.
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SOURCE 5 j

A Chronology of key events,
1945-73

1945 Second World War ends, leaving
millions of people in Europe stranded
outside their homelands. Many of
these 'displaced persons' lived in
appalling circumstances in camps in
Western Europe, unable to return to
their former countries which had been
annexed by the USSR.

1946 Commonwealth and State Ministers
confer in Canberra on Australia's
Immigration Program.
Australia agrees to provide free and
assisted passages for selected British
immigrants.

1947 Post-war immigration boom begins.
FIrst post-war free and assisted British
immigrants arrive in Australia.
Australia agrees with the International
Refugee Organisation to settle
'displaced persons' from war-torn
Europe. Large numbers of European
refugees and voluntary migrants arrive
in Australia over the following decade.
First Commonwealth immigrant
reception and training centre for non-
British immigrants established at
Bonegilla, Victoria

1948 Immigration agreement made with
Malta.

1949 Australian citizenship created.

1951 Immigration agreements made with
Italy and the Netherlands.

1952 Immigration agreements made with
Austria, Belgium, Greece, West
Germany and Spain.

1957 'Bring out a Briton' campaign begins.

1958 Migration Act abolishes the 'dictation
test' and replaces it with an entry
permit system.

1959 Assisted passages costing £10 offered
to Britons.

1966 Restrictions on non-Europeans
immigrating and becoming citizens are
eased.

1967 Immigration agreement made with
Thrkey.

1973 Policy of non-discrimination on the
grounds of race, colour or nationality
in the selection of immigrants adopted.

B

A camp for displaced persons in Europe after the Second
World War.
(Stntrre Immigratnni in Rims, 1946-1990, ALPS, Cat. no.47 /15i /5i, 1990.)
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D Post-war immigration

The Second World War t nay he regarded as a
di\iding scene in the ongoing drama of Australia's
immigration history. It separated off in time the
economic disaster of the Depression %vhich
brought immigration to it \irtual standstill. Our
economy was depleted; production was in the
doldrums; community see ices were in decline.
Australia %vas feeling the scars of depression
and %var.

The country needed thousandsars of houses, schools,
hospitals and other public amenities_ l'oNver
blackouts were common. Principal exports such as
coal and iron had fallen off drastically once the war
demand was not thereto II(' MCI. Australia's belt
%vas so tight that the country was holding its breath.

But Australia, the lucky country (although it (lid
not quite recognise the fact itself), showed Lilt

enormous potential, particularly in minerals. and
an exciting capacity for growth, There was only one
1Vtly to go on the graphup%vtirds. All lust rilia
needed %vas that most important resource tit' all
people.

The need %vas emphasised hy the realisation
engendered through the terrible war yearn that so
small a population in charge of such a vast land
was tinder protected and vulnerable. It %\ as clear.
too. that Britain would no hinger he able to come
Iu :\ustralirfs (1(.1(..nce.

The scene was set for our extraordinary post-war
immigration program. The Federal Department of
Immigration was horn.

.1rtlitir ('alwell our lirst Minister for Immigration.
expressed the program's philosophN in a speech lo
the House of Representatives in November 19-tti:

There was a 1 lutenist film. years ago when Aust ralia
faced its gravest peril. Armies recruited lion t he
teeming millions iil.lapan threatened to overrun
our cities and broad hinterland. 'they were so many.
We were so lew. Today we are at peace. But, while all
of us must work to perpetuate that peace, let us not
Ihrget that armed conflict remains a grim possibility.
both in the New World and in the Olda possibility
against which we must guard with all the
intelligence, all t he realism, and all the energy that
we can muster...

11x' days of our isolation are ove. We live in an age
when the earth's surface seems to be contract ing
under t he influence of scientific discm.ories" that
almost baffle our imagination. The call to all
Australians is to realise t hat. without adequate
numbers, this %vide hnnvn land may nut he held in
am it tier clash of arms, and to give their maximum
assistance to every Oho to expand its economy
anassimilate more and more people who will
come from overseas to link their fate with our
destiny.

11,1iAir.A. :last nilta and I IP migral. 1;.`,S.195S. AGIS 198.1. p

E

v

.a.01

Prime Minister lien (Tilley and Immigration Minister Arthur
alwell greet first ;mist war immigrants. a party or liritislt

building tradesmen Alio arrived syducy m 1917
Vxnrr 1,1,m1,1,7114,,, 10, 195141, AGPS. 17 IA 4,1991i
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F To Australia the promised G Attitudes to European
land

AUSTRAUA
THE PROMISED LAND
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immigration

In i he early years there was considerable
opposition to the Government's immigration
program. and in particular to the immigration Of
non-British immigrants. Much of this opposition
was directed against the immigration of
displaced persons Irma war-torn Europe, many
of them Eastern Europeans and Jews. There was
aLso resentment against migrants from southern
European countries such as Italy and Greece.
Non-British migrants from Europe were
subjected to various forms of racism ranging
from name-calling to discrimination and acts of
violence. It was partly because of this opposition
to the program that the Government made
hpvcial .frons to proim)te immigration at home.

??,,,,n,tr 11140%ernment pamphlet of 194:,
,eimealmed al NI I Itwall .%; A Szwary. //ry IpN nowilihIntrIummV.
\Li, Milian. p 144 i
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SOURCE 6

A Chronology of key events,
1973-92

1973 Policy of non-discrimination on the
grounds of race, colour or nationality
in the selection of immigrants adopted
by new Labor Government..
Telephone Interpreter Service
introduced.

1975 Racial Discrimination Act passed by
Federal Government makes it unlawful
to discriminate on grounds of race,
colour, descent, national or ethnic
origins.
Ethnic radio stations 2EA in Sydney
and 3EA in Melbourne begin
broadcasting.
First Vietnamese refugees resettled in
Australia.

1976 First Indochin(se refugees or 'boat
people' arrive in Australia.

1977 Australian Immigration officers are
stationed in Thailand to select Indo-
chinese refugees for resettlement in
Australia.

1979 Establishment of Community Refugee
Settlement Scheme.

rtL

1980 Multicultural television station,
Channel O., 28. begins transmission in
Melbourne and Sydney.

1984 Comments on pace of Asian
immigration by historian Geoffrey
Blainey start. a public debate on
immigration.

l 1988 Australia's Bicentenary celebrations.
FitzGerald Report fuels the
immigration debate again by
recommending a greater emphasis Oct
skilled migration and questioning the
policy of multiculturalism.

1991 Business migration program scrapped.
Economic recession increases
pressure on the Government to reduce
migrant intake.

1992 Economic recession and high levels of .

unemployment underlie a cut in the
migrant intake.

B

Mike Zatiropotilos. a I )IEA ollityr in Victoria. is intenicwoi on
Sliti radio stapon :31-:A in 1987 he Herta Frangioudakis.
coordinator of the station's Greek -languagc. program.

ny. 111KA Photottruphie Archnn: reproduced m MR Bulletin, no. 7.
August 1992.p. 45.)

V
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C Background

A non-discriminatory immigration policy

The election of the Whit lam Labor Government in
1972 heralded a new age in immigration policy.
The Government immediately repudiated the
White Australia Policy and announced that
future immigration would be based on the
'avoidance of discrimination on any grounds of
race or colour of skin or nationality'.

Indochinese refugees

Changes in the pattern of immigration in the
1970s were caused mainly by international
events. Australia played an important. part in
resettling Indochinese refugees after t he Viet
Nam War came to an end in 1975. The
Communist victory forced many owners of
private businesses to sell or relocate. People who
had served in the army or the bureaucracy of the
former South Vietnamese Government, anti-
Communist intellectuals, religious leaders and
others considered to be enemies of the State,
were detained in re-education camps. Such
conditions caused many Vietnamese to escape
the country. Some escaped overland, through
neighbouring Cambodia and Laos, to Thailand.
Other Vietnamese refugees escaped by sea, often
undertaking perilous voyages in overcrowded
and unseaworthy boats. Many suffered great
hardships, such as storms, pirate attacks and
lack of food. Many overcame these hardships and
reached refugee camps in Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Thailand. Indonesia and the Philippines; some
even reached Australia During this period many
Cambodians and Laotians also fled repressive
regimes in their countries.

For humanitarian reasons, and perhaps also
because of its own involvement in the Viet Nam
War, Australia accepted the obligation to respond
to this mass exodus from Viet Nam, Cambodia
and Laos. Indochinese refugees have dominated
Australia's humanitarian intake from 1975 to the
late 1980s. Over 120 01)0 people from Viet Nam.
Laos and Cambodia have been resettled in
Australia.

During the 1980s it became obvious t hat the
nature of the outflow of people from Indo-China
to refugee camps in Southeast Asia bad changed.
Increasingly people were fleeing poverty and lack
of opportunity in their homeland, and not
persecution.. It. became clear to the international
community that resettlement in countries like
Australia was not a solution, and was becoming
part of the problem by encouraging sonic people
to leave who were seeking a better life in the
West.

The international community's response to the
large number of Vietnamese in camps was the
Comprehensive Plan of Action, a strategy
adopted at a conference in Geneva in June 1989.
This plan has several components, including the
individual assessment of refugee claims. However,
it also provided that, after certain dates. all those
assessed as not being refugees must return to
Viet Nam.

D Nguyen Hong Thi Thu's
story

By boat to freedom

The reason l left Vie! N1111 WaS SO my family could
flee the Communist. My father was an army
general serving Viet Nam and alter Communist
come they took my father to t he education camp
;Ind life there was very difficult. \Ve were very sad.

My mum always hoped to escape from Viet Nam to
another country. hope to go America 1xicause
I got my aunty who lives there for twenty years.
Nly mum has a friend and her friend got a small
boat from South Viet Nam.

Departure by night

I leave at night with about five people. They got us a
boat that will travel to Malaysia. The small boat has
about twin people. I can take only one pair
trouser and one shirt, that's all, no food because
I must look like you are going to the shop.
Otherwise. the Communist would ask questions.

I 4
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I don't want to leave my family but my mother
always said, Ibu must go to the boat and escape
from Viet Nam'. I scared and just lucky to escape
like that. Sometimes the Governnient caught the
people and took them back but I just praying for
the God, 'Oh, help my family'.

No mom for sleeping

I travelled in the sea about seven days. Oh. utrrible.
The first day they got water and some food like
some lemon. The second day and third day, there
just only a little hit water, drink about one small
cup. And fourth day and five day after I drink just
a little hit of water. I thought I will die. Oh, terrible!

Seasick the first day and the second day and also
dizzy, but the third day and fourth day tweause
can't eat. just drink water and I feel seasick a ha.
ate floated seven days and after that l saw the big
Boats working for the oil company. They just say
they will take rue to Malaysia. Pulati l3idong Island.

I remember, the first time I came to that island
I don't know where my brother is. I thought he go
to Canada or America at Id I just came there and
I thought there was nobody, no friend there and
then I saw my brother. My brother said. 'Oh. I can't
believe that one'.

A sailor on board HM.AS Melbourne helps a Vietnamese
refugee.

'leder:41i ruling lnnnigrruinn, AGPS, Canlwrra. 1987. p 44.1

`My face shining from tears'

I was in the camp over four months. I didn't know
anything about Australia except I knew about
kangaroos and crocodile. I find out about Australia
after I meet the government official, They very
friendly.

When l leave the island for a camp in Kuala
Lumpur, I know I will go to Australia. They got it
small library. I look for the hooks about Australia
but can only find out about New South Wales and
about the famous Sydney Opera House.

Then after one month I got listed. I feel the
freedom. They got a Boeing 707 for the people
travelling from Malaysia to Australia. About sixty
people. twenty-one people for Melbourne and
others went to Sydney. Oh. my face shining from
tears because I'm very happy.

It in. Am& and Arnmpatit ,thetrutoton Offitars
RCM i itir 194.5-X5. AGPS. 111144. pp. 1117.

E

Refugee h1)111 off coast of NlaWsia.
(Sonure: IL Mantn..4neds and Amxrant (Mods..Sligati,m ()Or:, and
Alignints Rem in mer /945-85, p 1(11

F Professor Nguyen Hoang
Cuong's story

Somehow I became an tillWaIVC(1 person. One
morning, they came to my loutso and broke it
I was asked to go with them to the local police
station. When I ar'r'ived there I was simply put
in jai.

E F 8 18
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"Iso 'rehabilitate' me, the Communists made me
attend ti -month course on Marxisin and
Ipninisin a kind of ideological indoctrination
that only succeeded in helping me see through
the true nature of Vietnamese Communism,
It 1v Is dangerous It) disagree as they might have
yonvinced someone in the group to ho a spy.

The 'writs of escape and the 'Lingers of the open
sea soon became preferable to life in my poor old
yountr. It took Inc nine months to succeed to get
away. II Was Illy third PS(11110 1)1(1. I lost a fortune
preparing the first two attempts. You had to buy
a boat. prepare everything. buy papers. Bribery
marked each step.

After the many hazards of the sea and many
indignities in refugee camp. my family and I came
I ty photo to Austrtdia. We stayed for a \viiile at the
lVesibridge migrant centre on the outskirts III
Sydney. Vestbridge 11'as certainly an improvement
on tile camps in Malaysia and \ve %vette happy to he
in Australia.

lint dial was not the end of our predicament. It was
oily the IA .ginning of 11 new stage in our life....1t

\\,Csibridge. for y \ample. the food \vas good but rice
11111-1 prepared in 1111'11y 111111 1111LS not ours. The

Australians %yore eery kind to us but most of the
things they gave Ils \\1011(' 11(11 suitable. What was
good about the centre 1vas that many goverim(git

11ere concentrated there: health, mail,
housing, employment. even banking. People from
he I )(Tart ment of Immigration cattle to give IS

orientation courses. Still. then, \yore many culture
,hocks for everybody butt the most Westernised
of

like many people. I had 11 problem sucking
employment: I \vas rePeillerilY told I \\.as 'over

hilt y(111 have to he employed to have all
me( line to rent a Ilan. I eVe1111.11111 W011110 the Nord
111(0(W (1(1111111111y 111 11011101)11S11 and gained an

interviev the employment oflieer. Nly English
11as not good but I cold(' speak it well enough and
lid some interpreting, for outer applicants. 'rho

intyp.iower asked about my educational
background and made it easy for me by saying.
'Ethic:it:HI I ligh School'' I said. 'Yes'. So he said.
All right. I will give you a job as a morel-natl..

Tlie biggest proldem for the Vietnamese is the
language Problem. Nit oven far those of as who
have managed to gain mate kno\vledg,e of Ihe
languagv of si11k,,s0(.ill.c. the matter or
ymploment remains quite a problem.

hat Iiui, Thc Iar,l 11:m 1,10 icanw,e F:xiwrienco, u1.1 Ilata (c./1

rlusirIIAttu tf,/141//,/,. NSV. I ersil) 'rev, 11184. pc I 114 h )

G
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What happened in 1851 which caused a new surge in
migration to Australia'?
What different. parts of the world did these
immigrants come from?
What tensions arose in Australian society during the
gold-rush period and afterwards?

Further research

Find out noire about Caroline Chisholm and her
Family Colonisation Sdwiety.
Find out more about t he l!acilic Islanders who were
brought to work on Queensland's canefields.

Investigation 4: Why did Australia adopt t he
'White Australia Policy'?

In 190l the newly established Federal Government
passed the Immigration Restriction Act. Like t he
immigrat ion rest rid ion legislat ion in Nat al ( in Sit h
Africa ) on which it watt modelled. Australia's
Immigration Restriction Act introduced a dictation
test to exclude unwanted migrants.

Do a dictation test in a language other than
English to demonstrate the manner in which
non-European migrants were prevented from
gaining entry to Australia A sample of a passage
in Italian, followed by its English translation,
appears below:

Su unto dei sette chili di Rouuz, it Cello, per sette
secoli diniorarouo i papi col massinw splendore

For seven centuries, the popes lived in great
splendour on one of the seven hills of Rome, the
Coelian

I.00k at the extract from t he Inonifyation Restriction
Ad 1901 in Source 4.

In your own minis, describe how the dictation test
worked.
Which sort of migrants do you think the dictation
test was designed to restrict?
Do you think t his test was a fair way of deciding who
should be allowed to immigrate to Australia?
Why do you think the Australian Government might
have wanted to restrict immigration in this war?

book at t he cartoon below t he extract from the
ltnmigrat ion Restriction Act. What do you think it is
trying to say about Australia's Immigration Restriction
Act? Do you think the man representing Australia is
sincere when he says 'Tisn't the colour I object to f?
How good is the Australlan's spelling?

Wit( at the advertisements promoting Australia as a
migrant destination which appeared in the Stamford
of Empire in 1911, Source 4.

Which Australasian States were seeking immigrants
in 1911'?

What sorts of immigrants were they seeking?
In what country did these advertisements appear?
Give evidence to support your answer.
What incentives or assistance were the States
offering to potential immazants'?

Imagine you were a prospective migrant reading these
advertisements, and that you know very little about
Australia. On the basis of these advertisements alone,
choose which State you would migrate to, and explain
why.

Analysing racist cartoons

"lbwards the end 01' the lilt h cent ury there was a
marked increase in anti-Chinese racism. Hundreds of
racist cartoons appeared in t he colonies' newspapers.
Examine the selection presented in Source 4. For each
cartoon, ask the following questions:

How are the Chinese and other 'non-Europeans'
depicted in the cartoon?
How are Europeans represented'?
What concerns, fears and prejudices are revealed in .

the cartoon'?

How influential do you think cartoons such as these
would have been? Explain.

Investigation 5: Why did Australia set out on a
large-scale immigration prowl= after the
Second World War?

After the Second World War. Australia set out on a
large-scale immigration program. Look at the evidence
in Source 5 to find out why. List two of the reasons
given to support Australia's post-war immigration
program. What do you think was meant by the catch-
cry 'populate or perish'?

Carry out further research on conditions in Europe
after the Second World War.

Promoting immigration at home

book at t he evidence presented in Source 5.

Why do you think it was considered necessary to
promote immigration at home?
what, reasons were given in favour of the post-war
immigration program?
How did t he Government t ty to 'self immigrat ion at
home?
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Promoting immigration to Australia abroad
, ,

Look at the evidence presented in Source 5.

How were Australia and the Australian lifestyle
depicted to prospective migrants abroad?
What advantages did Australia have to offer the

-post -war migrant from the UK and other parts of
Europe?

Investigation 6: How have Australia's
immigration policy and immigrant intake
changed from 1973 to the present?

Over the last 20 years, immigrants to Australia have
come from all parts of the world, including Latin
America and Africa Immigrants from,the United
Kingdom and Ireland are still the most numerous.

Look at the documents in Source 6.

What major change was made to Australia's
immigration policy in 1973?
What major international events shaped the pattern
of-Australia's immigration program in the late 1970s
and early 1980s?

Read the stories of two Vietnamese refugees presented
in Source 6.

Why do you think they left Viet Nam?
What difficulties did they face in leaving the country?
What sorts of hardships and riski did they face at
sea?
How do you think they felt about resettling in
Australia?

Copy a map of Southeast Asia and show on your
copy the routes taken by refugees to Australia.
Include on your map Viet Nam, Cambodia, Laos,
Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong, the South China
Sea and the refugee camp on the Malaysian
island of Pulau Bidong.

Imagine you were the Southeast Asia.
correspondent for an Australian newspaper
(hiring the late 1970s and early 1980s. Using the
stories and photographs in Source ti as a guide,
write a short article explaining the plight of the
'Ixtat people.

Further activities

Invite some people who have immigrated to
Australia to talk to the class about their reasons
for immigrating and their experiences settling in
Australia If possible, compare the experiences of
different irtunigrants. You could, for example, invite a
British immigrant, a southern European immigrant
and a refugee or humanitarian immigrant from
Viet Nam, Cambodia or Latin America.
Draw a cartoon to represent some aspect of
Australia's immigration history Be careful to avoid
merely reproducing the racist stereotypes which
appear in the cartoons examined in this evidence
file.
Design a board game which reflects the history of
immigration to Australia.

Films

Films outlining the history of immigration to
Australia are available at resource centres in
each State. Such films include:

hntnigration: the ortivs (hot shaped Australia,
1987, Australia, 18 minutes, Film Australia
Destination Australia (series) 1985, Australia,
each episode 12 minutes. Film Australia and
Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs. The
first four programs provide an historical
perspective of immigration to Australia since
1788: 'Gaol to Gentry:, 1788-1840s: Golden Land',
1840s-1900; 'Growing Pains, 1901-45; and 'The
Widening Net', 1945. Other programs in the
series examine issues relating to immigration.
These include 'White Australia Policy and 'Who'll
do the Dirty Work?', which examines the use of
immigrant labour in the post-war period.
The Migrant Experierux, (series) 1984, Australia.
each episode 55 minutes, Film Australia Each
program examines a different theme in
Australia's immigration history.

Films which focus on the impact of European
settlement on Aboriginal life include the
following:

Warriors (Rainbow Serpent series) 1985,
Australia, 30 minutes, SBS. A study of Aboriginal
resistance to the white invasion of Australia
[Monett qf the Sun (series) 1982, Australia, four
episodes of 57 minutes each, Generation Films/
SW. The first episode 'Alintathe flame 1824-
1830', depicts what happened when Aborigines
came into contact with white people.
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How does Australia's immigration program
work?

The purpose of this evidence file is to introduce
students to the main features of Australia's
immigration program. The file familiarises
students with the four categories of immigrant
entry into Australia (Family Reunion, Skill,
Humanitarian and Special Eligibility), and the
official objectives for each of these categories.
The file addresses questions such as:

Who is eligible to immigrate to Australia?
How does the points test work?
What is 'chain migration'?
Analysing media representations.
Who qualifies as a refugee?
What is illegal immigration?

The final section of the file explores some of the
services made available to immigrants alter their
arrival in Australia, both by government and non-
government agencies.

Suggested S [rat egi es
nt rod no ory activity

Students should imagine that they are Australian
immigration officials who have to make a choice about
which applicants for immigration to Australia should
be accepted. They should choose only three out of the
four applicants listed on Student Worksheet 1, and
explain their decision in each case in the grid provided.
It. is important to note that Australia does not select
immigrants on the basis of race, so race should not be
a factor in students' decisions.

Formulating quest ions

Encourage students to formulate their own questions
about the Australian immigration program. Students
should try to imagine that the Minister for
Immigration is on a school visit and is actually present
in their classroom. He/she is willing to answer their
questions about the immigration program but, because
of a busy schedule, can only answer ten questions. Ask
each student to think up two or three questions that
they would like the Minister to answer. Discuss these
questions in class, then choose the final ten questions
from the composite list which emerges. As they work
through this evidence file they should find answers to
many of their questions. Students could contact the

Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs to get
answers t6 questions not answered in the kit.

\ 1011 : 0 ;

) , :t5 a ;

Look at the documents in Source 1.

What are the three main categories or parts of
Australia's immigration program?
What are the basic requirements for all those
intending to immigrate to Australia?
In which category are sponsors necessary?
Which categories are subject to points testing?
How is 'preferential' family immigration different from
'concessional' family immigration?
Under which categories do most immigrants enter
Australia?
Did the Government plan to take more immigrants in
1992-93 than in 1991-92 or less?

At this point students might also be able to aitswer
some of the ten questions they thought up previously.

Students should now be able to write a brief
description of Australia's immigration program. Ask
them to imagine that they have a friend in a foreign
country who is interested in immigrating to Australia.
They should write a short letter to the friend
describing Australia's immigration program, and
explaining who is eligible to immigrate to Australia

Investigation llosv does I ht 'points
,.vork?

An effective way of familiarising students with the way
the points test works is to get them to calculate scores
for hypothetical applicants. Use the examples on
Student Worksheet 2. Before beginning the exercise,
explain to the students that:

In order to have their applications considered,
applicants must achieve a score which equals or
exceeds the pool entrance mark. The pool entrance
marks are 90 points for Concessional Family
(sponsored) and 100 points for Independent
migrants. ( Note: The Government-changes these pool
entrance marks from time to time in order to regulate
category numbers.)

Using the points test table and the priority occupation
list. in Source 2, st udents should calculate a point score
1hr the following applicants and determine whether
they have accumulated enough points to have their
applications considered.

Students should now be able to write a brief report
ibout how the point system works, and what the
criteria are for assessing applicants in the Concessional
Family and Independent categories.

!9



Student Worksheet 1

Imagine that you are an Australian immigration officer who has to decide which applicants for
immigration to Australia will be accepted. Choose only three of the four applicants listed below.
and explain your decision in each case in the grid provided. Australia does riot select immigrants
on the basis of race, so race should not be a factor in your decisions. The proportion of
applications which are actually successful is, in reality, much less than three out of four. It is also
possible that all four of these particular applicants ituld be accepted. Fur this exercise, though.
you must make a choice.

Xuan Son has been !icing in a Malaysian reIngee years. He has been
learning English in the camp. He has a brother firing in Australia with Own/ he wants to
he reunited. The l.t1 Nat High CM11111iSSi011 ReNgees has recommended that
Australia take him

Isabella 7bdaro is an nutml II n'huse/ru.tibcr.n(1 immigrated to Australia jiff work
reasons SiW 11101/OIS WO. VW is in (10(0 health (Ina has no criminal 'ruin!.

Maria Consuelo rind her children esaped,ani Guatemala after her husband rims
mnrdered ha death 77«. laded Nations High ('oin issi"ii (411 ROICIecs
that she meets tin. criteria.tar 0:Ingee status.

-Iadc Edwards is a cow plitcr sgstc tis pct.(' torfi7 ;IN Othaaa with a mastorsargrec
ty(11.ti C/111)10110' 111111iS kiln to fill a position in his

company. 77w employer ad rertised the position fin-jbar 'reeks in local papers but had (1
poor n.spons('.

Cumbofutt.

Xuatt Sun

!sal vlla '11)(1aro

Maria ('Imsttvlu

Jack (hvards

Mil fiCr(l)tett Reason fin" derision

How did yon decide which applicants should he accepted?
What factors influenced your decision on who was left out?
How do you think the applicant who was left out would have felt about your dcision?
How (lid you feel about making the decision? Was it an easy decision to make'?

EFC I
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Student Worksheet 2

For this activity you will need the Points Thst. table from Source 2A. Calculate a Points Thst score,
for the following applicants, to determine which of them would be successful.

Denise is a 30-year -old from England. She is a qualified teacher of mathematics at
secondary school and has been teaching fin' the last five years. Her qualifications are
recognised in Australia. She has been offered u teaching position in Australia.

Theo is 4i years of age raid has worked as a clerk in the central post office of Atiums. He has
had ten years of primary and secondary education, but holds no Prmal qualifications.
He is fluent in. Greek and reasonably vrificient in English He has a brother and sister in
Melbourne, which is not a. designated area' His brother, who has been a citizen for ten
years a lid has been working continuously jar the last ten years, wishes to sponsor him.

Huang Jing is 30 years old and a qualified computer systems analyst from Hong Kong. She
holds a diploma which is acceptable in Australia and has been working fin. 18 months
.since she graduated. She is reasonably proficient in English bat some training is required.

Point scoring sheet

1)errise

Skills

Age

Language skills

Family relationship

Citizenship

Settlement

Location

ibtal

nto, Huang

In order to have their applications considered, applicants must achieve a score which equals or
exceeds the pool entrance mark. The pool entrance marks are 90 points for Concessional Family
(sponsored) and 100 points for Independent migrants.

Designated areas are areas in which the GOVII1111CIII
encourages new immigrants to settle. Generally speaking these
areas include all parts of Australia except highly populated
titles such as Sydney and Melbourne and fast growing ;veils
such as urban Brisbane. and Perth.

E F C 2
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SOURCE 1

A Who can migrate'?

This leaflet provides a general summary of
requirements for migration to Australia. Read it
and if you think that you have a good chance of
meeting the criteria in the migration category
which hest suits your circumstances. you can
obtain the Applicaticor jhr Migmt 0) Austral la
( form -171 and the information package.

Who can migrate to-Australia?

Australia has a migration program which does not
discriminate on racial or ethnic grounds. There are
detailed rules governing entry in each migration
category which are clearly laid down in migration
legislation. Most migrants come to Austridia under
one of the three main parts of Australis migration
program.

Family Migrationyou must have a relative in
Australia who is able to sponsor you.
Skill Migration you must have skills or out-
standing abilities that will contribute to Australia's
economy.
Refugee, Humanitarian and Special Assistance
Migrationfor information on this component of
the migration program read the separate leaflet on
this subject.

A summary of the requirements for migration
within the Family and Skill components Of the
migration program is set out below.

What are the basic requirements?

lb migrate to Australia, you must:

meet the personal and occupational requirements
of the category for which you are applying
he assessed as able to settle in Australia without
undue cost or difficulty to the Australian
community
lie of good health and character.

IF your application for migration is successful you
should have sufficient funds available for travel and
settlement in Australia.

Employment in Australia

It is up to each person to assess his or her own
employment prospects in Australia. It is important

that you and those who may migrate with you, he
aware that Australian labour market conditions
vary significantly from time to time and between
regions and that an approval of an application to
migrate provides no guarantee of employment.

The Australian Government does not assist persons
resident overseas to search for future employment
in Australia. To assess employment opportunities in
your field in Australia, you can consult labour
market reference material available at Australian
Government offices overseas...

Family Migration

The visa classes in this component of the migration
program allow for family members overseas to he
reunited with Australian citizens and permanent
residents. There are two types of family migrants
'preferential and 'coneessional. Applicants in both
categories must be sponsored by a relative who is
an Australian citizen or permanent resident and is
at least 18 years of age. In spouse and parent
classes, however, there are circumstances which
allow the minor child to act as the sponsor. Your
relative in Australia must undertake to assist. you
to the extent necessary, financially and in respect
of accommodation during your first twelve months
in Australia.

For more details on sponsoring relatives. you
should consult the leaflet on sponsorship.

Preferential Family Migration

You can he sponsored as a 'preferential' family
member in any one of the following %isa classes if
you are

A husband: wife: or a de facto partner (you must
have been living with your partner for the last six
months).
A fiance e intending to marry your sponsor in
Australia. You will receive a provisional visa/entry
permit for three months stay in Australia. You
must marry your sponsor AND apply to remain
permtmently within three months of your arrival
in Australia. Permanent resident status will then
be granted if all requirements are met.
A natural or adopted child of your sponsor and
you are dependent on your sponsor. You must
not be a child who is married or engaged to he
married.

E F C 3
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One of the following:
(a) child under 18 years coming to Australia for

adoption where the adoption is supported by
the appropriate State and/or 11,rritoiN
welfare authorities in Australia

(b) child under 18 years who has been adopted
by Australian citizens or permanent residents
while they are genuinely resident overseas.

A parent of your sponsor in Australia. You must
meet the 'balance of family test, as explained in
the leaflet on sponsorship. Your sponsor is
expected to have resided in Australia for at least
two years before lodgement of the sponsorship.
An 'orphan' as defined in the Migration Regulations,
under 18 years of age and not married.
A relative capable of providing substantial
continuing assistance to an Australian citizen or
permanent resident who is in need of permanent
w long-term assistance.

A relative who is old enough to he granted an age
pension under the Nxial Security Act /09/. not

-married. and financintlly dependent on the
sponsor in Australia. Your sponsor is expected to
have resided in Australia for at least two years
prior to lodgement of sponsorship.
Your sponsor's last brother OR sister OR non-
dependent child outside Australia. Thu and your
spouse (if any) must not have a parent or sibling
or non-dependent child or step relative (within
the same degree of relationship) living outside
Australia Your sponsor is expected to have
resided in Australia for at least two years prior to
lodgement of sponsorship.

Concessional Family Migration Category

This class provides For migration to Australia of

a 11011-depOlidellt Child
a parent of working ntge (who does not meet the
'balance of family. test )
a brother or sister
a niece or nephew.

'Those migrating in the Concessional Family %isa
(-lass must he sponsored in' their actual relative iii
Australia. As well as meeting health. settlement and
character re(mirements. applicants must pass the
'points test'. Points are awarded for a person's skill,
age. relationship to the sponsor. citizenship of the
sponsor. capability of the sponsor to provide
settlement support. and residential location of the
sponsor in Australia. For further details you should
refer to the leaflet Thc pas Vst.

Skill Migration

*Tins component of the migration program is
designed to contribute to Australia's economic

growilt.A at may lie able to migrate to Australia iii
one of the following categories if you have special
skills or a business background that is readily
transferable to the Australian labour market or
business world and for which there are
option unities in list ralia.

The %isa classes in the Skill component of the
migration I irogram are:

Laboni.-1yrecnient
Allows the entry to Anist ralia of sfalled people with
specified skills. qualifications and experience. tinder
a labour agreement, To be eligible you must he
under Fr5 years of age, have an approved
nomination- from an Australian employer and have
skills, qualincatioins and experience which match
the approve(' vacancy.

Ent/doge/ Mint inotion Sclunie
:\llows the migration of highly skilled people
nominated for job vacancy which cannot be filled
trout the Australian labour force. Applicants must
Ix, under :V) years of age, have an approved
nomination from an Australian employer and have
skills, qualifications and experience which match
I he approved vacancy.

Distinguished Rtlent
Allows for the migration to Australia of people who
have distinguished themselves internationally
through their special creative or sporting talents,
and who have outstanding abilities that would
represent a clear gain for Australia. Applicants
must have an exceptional record of achievement
in their field of expertise.

Independent Entrance
This visa class covers the entry of highly skilled
people whose education, skills and ready
employability will contribute to the Australian
economy. Applicants are required to pass the
'points test' for Independent applicants. Points are
awarded on the basis of your skills, age and English
language ability. For further details you should
refer to the leaflet The Points Ms/.

Business Skills Migration
These visa classes allow migration on the basis of
established skills in business. Applicants must have
had recent experience running a successful
business as an owner or part owner or been a
senior executive in a large company, arid must pass
the points test for the Business Skills category. The
test allocates points for the size and sector of your
business as well as your age, ability in English and
your assets. Detailed criteria, and the Business
Skills points test table are set out. in a separate
leaflet linsiness Skills MigrationRequirements.

EFC
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Can anyone else apply?

There are other groups who may he considered for
migration:

Former .-lastraiiati citizens
If you have lost your Australian citizenship because
of one of a number of prescribed circumstances
anti you have maintained ties with Australia you
may he eligible to apply.

Formcr rrisidonts ql.-1«stratia
You must have spent most of your life before the
age of 18 years in Australia. have left Australia
without acquiring Australian citizenship and have
maintained ties with Australia.

1)01)0nclrutts! >)'.VeirZealanil citizens
Allows the entry 1 if dependants of New Zealand
citizens where the New Zealand citizen has settled
or intends to settle permanently. in Australia. The
New Zealand citizen must, satisfy public interest
and health criteria. If she Ile has already settled in
Australia, thiese criteria must be met tief(tre the
sponsorship can he accepted.

011.6 EA 1(1112. inumibleti

B Migration program planning
levels, 1991-92 and 1992-93

Phan rn rill 11.1.f.IS
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1111Silicss Skills 50 To)

Special Takirils 0.5
134

It cd Skill 42.5

Special Eligibility 115 I
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PLO 10.11

TOTAL PROGRAM 111.0 80.0
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A Points Test (effective 1 July 1992)

Concessional Family visa class applicants may score points for Skill. Age. Relationship, Citizenship,
Settlement and lia They are NOT scored on the Language Skills factor.
Independent Entrant visa class applicants may only score points for Skill, Age and language Skills.
Proficiency in English is an additional mandatory requirement for ANY principal applicant whose
usual occupation' is on the Occupations Requiring English (ORE) list.

EMPLOYABILITY FACTOR

SKILL SUB-FACTOR
The qualifications and experience listed in this factor relate to the qualifications and
experience needed to work in the usual occupation' in Australia. Qualifications %kill be
examined by the appropriate assessing authorUy. To achieve the points set out below,
the qualifications:

must be assessed as oqUiVaiettt to tile Australian qualification level listed below: and
must be relevant to the usual occupation.

POINTS

Occupations which in Australia require:
"hade cert 'degree diploma (acceptable). with at least 3 years post-qualification work

experience and included on the Priority Occupation List 80
11-ade yen/degree I acceptable), with at least :3 years post-qualification work experience 70
IYade cert..degree (acceptable). with 13etwocit 6 months and :3 years post-qualification work

experience 60
Diploma ( acceptable), with at least :3 years post qualification work experience 55
Diploma (acceptable), with between 6 months and 3 years post-qualification work experience 7)0

-11-ade cert degree diploma ( recognised overseas and assessed by Australian authorities
as requiring only minor upgrading. with at least 3 years post-qualification work experience :In

Post secondary school qualifications .35

11-ade cert degree. diploma but qualifications held are unacceptable 25
12 years of primary and secondary education 20
10 years of primary and secondary education 10

Less than 10 years education I)

AGE SUB-FACTOR
18 to 29 years
:30 to :34 years
:35 to :39 years
40 to 49 years
50 years plus. less than 18 years

:30

20

It)

0

LANGUAGE SKILLS SUB-FACTOR
Proficient in English 20
Reasonably proficient in English but minor training required 10

Bilingual in languages other than English: or only limited English ability
Extensive English training required

E F C 6



FAMILY RELATIONSHIP FACTOR
Relationship of applicant to sponsor:
Parent
Brother, sister, non-dependent child
Nephew or niece

CITIZENSHIP FACTOR
If the sponsor has been an:
Australian citizen fur 5 years or more
Australian citizen for less than 5 years

15

10

10

SETTLEMENT FACTOR
If the sponsor. or the spouse of the sponsor. has been in continuous employment in Australia
for the last two years (no unemployment. special benefits for more than 4 weeks in total)
and is not currently in receipt of any form of Social Security Benefit. Allowance or Pension
other Mani he Age or War Vcicratis pension. IO

LOCATION FACTOR
If the sponsor has lived in a State 'Territory (k'signated area for the last two .-ears.

a I:sual necupalaon is a Joh in which the applicant has worked for a continuous period of at least it months during the period of two years
immediately preceding the implication. If the applicant's usual occupation is a medical practitioner a ten point skill factor penalty will apply.

PRIORITY OCCUPATION LIST
(effective 1 March 1992)

Ocuipation Qualificati6ns

Secondary teacher Degree or
of Japanese diploma

Secondary teacher of Degree or
mathematics diploma

Therapeutic radiographer Degree or
diploma

At time of writing there art. no orcupations on the Priority Occupation 1.ist.I

B
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SOURCE 3

Chain migrkttion is migration that is mediated
through kinship t ies or family relationships.

A Chain migration

One area of concern here relates to chain
migration. It has lung; been recognised that chain
migration has teen an important element in the
movement-of people to Australia. especially from
Southern Europe. In the 1950s and 1960s many
Southern Europeans came to Australia because
of the information, encouragement and direct
assistance Provided by relatives and friends who
had migrated earlier. In those years of a shortage
f semi-skilled and skilled workers there was little

concern about the absorption of chain migrants
into the work force. However, in the contemporary
situation there is considerable debate within
Australia concerning the Family Migration
component of the immigration program...The
existing immigration system in Australia has an
unknown potential for expanding the immigration
intake via chain migration. It is imperative that
investigation he made into the multiplier effects of
the existing immigration intake.

C

in NI Wm xleti vi al. A usmIlift lillimgration. A Su rnry (Nstins
l'auburra. 3i)-5

(1)o you KNOW
ENGLISH WORDS ?

(

FATHER MOTIIER ... SKIER
. BROTHER . CouSiN ,/

(Smun- /7/0.4y u, 4 Aim Imo{

B Caesar D'Mello, chairman
of the Asian-Australian
Resource Centre

Family reunion is only one of several immigration categories and
the number of people admitted as family members is stnctly controlled
by the Government.

The reunification of families is an important migrant selection
criterion in all immigrant-receiving countries. Such reunions are seen
by many as a human right...Also settlers under the family reunion
program receive financial, accommodation and other support from
relatives. Many relatives in Australia are required to sign binding
assurances of support...The reunification of family members.
especially among communities with strong family values, is an
important condition of safeguarding the psychological and social
well being of these overseas-born members of our Australian -
community.

.0.016.601".

I Me A 7r 29 Semcmlbr 1959. ietier.
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Fatuity reunified after war and famine.
(Sunny. The Age, 1110Mullr 1992.1
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A Recommendations of the
Fitz Gerald Report on
immigration

The Fitz Gerald Report included
recommendations that,:

The existingimmigration policy of non-
discrimination on grounds of national or
ethnic origin. race, sex and religion must
continue to he asserted.
150000 immigrants a year he accepted for
the period 1988-89 to 1990-91. and until the
Government aSSOSSeS that it has the
program right, more substantial increases
should not he contemplated.
The immigration program consist of three
categories: Family Migration. Refugee and
Humanititrian, and Open.
In the Open category an order of merit
approach to immigrant selection be used,
taking only the top point scorers from
around the world.
The selection of immigrants in the Open
category should he fused on seven groups
of factors, in the following priority order:
(1) labour market skills:
(2) entrepreneurship and special talents:
( .I) age;
(4) language capacity (with English seen

as a priority):
(5) family support links already in Australia:
(ti) other links with Australia: and
(7) skills and attributes of spouse.
Family Migration be. expanded to cover
grandparents of Australian citizens. Refugee
and Special Humanitarian program to
remain at 10 per cent of intake.
Australia gradually disengage itself from
Indochinese refugee settlement. in line with
the diminishing number of refugees.
More emphasis placed on the value of
citizenship, with some consideration given
to restricting benefits to non-citizens.
Sponsorship of immigrants be limited to
Australian citizens except in the case of
spouses, dependent children or refugees.
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A Refugees

lnly those people who have left their countries to
escape persecution are eligible to come to Australia
tinder our refugee program. Australia accepts
refugees after making a determination of their
status based on the criteria contained in the 1951
1'N Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
as modified by its 1967 protocol.

The l;iiited Nations definition of a refugee is a
person who owing to well-founded fear of being
persecuted for reasons of race, religion. nationality,
inetnbersilip of a particular social group or political
opinion, is outside the country of his nationality
and is unable or. owing to such fear, is unwilling to
avail himself of the protection of that country; or
who, having a nationality and being outside the
country of his former habitual residence as a result
of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is
unwilling to return to it'.

Australia also admits other people in similar
circumstances under what is called the Special
Ha manitarian Pmgram. This is for people who
[nay not formally qualify as refugees but still have
Australian connections and have experienced
substantial discrimination. It can also apply to
people who have experienced persecution but have
not been able to leave their country of origin.

A person's financial status has no bearing on their
claim to refugee status.

People who leave their hoinelands just because
they want a better job or lifestyle are riot accepted
as refugees. Such people must apply to come as
normal immigrants.

Australia has very strict rules about the health of
the migrants and refugees it accepts and each must
have a medical clearance before being given a isa
to enter the country. Any migrant. or refugee who
does not meet health requirements is rejected or at
least not allowed to come to Australia until their
medical condition is under control.

IIIIAF:A 71u Fmtv, pp. 24 11

B Criteria for Refugee and
Humanitarian entry to Australia

Applicants for Refugee and Humanitarian entry are
assessed according to the following priorities:

Priority Om,
The presence of family in Australia. 'Family' means
all the relationships up to and including grand-
parents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews and first cousins of either spouse.
Fiance/es are also included in this category.

Priority Thu
The presence of close ties with Australia, including
nomination from a relative or friend, former
residence (in Australia' for professional or
educational purposes, or former employment. with
an Australian mission or business overseas.

Priority Three
Includes others with resettlement. potential. People
in this group might be deserving cases who have
no links to Australia but who' can satisfy migration
officials that. they can settle in Australia with the
help or sponsorship of ethnic, religious or
voluntary groups within Australia. They would
usually havaprofessional skills or other
employment skills that would ensure they would
soon be able to support themselves in Australia
Proficiency in English, for example, would be a
useful skill to possess, but a lack of English would
not disqualify people who had other skills.

Special As Category
This category is for individuals or groups who
are not. eligible for entry under traditional
humanitarian programs but who are in vulnerable
situations in or outside their country of normal
residence. The category allows for a flexible
response to differing situations of grave hardship
and suffering, for example groups placed in serious
danger by conflict in their own country or who
have been displaced within their own country or
flee difficulties returning to their own country.
Strong community or family support in Australia is
an important requirement under this category and
applicants must provide nominations and letters of
support.

41/11ka:A. /14fttg4.4. etrigi ilu ?rut itarkr, Entry ti, Australia, AC/1S..1119e 1992.1
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C A refugee's story

Mrs Constielo Salinas is a refugee from El Salvador.
She is unable to work because of the injuries she
suffered in her homeland. She has a bullet in her
pelvis. was blinded in one eye during a torture
session. and has limited use of her right arm alter
losing a breast as the result of another torture
session. The whereabouts of one of her daughters
is unknown. She is now resettled in Sydney with
her husband and two other children, hating
migrated to Australia under the Refugee and
Special Humanitarian Program. In 1991 she told a
I onference on refugees held in Sydney: didn't
want to come to paradise. I just wanted to live.and
not be murdered'.

k I )11A;E:A. Retve '9/: A I, nue) I Report It01-91. AlPS, 1941. p 167

D I am a stranger: Will you
welcome me?

fags such as not genuine or 'economic refugee'
usually fail to recognise the complexity of the push
and pull factors behind immigration in general and
;isylum seeking in particular. Economic and
political motives arc not easily distinguished, zinc'
the flight frotn poverty and malnutrition may be
just as nitwit a life-and-death matter as the flight
Noon political oppression and torture. In several
countries today a mixture of oppressive ideology,
centralised power. corrupt administration and
poverty create conditions which undermine human
,lignity and encourage an exodus of refugees. While
tIn' post Wrirld War II world order recognised
political refugees as the group deserting special
(tnsideration. the contemporary situation
lemands a more ntagnanirnous approach.

I1 ill, n '41.'11411,7 Ili11 qmu1qIIIIIIV111,1''. e, AuNt radian t 'a[1111114.SK-ltd .111S11(1`

( ii. 1991 l >rd xilli pt.ritiL.,... I '..111m., I hmt.. %lb.,/ tie
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Ail immigration Ince!' rtifugees at a camp iit
Malaysia al iht latt 1970s,

r'aadredi14u Immigratirm, Atirti. 1987. p. 48
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A Illegal immigration

Illegal immigration is the presence in Australia of
people %im haw no lawful authority to be here.
In the main these people entered as visitors and
simply overstayed. There are, of course. other
categories of illegal imlnigrantsfor example
stowaways, ships' deserters and others who enter
by fraudulent means,

In 1986, 1.4:3 million tourists isited Australia and
shout 2 million ite expected in the next year or so.
Australia relies heavily on trust ill issuing %isnot'
visas to these people and that trust is repaid by the
great majority who have within their period of
authorised stay.

llovever, a small but nevertheless numerically
significant proportion Of visitors (about 2 per cent )
breach the conditions ()I' their entry and stay in
Australia to becotne illegal immigrants.

The presence of these people in substantial
numbers makes it harder to manage Australia's
planned immigration program. There will always
be limits on the numbers of people Australia can
absorb at a particular time. This means that there
will be a continuing need to balance a number of
social, economic and humanitarian objectives in
deciding who will be permitted to immigrate to
Australia.

C Overstayer population

In this context, illegal immigrants not only
circumvent Australia's right to decide who will
settle in this country hut they also 'juin') the queue'
of people who have already applied overseas to
come here.

AA II; ( h simidinti AGPS, 1987, 1) 36.1

B Boat people a fraction of
illegal immigrants

Boat people. the most publicised of Australia's illegal immigrants.
are only a fraction of the 70 000 people now in the country without
authority...according to the Department of Immigration. Local
Government and Ethnic Affairs.

Illegal immigrants, who include. anyone who overstays a visa or
arrives without proper documentation, cover all occupations. age
groups and nationalities.

Some stay only a couple of days while others effectively settle
in Australia. establishing a career and often a family. 'Many of them
just melt into their communities and become migrants by the back
door', a spokeswoman for the department said.

The penalties for those who refuse to leave once detected arc
severe. They are charged the cost of their deportation and any
accommodation used in the process, and prohibited from obtaining
an entry visa for five years.

The costs of those unable to pay are met by the taxpayer, but
have to be refunded before another visa can be issued after the
five-year period.

'Some have no problem leaving because they have just overstayed
a couple of days. while others may have been here for years and
have got married, which creates problems'. the spokeswoman said.

151. Eastortirook, ANN'. IS jaguar); 1992.1
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D Refugee processing

At the time Of writing, the processing of on- shore
refugee applicants had virtually ground to a halt
atid a backlog of some 15 000 applicants
accumulated. Whilst efforts are being made to
address this appalling situation and to establish a
faster processing system. it is still expected that
some two) or three years will be required to deal
with this backlog.

The situation is furthercomplicated by the fact that
applicants for refugee status are regarded as illegal
entrants and its such have no access to Medicare or
Social Security benefits. Whilst some applicants
have been granted work permits, these are stamped
with the words 'illegal entrant: and as a result
opportunities for employment are greatly reduced.

There is thus a proportion of these people
currently seeking refugee status in Australia who
are without any means of income and who are
forced to appeal for the charity of those few
(organisations that are able to provide relief
assistance, It is, therefore, imperative that the right
of access to Medicare and Social Security benefits
_be reinstated for all refugee applicants. particularly
those with claims of substance. At. the same time, it
is essential that the now processing procedures are
initiated and the backlog of applicants reduced in a
fast and humane manner.

lhoritrirm Niti. no. '2. July 1(0101

It is expected that people who overstay their
visas and other types of illegal entrants will be
known as 'unlawful non-citizens' after changes,
which are expected to be introduced in 1993, are
made to the Migration Act.

paStipunti.
I )11..GEA. Rerw. '9/. Relen-t 1990-91. AGPS, 1991.

F Illegal immigrants

The cost of illegal immigration exceeds $400
million a year. The main costs relate to the drawing
of dole payments illegally, and the cost of dole
payments to Australians displaced from a job. The
Immigration Department. itself has established that
70, per cent of illegal immigrants hold jobs which
might he available to Australian citizens. Most. illegal
aliens enter Australia on temporary access visas
and then seek out legal and civil liberty groups to
lobby for them to stay. Legal battles are often at the
Australian tax payer's expense.

(11.W Smith in mionairm. 11pulation fond Suswinalth, Ent.,
n(. Lim its to Australia), (imtrib, Ilindurs I 'rliversity. 19III. p. 18.
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A Government assistance to
immigrants

Litnited cinCerttiliCtil rissistannc is given to people
who have arrived in Australia as refugees or
immigrants...Immigratas and refugees. no matter
how poor. do NOT get free cars or houses. nor are
they given preference in getting a job.
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Eligible refugees may stay in Government on-
arrival accommodation for ;t limited time after
arrival but must pay rent based on their income,
Those leaving accommodation run by the
Department of ImMigration, Local Government and
Ethnic Affairs (_DILGEA) can apply for a once-only
interest-free loan of up to $600 for a family of four
plus $100 for each extra person to help meet the
costs of moving into it rented house or flat. The
loan is prmided by the Committee for Allocation of
Loan Funds to Refugees in Centres Ltd, which is
managed by a group of voluntary agencies, and
must be repaid within two years.

f'or the first lour weeks after refugees arrive. they
receive Special Benefit' payments from the
Department of Social Security. (Special l-itnelit
payments are available to all Australian residents
Who are in need but do not qua* for other
pensions or benefits.) After that. if refugees haven't
found jobs. they can apply for l'nemployment
Benefit. just like any other immigrant or .\ustrulian
resident.

The Department or Social Security treats refugees
exactly the saint as other Australian residents in
deciding their eligibility for social socuritil bcmfits
and the level of payment.
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D Telephone Interpreter
Service

arc in formal AMEP learning arrangements
conducted mostly in AMEP teaching centres, and
also in community premises such as church halls.
clubs and migrant. resource centres. The
remainder of clients participate in English in the
Workplace. Distance Education or home tutor
schemes and individual learning centres. The
survey sampled only those who had recently
attended a centreor community basedcourse.

The objective of the AMEP specified in its National
Plan 1990-1992 is to 'provide English language

-teaching and related services to recently arrived
migrants to help them function effectively in
Australian society and to acquire the.language

NI` skills they need to achieve their goals: (1989, ii).

The AMEP also provides services for its clients to
enable them to participate in English learning
activities. These include income support and
childcare. A living allowance is generally payable to
students undertaking a full-time 'on arrival' AMEP
course. subject to a means and income test: this
allows many who would otherwise have to work to
attend classes. From July 1991 this is to he
incorporated into a standard training allowance,
tinder the Governments Active Employment
Stratea. Short-term sessional childcare is provided
for many AMEP centres, and the National Plan
1990-1992 specifies that. childcare support is to be
available for all centres by 1990-91.

E Adult Migrant Education
Program

The AMEP is a large and diverse program.
providing services for a majority of recent migrants
to Australia from non-English speaking
backgrounds. In 1989 some 70 500 adult migrants
participated in English language learning activities
organised under the AMEP. As of March 15, 1990.
there were 24 000 students registered as current
students in the program: this group formed the
population from which the sample for the client
survey was drawn. In 1989 some 68 per cent of
new settler cohorts were estimated to be
participating in at least one AMEP activity (Gariano
& House 1990. 31). By 1992, the program aims to
increase this takeup to 75 per cent of migrants
with 'limited or no knowledge of English' within
one year of arrival (AMEP National Plan 1990-
1992, 1).

A variety of learning arrangements are supported
tinder the ANIEP Sotne 80 per cent of enrolments

(D. Tait et al., Gunning to Australian Swirly: Migrants' E.171Yrif710,.% .y the
AMEP University ne Wollongong. IWO, pp.

F Community grants

The Department of Immigration. Local
Government and Ethnic' Affairs provides a variety
of community grants to ethnic communities and
other appropriate organisations to initiate and
manage services which help migrantsparticularly
those who are newly arrived and of non-English-
speaking backgroundto settle in Australia.

The Department's funding programs include the
Grant-in-Aid (GIA) scheme and the Migrant
Access Projects Scheme (MAPS). Grants are also
provided to Migrant Resource Centres, non-profit
bodies which have most of their operating costs
paid by the Department although they are
independent. of Government.

(irantin Aid: OA grants to non.government organisations
towards the cost of employing social and welfare workers to
assist migrants. Migrant Access Projects Scheme: MAPS
scheme provides holding towards the cost of projects likely to
itm prove services to migrants settling in Australia.

irmell Ill. Annual Rqs,rt 199(r-9r. AGIN, 1991. p 111 I
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Students should now look at Source 3. Different views
about Family migration are expressed in these
documents. Discuss these views in class.

Explain in your own words what is meant by the
term 'chain migration "?
Why do you think there is now considerable debate
about chain migration?
What are the benefits of Family migration?
What do you think Tandberg's cartoon suggests about
the Family Reunion program?

:

:-epresentatio as

On 3 June 1988 the Fitz Gerald Report, Immigration.
A Commitment to Australia, was released. The report
emphasised that skill should be a more important
consideration in immigrant selection. Read the
recommendations of the report listed in Source 4A
Now look at the cartoons by Petty and Tandberg which
appeared in The Age the day after the report was
released, Sources 413 and 4C.

What do you think the cartoonists thought about the
Fitz Gerald Report'?
Do you think the cartoons present a fair picture of
the report's recommendations?

Investigation naiifies as it refugee'

The documents in Source 5 are intended to give
students an understanding of Australia's Refugee and
Humanitarian programs, and the priorities used to
assess applications under these programs. It is
important that students understand the United
Nations definition of 'refugee adopted by Australia.
The distinction between political and so-called
'economic' refugees should be discussed.

It may be useful at this point for students to revise the
information in Sources 3-5 and consider points for
and against each category. These points could he
summarised in a grid like the following one.

.;\ r, d:11

The documents in Source 6 should give students an
understanding of what illegal immigration is, the
composition of Australia's illegal immigrant population
and some of the measures taken by the Government t(
combat illegal immigration.

What different sorts of illegal immigrants are there?
Which sorts of illegal immigrants are the most
common?
What happens to illegal immigrants when they are
detected?
What difficulties do people face who are classified as
illegal immigrants but are seeking refugee status.
while their applications are being processed'?

es e:i re ;

Students could research the immigration policies of
each of the major political parties and summarise
these policies-in grids like the one shown here. Get
st udents to contact local branches of the Liberal
National Party and the Democrats, asking for policy
statements on immigration. Note that the current
program reflects the policy of the Labor Government.

Policies of (party name):

Size of program:

(Preferential):

(Concessional):

Skill:

Refugee and Humanitarian:

Empathy

To give students some appreciation of the immediate
needs of newly arrived immigrants in Australia, ask
them to put themselves in the immigrants' shoes.

Family migration

Reasons ,lbr Reasons against

Skill migration

Refugee and Humanitarian migration



Students should imagine that they are migrating
(without much money) to a foreign country where
they don't understand the language and have no
family members. What services would they need to find
out about? What activities would they plan for their
first week?

1 igaion t

rn

The delivery of settlement services to immigrants
involves a wide range of agencies. These extend from
government departments to ethnic, immigrant and
other non-government agencies. These services include .
initial help with accommodation, counselling and
information, and the provision of some English
language training. Often, however, demand for these
services exceeds supply. The documents in Source 7

give an indication of the range of services provided by
government and non-government agencies to assist
immigrants settling in Australia

It may be useful for students to investigate what
immigrant services (if any) are provided in your local
community. Gather information about immigrant
services in your area and set up a display at schooL

Invite a community services officer from your local
council to speak to your class about services for
immigrants in your area. Be sure to have your
students prepare interview questions beforehand.
Are there migrant English classes in your area? If so,
where and when are they held?
If there is a Migrant Resource Centre in your area,
what activities take place there?
Are there local church and ethnic community groups
that provide services for immigrants?

-76
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Migrant workers at Ford Motor Works, Geelong, in 1955.
(Siam r CAME Understanding immigration, AGES. 1987, p. 26.)
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Investigation D

How does immigration affect Australia's
economy?

This evidence file explores some of the complex
effects of immigration on Australias economy.
There has been considerable debate among
academics, economists, government, unions,
employers and the community generally about
the impact of immigration on the economy. This
file encourages students to formulate their own
conclusions by exploring questions such as:

How does immigration affect the economy?
What are the long- and short-term economic
effects of immigration?
Do immigrants take Australian-born workers'
jobs or create jobs?
How does immigration affect the unemploy-
ment rate? .

Does immigration reduce the willingness of
employers to train local employees?
How does immigration affect Australians' living
standards?

Suggested Strategies

When you have finished working through this evidence
fde, return to this exercise and decide whether you
would change your initial response to any of these
statements.

Investigation 1: How does immigration affect
the economy?

Through a close examination of the documents in
Source 1, identify the different impacts that
immigration might have on the economy. Which of
these economic impacts are positive and which are
negative? Note that some impacts, Such as an increase
in demand, can have both a positive and a negative
impact: an increase in demand for goods produced in
Australia has a positive effect on the economy,
whereas an increased demand for goods imported
from overseas has a negative effect on Australia's
balance of trade. Does the evidence suggest that
immigration is clearly good or bad for the economy?

num to Student Worksheet and do the cost/benefit
exercise there.

Investigation 2: What are the short-term
economic effects of immigration?

Read the evidence in Source 2.

What sorts of costs are involved in settling newly
arrived immigrants in Australia?

An opinion exercise

Study the statements below. Record your initial response to each statement on the scale.

Statement Agree strongly LEsagree strongly

1. immigration is good for Australia's economy. 5 4 3 2 1 0

2. Immigrants do not create jobs. 5 4 3 2 1 0

:3. Immigrants have higher skill levels than other Australians. , 5 4 3 2 1 0--.-- -

4. The Government. spends too much on services for
immigrants. 5 4 3 2 1 0

5. Australia can afford to take more immigrants. 5 4 3 2 1 0

6. Immigration increases the unemployment rate. 5 4 .3 2 I 0

7, The housing industry benefits from immigration. 5 4 3 2 I 0

8. Immigration increases Australians' living standards. 5 4 3 2 1 0

9. Immigration reduces the willingness of employers to
train kwal workers. 5 4 :3 1 0

10. Immigration should be cut in times of recession. 4 :3 1 0
.



Student Worksheet Understanding the economic impact of
immigration: a cost/benefit exercise

Make a mark in the appropriate box to record your response to each of the questions below. in some
cases it may be appropriate to mark both the 'cost' and the 'benefit' boxes.

a tost or a boulit to the Australian oommig when
an immigrant:

I. arrives in Australia vith $50000 in swings?
- --

2. moves into a government migrant hostel on arrival?

:3. gets work in a factory?

4. buys a Holden?

5. receives Joh Search allowance?

buys a house on the outskirts of the city?

7. sets up a business which employs immigrants and other
Australians?

R does the shopping at a grocery store which stocks food
products from Europe or Asia?

9. pays taxes on his/her income?

10. sends his/her children to a government school?

11. sets up a company which exports Australian products to
his/her country of origin?_ . .

19. buys groceries from the local milkbar?

1:3. eats at a Greek restaurant in Australia?

14. buys an expensive suit made in Italy from an Australian shop
to wear to a wedding?

_ .

15. does housework and provides care for children?

16. sends money abroad to relatives?

Cost Benefit. Comment

Discuss your answers with other members of yoUr class. Write a brief summary of the different ways in
which immigrants (and other Australians) can affect the economy..



SOU RCE 1

A Beginner's guide to the
economic impact of
immigration

When thinking about how immigration might
influence the economy, the most important single
point to recognise is that immigration affects both
the demand for and the supply of goods and
services. In simple terms. by bringing in more
people immigration requires that the economy
produce more goods and services than before
to meet the needs or 'demands of the bigger
populationbut the immigrants themselves
contribute to 'supplying' that increased production.

Immigration affects the el emu led side of the
economy through the immigrants' own spending
(such as on food. housing and leisure activities)
through business expansion (including investment
to build more factories and machines to produce
the extra goods and services) and through
expansion in government services (such as for
health, education and welfare payments).

Immigration affects the supply side of the
economy through the labour, skills and money
immigrants bring to help produce Australia's range
of goods and services. Immigrants on average tend
to be younger, and slightly better educated and
skilled, than non immigrants: and in 1988-89. for
example, brought an average of $35 000 each with
them.

By adding to both demand and supply, immigrants
obviously increase the amount of goods and
services produced (i.e. the size of the economy).
Immigration may also affect some industries more
than others the housing industry, for example,
always depends very much on immigration.

As well, there are several ways in which
immigration might influence the general efficiency
with which goods and services are produced.
This could follow, for example. from the skills
immigrants bring with them; or through the
special efforts of inunigrant business people
(or entrepreneurs); or through immigrants'
contributions to industry technology (such as in
providing special knowledge of new and better ways
to produce goods and services).

Other ways in which immigration might affect the
efficiency of Australian industry include that the
larger economy could lead to economies; or
diseconomies, of scale (whereby things become
cheaper, or more expensive, to produce in bulk).
Also, immigrants might influence labour market
flexibilityimmigrants may, for example, have
particular qualifications and work experience that
non-immigrants lack, or may be more willing to
live and work in distant places. Although each of
these contributions to industry efficiency is quite
possible. unfortunately the research cannot yet
tell us how strong the connections between
immigration and these various aspects of efficiency
really are.

Bearing in mind that immigration has both
demand, and supply-side effects. and may influence
the efficiency of production in particular ways,
what does the recent research tell us about its
consequences for some of the major economic
indicators?

Immigration and economic indicators
Unemployment rate

The unemployment rate represents the number
of people looking for work (the unemployed) as a
percentage of the total number of the unemployed
plus the number of people in jobs (the employed).
Immigration is often thought to increase the
unemployment rate, as the newcomers are
assumed to simply add to the number of people
already looking for the same number of jobs. But
this argument overlooks the demand-side effects
of immigration. As mentioned above, immigrant
'demands' push the economy to increase in size:
and as the economy expands, so too does the
employment needed to produce the extra goods
and services. In fact., a number of research studies
have shown that. overall, the unemployment rate is
not affected by immigration, which means that
immigrants create (through their demand-side
effects) about as many jobs as they till.

However, the unemployment rate of new
immigrants (within, say, two years of arrival)
tends to be much higher than for persons born
in Australia. This larg4-reflects the fact that
immigrants take titncsettle into the Australian
labour market, as they perhaps improve their

E F D 2
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English language skills or need to get, their overseas
qualifications recognised here. In the short. term,
then, it may be that many of the jobs created by
immigrants are filled by people already living in
Australia. whq have a better knowledge of how to
find and secure those jobs.

Inflation

Inflation measures the rate at %vhich prices of
goods and services change. In the past it has been
argued that increased immigration leads to a larger
population competing for the same number of
goods and senices as before, thus forcing up the
prices people have to pay (i.e. immigration causes
inflation). However, this argument fails to allow
for the supply-side effects of immigrationas
mentioned above, immigration leads not just to
increased needs or demands to purchase goods
and senices, but also to int increase in the actual
production of those goods and services (through
immigrant labour, skills atid money). With the
amount of goods and senices available rising with
the demand to purchase them. immigration will
not necessarily lead to inflation. The latest research
has in fact shown that no relationship exists
between immigration and inflation.

Balance of payments

The 'balance of payments' is the record of a
country's financial transactions, i.e. business
dealings-carried out between the residents of a
country and the rest of the world.11vo main items
recorded in the balance of payments cover the
export (international sales) and import
(international purchases) of goods and services.
The balance of payments also records whether the
money used to pay for imports was available front
within Australia or was borrowed from overseas. In
recent years Australians have imported more than
they have exported, without having had enough
money to pay fothe 'excess' imports. Money has
bad to be borrowed from overseas, which has led
to an increase in Australia's overseas debt.

Research to date suggests that the effect of
immigration on the balance of payments changes
;Ls time goes on. Although we don't yet know
exactly how these changing effects finally balance
out, it is likely thatas for the unemployment rate
ad inflationimigration has little overall impact
()lie way or the other.

This research indicates that in the years
immediately after an increase in immigration the
iukled investment demand (e.g. for new factories
and ma('hines) cannot be fully supplied from
vithin Australia. Imports go tip, with much of the
increased spending having to he borrowed front
overseas. However. in the longer term the supply-
side effects 'catch ttli.Tlw initial burst of
investment and import spending declines, while
immigrant skills and labour help produce more
goods and services within Australia in the newer'
and more efficient factories now built. This helps
Australia 1)(%c()Ine more internationally competitive
(i.e. to produce goods and services more cheaply)
which then means that people in other countries
are more likely to buy from us, thus leading to an
increase in Australian exports. In the long run,
herel()re, with lower imports and higher exports,

Australia is better able to control its overseas debt.

Living standards

The most commonly used measure of the overall
economic effects of immigration is the result for
living standards, or average income per person.
Research has shown that immigration dues appear
t() have helped raise income per person since the
fieclawl \\itrIci War. though its contribution is only
slight. However. though the average income per
person has increased to some extent because of
immigration. this doesn't necessarily mean that the
increase has been evenly shared across Australian
society. Research is currently being undertaken to
determine how inintigration has affected the living
standards of different groups of people in Australia.

Ec,a,cma Locanaaal 14.. .arch Sci ion. Bureau of InImatrat ion and
Pc pal:n.11 NitIvourn,
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B The economic costs and benefits of immigration
ldaetutages dal Itircl

Labour force
Provision of human 1111110/1/ costs of education and

training.

Employment and unemployment
Immigration is complementary. Fills shortages of labour
particulariy of needed skills.
Migrants stimulate aggregate demand, hence helping in Ow
creation of employment.

Structural change
Migrants facilitate structural change by being more adaptable
and mobile.
Skilled labour assists in overcoming bottlenecks and enables
expansion in producuott.

has a multiplier effect on the employment of less skilled
workers.
Migrants increase geographic mobility. Willingness to change
occupation provides flexibility to work force.

Output
Migrants enable growth 1.01(.5 in 011(11W and GNI' to be
maintained.
Economies c f settle. Production for a larger consumer market
reduces unit costs through higher production runs.
Widens 'use of production. contributes to diversification in the
economy. New lines of production, innovations and inventions.
Additional know-how aid experience increases productivity.
Expansion in production reduces imports and stimulates
eximts. Has positive effect on balance of payments.

Prices and inflation
Reduces inflationretards upward pressure on wages.

Income and expenditure
apiutl inflows of migrant funds are substantial. increasing

funds available to investment.
Funds transferred by migrant entrepreneurs are greater per
migrant and are invesled directly in productive activities.
Migrants have a higher rate of saving which benefits capital
formation.
Migrants have a higher rate of consumption and dissave in the
first years after arrival.
Immigration raises the perm /city income of population in
longer term; widens the tax base increases tax revenues.

Infrastructure
Results in better utilisation of infrastrimone like schools,
t.timintinication lines. roads. This is important in 0 country of
large dimensions like Australia. Cost i HT ea Pita of facilities
becomes smaller.

Disadva prows chtirurd

Reduces willingness of employers to maintain the capability
to train resident labour force.

Immigration is competitive in sections of the Latour market.
depresses wage rates and reduces employment. opportunities
of unskilled resident workers in particular. Increases
unemployment. High unemployment among new arrivals.
Augments number of disadvantaged workers in society.
Contributes to larger fluctuations in employment. Time -Lag
between demand for and supply of migrant workers often
result in distortions. in the labour market.

Migrants act against structural change by concentrating in
industries that are inefficient anti declining such as 11,xtile,
Clothing and Footwear and Motor Vehicle Industries. These
industries are highly. protected which results in higher prices
for the consumer.
Qualifications of skilled migrants frequently not recognised.
results in underutilisation and dissatisfaction with life in the
new country.

Immigration is more capital-widening than capital.deepeiling,
(the latter more important for introduction of new
technology).
Additional demand raises requirement for itnix)rts
particularly demand for specific goods. Deteriorates balance
of payments.

If supply of goods and services is consistent, new immigrimts
push prices upward. Adds pressure to housing market
resulting in higher property prices.

Immediate demands for investment due to immigration
reduces scarce funds needed for private development
associated public sector infrastructure and existing resident
consumption.
Immigration reduces the per capita income of populationat
least in short and medium term.
Higher politic expenditures tin essential services and facilities
such as education, health care. and social welfare.

Overloading of existing infrastructure such as water, sewerage,
recreational facilities in big cities.

I Sims,. F Milne ti P Shergold ( yds L The' Great buntiontlion lAbatr. tl.:( VA. 19:44. p. IS I
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SOURCE 2

A Immigration and government B Funds transferred to Australia
spending

There are costs involved in settling migrants in.
Australia, ...ind many of these costs are met by the
Federal Government. These outlays include
spending on:

the settlement program run by the Department
()f Immigration, Local Government. and Ethnic
Affairs D1LGEA). This program includes the
Telephone Interpreter Service and the provision
,1 temporary accommo(Iation for refugees in
migrant centres and flats. By far the biggest item
in the I )epartmellt's settlement program is the
Admit Migrant Edacation 1-)mgram, which
provides English language training to adult
migrants from non-English-speaking
backgrounds.
Nil of the English as a Second Language (ESL)
program of the Department of Einployment.
Education and Training (DEET); and
Social Security pensions and benefits for newly
arrived migrants.

I I, 77,. Er "UN rq'Au.rrrdian Immuiratom, Sydney
I mrm14 EVVIINI011 Programme, 19K. appendtx I.

The estimated level of funds brought. to Australia
by migrants (excluding New Zealand citizens) has
increased since 1983-84, reaching about $3.7(5
billion in 1989-90. Compared with Australia's
major exports, this figure is exceeded only by
tourism and wool. Business migrants bring the
most funds to Australia, followed by Independent
and Preferential Family migrants. Excluding
Business migrants, the average funds transferred
by migrants in 1989-90 was over $17:)00.

il)111;F:A. (llotuer. A( I'S. 111111.

Migrant Fonda Transler Compared reel Mapor Export Earners
1983184 - 1989/90
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SOURCE 3

A Immigration and the supply
of labour and skills

immigrants contribute particular abilities and
skills to Australia's economy. Immigrant labour

.

has played an important role in Australia's
economic development. After the Second World
War there was a shortage of labour in Australia.
and immigrants were used to fill positions in the
manufacturing industries. notably the automobile
and textile, clothing and lUotwear WE')
industries. Immigrant labour still plays au
important role in Australia's manufacturing and
service industries.

Immigration has contributed vital skills to the
Australian economy. It has helped to meet
specific skill shortages in the economy and to
influence the overall skill level within the work
force. Many immigrants bring impressive
educational qualifications with them from
overseas. The education and training costs of
these immigrants are met by other countries
prior to their arrival. This 'free' supply of human
capital is a great saving-or benefit to the
Australian community.

B Ford workers, 1955

-.
,ern.

l'or,ol.o17;±.1 _An=
.m.174,Txt..-.::7:zr4

ti

Astalt-

l'1011! Unlit ratinthmi fnnrriymtiun. Ata'S, 19147, p. 2.11.)

More than 50 pet' cent of the workers at the
ieelong Ford Motor %irks in l955 were migrants.

This is still the casv in the automotive industry

C Textile worker

r

A

The Victorian textile industry. the largest in Australia. relies en
ioniztle Immigrant orkers such as this Italian woman in a
NlcIlx )(on faetory

I. I. n. astril if, AM:us K FUlhollson. 1999.
Stiii.,

D Qantas engineer

tai

410°

Qanias gnmnd engineer who arrived from Chile in 1975
%vorks on 9 jet test panel at Sydney airport.
,Sturry 'AA11', 1 iwierNtandi rup immigration, ACM. 1987,
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E Immigration: some issues for
discussion

Migrants' skills and entrepreneurship can remove
constraints to growth and open up economic
opportunities for other Australians. Immigration is
no substitute for training of Australian workers.
However, training takes time and skilled migrants
play a crucial role in overcoming skills bottlenecks.
Skilled migrants can also be important. in training
Australian workers and introducing new .

techniques used overseas.

Migrants' knowledge of overseas markets and
possible export orientation could open up new
export markets. A report by the Bureau of
Immigration Research on the Business Migration
Program lists the main benefits as: creation of new
jobs or retention of jobs that would otherwise have
been lost: introduction or new or improved
technology; and the stimulation of exports and
replacement of imports.

The Garnaut Report noted (p. 293) that 'there is a
short term need to expand our capacity to deal
economically with Northeast. Asia which cannot be
met easily except through immigration'. Northeast
Asia will be an increasingly lucrative source of
export opportunities for Australia.

(F.1 Mayer, Immigration: Some issues:for Discussion. EPAC. 191X1.1

F A Business Migration
Program immigrant

41111.-_

Business immigrant Eddy Ng, from Hong Kong, with one of
the magnificent crayfish which are the basis of his multi
million dollar business.
(Somm: Immigration in bbcw 1946-1990. AGM. IBM. rat. no M. :14A..

G Migrants and trade links

Migration could play a part in strengthening trade
links as migrants may bring with them specific
marketing knowledge or abilities. However, there
is no evidence that this is significant. Australia's
trade with our major trading partner Japan, has
grown throughout the post-war period of high
immigration with insignificant amounts of
permanent migration from Japan.

There may be some justification for the view that
we cannot expect to expand trade with Asia, the
most dynamic region in the world economy, if we
do not accept migrants from the region. However, a
lower migrant intake need not imply discrimination
for reasons of race or nationality if migrants are
selected on a non-discriminator basis.

A .hike. The Ef,momirs al Immigration: 147m limerits?. Parliament of
Australia 1989, pp. '22-3.1

H Net public funds transferred*
during an average Australian
lifetime

0

S

10

m

0 S 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 SO 55 60 65 70 75
Ace ciouos)

The amount of tax paid. minus the amount of money spent by the
Ciovernmem on health. vducauon and welfare. etc.

:Snny: National Population Council, 11.1ndellian Amur; and Anstralia's
Pletun: Erni rtm men( Eanunny.and Society. AGPS.1992. p. 17.1
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I Average" net (federal) government transfers (amount of
income tax paid minus the amount of money spent by the
Government on pensions and benefits), Australia, 1985-86
($'000)

Ay(' (gear s p.
Austral ia

born Pre-1950

Overst'a.s- boni- pi 'rind (if an-11yd

1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 "(Nal

15-24 1.1 2.0 0.4 0.9 1.0

25-34 2.9 2.4 :31 2.3 2.6 2.7
:35-44 :3.7 5.0 :3.2 :3.3 2.6 :3.2

45-54 :3.4 10.1 4.5 :3.4 1.9 :3.7 :3.7

55-64 1.3 1.0 1.:3 0.9 0.8 1.8 0.0
65+ -:3.1 -:3.6 -3.0 -3.5 -2.6 -:3.1
Total 1.5 -0.6 1.5 2.4 1.9 1.4 1.6

EA( kid , dale ,(1,1(1( ',don It
I. t}!r.d tin ..111,, mu( II( Ad

A. Kin. I. Manning & .1. Perkins. broom/root !ramous and 1-,:t7luiditil re, Ai WS. 1100; reproduced in W. FI,,ter
L. Raker. 1 in whiralion and Ilm..4untralia re Elynantia. AC'S. Pill.

J Migrants and welfare

Migrants are on average younger than the
Australian population and generally require less
access to the health and welfare systems. By
participating in the work force they pay taxes and
this helps in the funding of pensions and benefits
to many other Australians.

(A_ "Fheophanous. Intrniaratitm and the future qf tit:strata:. Public lecture at
La "Rohe University, 22 April 1991. p.12.1

K Home ownership by birthplace,
Australia, 1987-88

I I, pl. I. rnr 1 ac.1, 4.1 I I , tar: in n,

(Satiny.: ARS. 77u Eivrionna. Status rN Migrants In Australia. AGPS. 199i I,
p 1193

L Home ownership rates

Overall home ownership is very similar for the
overseas- and Australian-born, though data...
indicate that ownership rates do vary quite widely
by birthplace, the highest typically being from
continental Europe.

(W. Foster & I. Baker. lama:gra:ion and the Australian thaumtu AGM 1991,
p.

M Migrants and home ownership

Most migrants work very quickly towards home
ownership and this helps boost the housing sector
of the economy, a sector which is crucial to the
achievement of a quick economic recovery. In the
current recession, the most important single
measure for lifting activity is, from the point of view
of the housing industry, continuing with at least the
current levels of immigration. For this reason the
Housing Industry Association has strenuously
opposed a cut in the numbers.

(A. Theopnanotis. lintnigration and tlin future al Australia, Public led ure al
l.a MIN* I .11m.Nn y. 22 April 19111. p 13,)
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N Contribution of immigration
to household growth,
1986-2001

111
Sydney Melbourne Brisbane Adel/bele Perth

lontnigratton

7: Total (Bovril,

(So Urr P. Murphy el al., Impact at Immigratiim on Urban Ityinstriuturr,
AGPS. 1990. p. 62.1

0 Migrants and imports

Turning to imports, one popular view is that
immigrants may have a relatively high propensity to
consume imports, since their tastes are likely to be
inclined towards the produce of their origin
countries. Moreover, this propensity could in turn
influence non-immigrant preferences for imported
goods through 'demonstration' effects. It is also, of
course, possible that overseas cultural and
language contacts could stimulate import activity,
as well as exports. There are no data available on
the allocation of household expenditure between
imports and domestically produced goods, so the
general proposition cannot be tested directly.
However, a significant proportion of immigrant
households' expenditure, particularly in their early
years, is on housing-related items, which do not
have a high import component. And although food.
is a major budget item, and one where tastes for
foreign goods may be evident, the growth of ethnic
communities brings with it. the capacity for
domestic production of specialised food items, thus
reducing reliance on imports.

W Foster n L Baker. Immigration and the Australian Eanunng, AGIti, 1991,
p. 10:3.1
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SOURCE 4

A Immigration and the economy

In the 1990-92 recession there have been many
calls for reducing the size of the immigration
intake because of high levels of unemployment and
the view that immigrants take the jobs of those
born in Australia. These arguments ignore the
demand-side effects of immigrants and the
consequential flow of jobs created. However, it is
true that newly arrived immigrants, especially those
from non-English-speaking background countries,
currently have Unemployment rates even higher
than those of other new entrants to the labour
market. such as school leavers.

Research also shows that unemployment rate
differentials between immigrants and people born
in Australia increase during recession. Overall. it
appears that the jobs created through the demand-
side effects of new immigrants are taken by the
Australian-born. leading to an unemployment rate
for the Australian-born that is lower than in the
absence of immigration. This favourable outcome
for the Australian-born does not overcome the
labour market problems of new settlers to
Australia. nor does it ease the burden placed
on the social security system by unemployed
new immigrants. In the longer term, however,
unemployment rates for immigrants appear to fall
to levels comparable with people born in Australia.

( I- Williams. The effects of immigration on Australiaa review of research
findings'. in 1111-GEA. Annual Wiwi. At ;PS. 1992.(

B Recent migrants getting $251m benefits a year

Recent migrants to Australia were costing
the community 5251 million a year in social
security benefits, according to Federal
Government estimates.

The latest figures, for June, show that
35560 migrants who had been in Australia
for two years or less were unemployed. A
further 5700 recent migrants were on
sickness and special benefits.

Last financial year. 122000 migrants
arrived in Australia. The program for this

financial year allows for III 000 new arrivals.

Release of the figures is sure to add weight
to calls for immigration to be slashed while
the recession continues to devastate the job
market.

The Opposition Leader, Dr Hewson, has
called for big cuts to the migrant intake and
a shift from family reunion to skilled
migration.

The Opposition immigration spokesman.
Mr Ruddock, said yesterday that the data

C Migrant dole alert rejected

It was untrue to say that immigration caused
unemployment during times of recession, a
Canberra academic said yesterday.

Dr James Jupp, director of the Centre
for Immigration Studies at the Australian
National University, said areas with the
highest unemployment included Tasmania,
which did not get many migrants. 'So it's
not necessarily true to say that immigration
causes unemployment, because it doesn't', he
said.

However, he said it was true to say that
a significant number of migrants, specifically
refugees, did end up on the dole. 'A higher
proportion do go on the dole than is true

of the general population but that is also
true of school leavers,' he said.

The two groups most strongly represented
among the unemployed were non-English-
speaking new arrivals and school leavers, Dr
Jupp said. He said 20 to 30 per cent of
refugees from Viet Nam or Lebanon would
normally be on the dole, more than twice
the national average. As many as a quarter
or a third could be expected to have long
periods of unemployment. But a majority of
skilled or independent migrants did find
work.

'Where you get the unemployment
problem is with the refugees and some of

confirmed research showing that new arrivals
with low skills had high rates of
unemployment. Mr Ruddock said the latest
figures showed that a significant economic
burden had been transferred to taxpayers
from family reunion sponsors who had not
fulfilled their obligations.

(.1..tfasnnuteclurc, The Age, 2 Nueember /091.)

the concessional family reunions because
they are not points-tested for English', he
said.

Dr Jupp said there had been a drop in
the number of migrants who settled because
fewer were arriving and more were leaving.
'In the short term it certainly costs money
to bring people in and put them on
unemployment,' he said. 'But in the long run
many of these migrants are in a process which
goes on for a year or more. They have already
been nominated and you can't just cut the
program in half without severely dis-
advantaging people who are well on the way
already.'

liiNt A usirralian, 25 January 1992. Courtesy AM!)
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D Sadly, it's time to take the axe to immigration

It's now sadly obvious that Australia must
savagely cut its migrant intake, particularly
of the non-English-speaking group.

Whether or not one fully accepts Dr Bob
Birrell's contention that the jobless rate
among the post 198f, arrivals in this group .
is twice the national average of unemploy-
ment, and among the 1990-91 arrivals is
44 per cent, there can be no doubt that the
jobless rate among non-English-speakers is
alarmingly high.

Nor can it be doubted that the cost of
this to the Australian taxpayer is intolerable,
given the cuts in community services now
being undertaken to pay this bill, and those
to come which are already inevitable.

- The Australian Bureau of Statistics says
the unemployment rate among all post-
January 1990 immigrants is a distressing 29
per cent, or three times the national average.

It is impossible that Australia can continue
in the medium term to ignore the fact that
we cannot afford our current immigration
program. Therefore, however uncomfortable
it is to many of us, whatever the multiple
advantages which immigration has brought
this country, we must cut and cut hard.

Three issues emerge from the work of Dr
Birrell. a Monash University sociologist, and
others who have researched in the field:

1. A disproportionately high number
of recent immigrants, particularly among

the non-English-speaking, are competing
with established people for unskilled jobs.
In the days when migrant hostels used to
be located next to car-making plants, a high
proportion of unskilled workers suited the
national interest. Obviously, today it does
not.

2. So extended is the jobless condition
of many migrants, again particularly the non-
English-speaking, that many are swelling
the ranks of the under-class. We seem to
be imitating Britain and the US in the
augmenting of this group, which runs against
all national tradition.

3. Since the proportion of refugees in
the migrant intake is only about 10 per cent,
and the high proportion of unemployed
migrants much exceeds this, the family
reunion sector of immigration, rather than
the needed skills category. is obviously
skewed. Making tough decisions in this area
is painful and the risk of injustice is high,
but we cannot go on as we are.

Many Australians will feel no pleasure or
pride in taking the axe to the immigration
scheme. Since the 1930s. and massively since
the 1940s, this country has been transformed
by immigration, greatly for the better. If the
country is more complex, it is vastly more
interesting. In every area of national life, we
owe much to our immigrants, just as they
owe much to this country and readily
ac knowledge that.

E Immigration and the future
of Australia

Far from contributing to unemployment. migrants
can have a positive effect on the economy as a
whole, including the labour market, and certainly
help increase the total pool of employed people
over the medium to long term. Even in times of
economic difficulty, migrants well chosen, can have
a positive impact on unemployment. Of particular
interest here is the conclusion of Mark Wooden at
the National Institute of Labour Studies, Flinders
University, that, 'the evidence strongly refutes the
claim that immigration leads to increases in
unemployment'.

Another eminent economist, Professor Gictill
Withers of La 11.obe University, has argued that. a
controlled migrant, intake could aid economic
recovery. 'In the past, a primary reason rot a period
of cuts in immigration has been fear of migrants
creating unemployment when times are bad. This

The sloughing off of the White Australia
policy has made us much better prepared
to carve out our future on the cusp of Asia.
The blending of colors as well as languages
on ow streets has made us a meeting-place
and meshing-place of Asia and Europe in
the same way that Marseilles or Malaga have
long blended Africa and Europe. But now
we have reached a crisis in our economic
life to which we must respond. The need
to slash immigration represents a grievous
failure of economic planning in this country.
But we already have the failure and therefore
the need.

There'll come a time when a resurgent
Australian economy will need the world in
great numbers to enter its doors again and
stay. If such a time doesn't come again, many
old Australians as well as new will be look-
ing for a New Australia. a new land of
opportunity. Emigration will be our problem.
not immigration and there are the first signs
of it even now.

But until the time of economic recovery,
we have to break with our great national
tradition. We do no favour to people when
we beckon them in to live on the dole: we
do even less favour to hard pressed and
workless people already here to further
threaten their chances of a job.

The bakery is ordering less flour and laying
off staff. We can't continue to pretend there'll
be more bread than there was before.

Smark 17w Aye, .5 July 1991.)

fear is widely recognised now as ill-founded.
Migrants add to expenditure which creates jobs.
just as they also seek to fill jobs. The result. has
been the continuing creation of as many jobs as
migrants have taken. Indeed, the initial impact is to
reduce unemployment, even during recession.'

This conclusion is further supported by the
Department. of Immigration in its Statistical Note
No. 35: 'During the 1982-83 recession, overseas-
horn unemployment increased relatively more than
that for the Australian-born, with job losses in
industries such as steel and construction affecting
the overseas-born disproportionately. However. in
the recovery phase, the proportion of the
unemployed who were born overseas has fallen. In
August 1983, 31.2 per cent of unemployed persons
were born overseas. By August 1986, this had fallen
to 27.3 per cent. Over these three years, the
number of migrants unemployed declined from
213 100 to 162 709 (23.7 per cent drop), while the
number of Australian -horn dropped from 471 000
to 433 000 (8.1 per cent).'
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This illustrated than rather than migrants taking
the jobs of Australian-born workers during a
recession period, their unemployment increased at
a greater pace during that period, and, incidentally,
in a period of lower immigration. Conversely,
during the period of higher immigration, and
during the period of recovery, the unemployment
of the migrants was reduced, so that. the
relationship whiCh is claimed to exist between
recessionary periods and the taking of jobs by
migrants is not sustained.

'rheophanous. I mutignztion and the future (4 Australia. lecture at
La '1Yobe liniversity. 22 April 19341. pp, 9-10.1

F Skilled immigration and the
economy

Skilled immigration may be a disincentive to
domestic training and may lead to lower real
wages.

The Minister for Employment, Education and
Training has noted that reliance on immigration is
one of the 'marked impedinients for employers to
invest in training.' While immigrants can bring
skills to Australia, skilled migrants also act as a
disincentive for employers to train pre-immigration
residents. Increased levels of domestic training as
opposed to reliance on migrants' skills will boost

the productivity and income of Australian residents
and also may help to ensure the relevance of such
training to the needs of Australian industry. There
are also likely to be spin-offs for domestic research
and development.

Immigration can play an important part in relieving
temporary skill shortages and introducing new
skills to Australia, but given the disincentive effect
on domestic training it may be appropriate to limit
such migration both in numbers and duration (i.e.
reliance on temporary residents who can pass on
their skills t.o Australians and then return).

(S..likske. The fAlnunnie.., (1- Immigrutiqt: Rho Benryitsi. l'aliamem of
Australia. 1989, p. 14.1

G Immigration and skills

There is no available economic evidence on whk:h
to assess the concern that the rule of immigration

a source of skills has reduced Australia's
commitment. to its domestic skill source, the
education and training system. At any rate, it
would seem most logical to tackle any problems
withthe latter directly, rather than attributing to
immigration an unproven and clearly indirect role
in their resolution. Realistically, Australia requires
the two sources of skills to work together, since
however strong the domestic supply of skills may
be. there is always likely to he an important role for
immigration as a supplementary source.

(W. Foster & 1..liaker. ImmtimUGm unit the Australian brnunnm AGIN, 1991,
pp. 120-1.)
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SOURCE 5

A Immigration and the
standard of living

Theeffects of immigration on living standards
are complex. Even economists disagree about
whether these effects are positive or negative
overall. Most economists agree that
inunigratioti stimulates economic growth an
increase in national output or GDP) by
increasing the supply of labour and capital
available for use in production. and by
expanding the size of the market. However,
there is disagreement about whether
immigration causes growth in output or GDP
per head of popukdion, this being the usual
measure of a nations stalidard of living.
Immigration increases output but it also
increases the number of heads over which
that output is spread. If immigration .
contributes more to population growth than
to output growth then it. actually reduces the
standard of living.

Because the average immigrant is of working
age on arrival, immigration adds proportionately
more to the work force than to the population
as a whole. This works to increase output per
head of population. However, immigration also
reduces productive capital per worker. which
could cause output per head to fall. To see
how this works, consider the following
sit uation:

Suppose a furniture company I'MP/OUS one
carpenter to make tables front wood and
nails which are both readily available.
Tlw carpenter (labour) uses a. hammer
(capital) to produce 10 tables a. day-4 An
immigrant arrims with the same skills as
the resident carpenter There is only (Me
ham MCI' and by sharing it the tiro workers
make 12 tables a day. ln this case,
production is bigyet; but output per worker
is almost halved, because oldie decline in
the capital/labour mtio.

Suppose that the immiyinnt worker
brought enough mane:Own overseas to
bity anotho- hammer (extra capital). Each

winker would produce 10 tables a day and
output per worker would remain the same
as bObre.-

Now suppose that tlw ;min igrarit
worker, in addition to supplying another
hammer, was more skilled than the
resident carpenter, being able to produce
15 tables a day. 7bgether, the' bran workers
would produce 25 tables a day, orif the
imnuigrant worker was able to slim] the
other how to produce 15 tables (1 day also
they 11111 ad produce .10 tables a day, thereby
i ny the mama per worker.

Thus the composition of the immigrant intake
is important in determining the effect. of
immigration On output per head or the
'standard of living'. The more skill and capital
the immigrant intake possesses. the more
likely it is that immigration will have a positive
effect on the standard of living.

1111 D. Pope. 'Economics of Immigration'. in .1. Jupp The
Australian An Eneyrtmwdict of the Nation. Its liople and their
(friyins. Angus & Robertson, 1988. pp. 875-7.)

B Immigration's contribution to
the standard of living

The strong conclusion from our study is that for
immigration to make a substantive contribution to
living standards over the longer term as measured
by average income per capita it must be highly
selective embodying a skill level significantly above
that of the domestic work force. If the skill level
deteriorates significantly and the age of the intake
increases then the longer term economic effects
may well be negative. If the intake composition with
respect to age and skill remains similar to that of
the recent. past, then, as far as it can be measured,
the effect. on longer term per capita income of
expanding or contracting the intake size will be
small.

(Centre for International FAVIIIIMIS, relationship between immigration
and monomie performariee. in CAAIR Immigration. A Commitment to
Austra/M, Consultants' Reports, AGM, 1988, p. vet.)
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C Immigration and the current
account deficit

Immigration boosts aggregate supply of goods and
services through the direct productive activities of
immigrants, through positive effects they may have
on the efficiency of others, and through the
additional imported goods and services that can he
financed from the funds they bring with them from
overseas.

(a) The direct contribution of new immigrants 1.0
national output depends on a number of factors:

Average skill levels: These are probably slightly
higher than the total populationperhaps about
15 to 30 per cent, higher on average, although this
is subject to dispute. On the other hand English
language disability can be a disadvantage, and lack
of recognition of overseas qualifications may
inhibit utilisation of skills.
Labour force participation rates: These have
recently been lower than the rest of the
population for recently arrived immigrants, but
are higher for more established migrants.
Unemployment rates: As would he expected, these
are generally higher than average for new
migrants, as they are for all new entrants to the
labour market.

On balance, the average direct contribution of new
immigrants to the supply of labour services may be
initially lower per capita than the average for the
rest of the population but rises over time. With
skilled or business migrants, it could well tend to
eNceed the national average.

(b) Effect on output of others. There are various
reasons why the impact of immigrants on output
may exceed the value of their own labour inputs:
The increased stock of capital associated with
immigration will add further value to the nation's
output:, migrants with specialist skills will often
enhance the productive capacity of other workers
and of the existing capital stock; faster growth may
mean a younger and more technologically
advanced capital stock; and the larger domestic
market generated by immigration may permit.
economies of scale to be realised, although the
significance of many of these factors is a matter for
debate. As well immigration may enable a country
to maintain a 'fuller' rate of employment, for
example, because of its effects on underlying
demand and on labour market flexibility. On the
other hand, it should be recognised that language
problems have costs for training and safety
(estimated by the Office of Multicultural Affairs to
cost. over $3 billion per annum), and the Japanese

External "fl-ade Relations Office has identified this
as a disadvantage of investing in Australian
manufacturing.

(c) Immigrants' funds transfers. Funds transferred
into Australia by immigrants do not directly add to
output. hut are recorded as a credit in the current
account of the balance of payments, and so add to
our ability to purchase goods and services from
abroad.

t F. Atry.'llanagrat um and the current account &hen'. in M. Eu.suan ( 141 ).
.4asrrp fin and latutigratums Able to Gro?. Huth Press. IWO. pp. 117 I/4.1

D Immigrants and urban
pressures

Because infrastructure is generally- location
specific. trends in population distribution arc' of
special relevance. The most important of these
trends is that without. significant increases in urban
residential densities, about two-thirds of all
population growth between the present and 2030
( five million people) is projected to occur on the
fringes of Australia's five largest cities. It is here
where demand for new infrastructure will be
greatest. A recent National Housing Strategy report
(NHS, 1991) projects that 1.2 million new houses
will have to be. built on the fringes of these cities
over the next twenty years, under present trends.

Problems arising from this are most acute for
Sydney. In 1988 the New South Wales Government
estimated that it would cost about $50 000 per
0.1 hectare lot to provide the infrastructure fer
a major new development site at Rouse Hill in
Sydney's north-west sector. This represents the
capital investment which Commonwealth, State and
local governments must invest in the telegraph
lines, roads, water and sewage pipes and treatment
plants, schools, hospitals, etc., if housing
development at current service standards were to
I roceed.

There are then very large urban infrastructure
funding requirements for Sydney's continued
expansion and significant diseconomies of scale in
the provision of that. infrastructure.

Sal mid Nimbi on Council. Agralation Issuts am! Australia's Maitre,
AGM 11102. pp. ...13 4,1x1
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E Urban development costs of
high population growtha

. . .

State government
Water and sewerage 807
Arterial roads 309
Public transport (train, bus) 101

Education (primary, secondary, technical) :343
Health 63
Community facilities :39

Sport and recreation facilities
Regional open space "34

lbtal 1700

Local gavernment
Roads (distributor, collector ) 1:30

Community facilities 19

Sports, recreation, open space 121

Drainage 106

Total :377

Other service rig a tithmit i es
Telephone 82
Electricity 184

7btal 266

7btal gross capital costs 2343

a Costs are approximate. based tin a typical new development sector in
Sydney They are in Oliti dollars. tindiscotaittt1 They are 11.t adjusted P-
nvoutiment, The costs of services are at toresent not cmurt% re,.overable
through fees and charges costs shown are not cortmlete sub arterial
r<,..ids and some regional facilities are not included, for example.
Local government costs exclude funds prosidtx1 by SlItte gmernmetit
assistance.

1. H. Day & D. T Rowland, How Mimy Mon' Ail.strulians4 Ltingrnan
Cheshire, 1988; reproduced m P. Murphy .t al. Impact (tr. immigralion inr
Union infrastructure. AGI'S. 1990. p. 43. )
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In what ways do newly arrived immigrants
contribute to the Australian economy?

Investigation 3: What are the medium/ long-
term economic effects of immigration?

The evidence in Source 3 relates to some of the effects
of immigration after the initial settling period; that is,
the long-term economic effects of immigration. This
investigation looks at effects of immigration on human
capital (labour and skills), tax and government
expenditure, and demand for housing and imports.

Human capital (labour and skills)

Look at Sources 3A-F.

What do immigrants contribute or supply to the
Australian economy and work force?
What is the benefit to Australia of accepting
immigrants who have been educated and trained
overseas'?
How might immigration help Australia's export
performance?

Tax and government expenditure

Like Australian-born persons, immigrants contribute
taxes to the Government and receive health, education
and welfare and other benefits from the Government.
Carefully examine Source 3G, which shows the funds
transferred to the Government (the amount of tax
paid minus government outlays on health, education
and welfare) during the average Australian lifetime.

Why do you think the funds transferred to
Government by the 0-20 and the 65-75 age groups
are negative (below zero)?

Immigrants to Australia generally tend to be young
adults in the early stages of their working lives.
In 1990-91, for example, the median age of settler
arrivals was 27.4 years. (The median age of the
Australian population as a whole was 32.5 years.) Why
is this fact important when considering the economic
impact of immigration? Refer to Sources 3G -l.

Look again at Source 3H which compares the average
fund transfers (tax paid minus benefits received) of
Australian and overseas-born citizens in Australia

According to this table, which group transfers more
funds to the Government: the Australian-born or the
overseas-born?

'Another concern in the past is that migrants are
a net drain on the tax-payer. But this too is
inaccurate...Aggregate taxes and fees paid by
migrants actually exceed the welfare and public
services received.'

(Professor Glenn Withers, economist)

Do you agree with this statement by Professor Glenn
Withers? Use the evidence in Sources 304 to test the
professor's statement.

Demand for housing and imports

Immigration increases the demand for goods and
services. Housing is one of the areas where the effects
of immigration are felt. An increase in demand for
imports is sometimes attributed to immigration.
Examine Sources 3J-M.

Do you think immigration contributes significantly to
the demand for housing?
Who do you think would benefit from an increase in
demand for housing?

Look at Source 30, then complete the sentence below
with the most appropriate answer. The authors of this
passage suggest that:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

the popular view that immigrants have a high
propensity to consume imports is clearly right;
immigrants do not consume imported goods;
it is difficult to assess the extent to which
immigrants consume imports;
foreign foods have enriched Australian cuisine.

Conclusion

Summarise the information presented in Source 3 by
answering the following questions:

In what ways can immigrants, once settled in
Australia, further contribute to Australia's economy?
What concern is expressed in this evidence about
immigrants' impact on the economy?
Which arguments presented in Source 3 are most
convincing to you and why?

Investigation 4: What effects does immigration
have on the labour market?

The labour market includes all those in employment as
well as those seeking employment.

One common mistake in discussing the labour
market is to assume that there are a fixed
number of jobs for which overseas- and
Australian-born workers compete. It is important
to note that an increase in population size
through immigration actually expands the size of
the labour market by increasing the demand for
goods and services. In other words, immigration
creates jobs, while also increasing the number of
people looking for work and working in the
labour market.

Examine the arguments and points of view presented
in Sources 4A-F.

What arguments are presented to support the idea
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that immigration should be reduced in times of high
unemployment?
What arguments are presented to counter the notion
that immigration should be reduced in times of high
unemployment? ,

In what ways do immigrants create employment?
What do you think about the proposition that
immigration is the cause of unemployment?
Which immigrants face the greatest difficulties in the
labour market, and why?

Training

Look at Sources 4G-L

What is the possible impact of inunigration on
training in Australia?

Investigation 5: How does immigration affect
Australians' living standards?

What do you think are the essential ingredients of a
good standard of living?

Economists have traditionally measured living
standards by calculating output or gross domestic
product (GDP) per head of population. GDP
represents the value of all the goods (e.g. items of
clothing) and services (e.g. public transport, banking)
produced by a nation each year. It should be noted,
however, that this indicator of living standards has
been criticised for not taking into account other
factors affecting the quality of life, such as
environmental and health factors.

Look at Sources 5A-C.

In what ways might the site and composition (or
makeup) of the immigrant intake affect Australia's
living standards?
Why is it important for Australian living standards
that immigrants' skills are recognised?
Can immigrants improve Australia's productivity or
output per head of population?

Location

Most immigrants who settle in Australia choose to live
in the major cities, This increases the size of the cities'
populations. Look at Sources 5D-E.

What are some of the possible economic
consequences of population growth in Australia's
major cities?
How do you think the settlement of immigrants in
Australia's cities could affect living standards?

Return now to the Opinion exercise at the
beginning of this evidence file.

Have you changed your mind about any of the
statements in the Opinion exercise? Yes/No

If Yes, which arguments in this evidence file have
persUaded you to modify your opinions'?

If No, which arguments in this evidence tile have
confirmed your original response?

Debate -

`In the long term, the economic benefits of immigration
outweigh the costs involved.'

Further activities

Invite an immigrant business person in your local
community to speak to your class about his/her
business. Prepare a list of questions for the speaker,
such as: How did you get your business started? What
skills are used in your business? How many people
do you employ? Do you import or export goods?
Talk to an adult immigrant about his/her work
history in Australia. Write a biographical sketch
based on your interview

Further research
+The contribution of immigrant skill and labour to

Australia's economic development was epitomised in
the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Scheme, begun
in 1949. Do some research to find out more about the
scheme and the contribution of immigrant workers
to its completion; then write a report based on your
research. In your report take into account environ-
mental and employment aspects at that time. Do you
think such a scheme would be undertaken in the
same way today?

1
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EVIDENCE FILE E

The Social Impact of Immigration
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Investigation E

How has immigration shaped Australian
society?

This evidence file examines the profoUnd
effects of immigration on Australian society.
It encourages students to explore such questions
as:

lb what extent has immigration altered the
ethnic composition of Australian society since
the beginning of the immigration program in
1947?
What is multiculturalism?
Why do immigrants become Australian citizens?
In what ways has immigration shaped
Australia's social and cultural life?
What are the attitudes of people in Australia
towards immigration?
How does immigration influence social cohesion
in Australia?

Suggested Strategies

An opinion exercise

Study the statements below and record your initial
response to each of them on the scale.

When you have finished working through this evidence
file, return to this exercise and decide whether you
would alter your response to any of these statements.

Investigation 1: To what extent has immigration
altered the ethnic composition of Australian
society since L947?

Look at the evidence in Source.' in order to determine
whether the statements on the next page are true or
false.

What is your conclusion'? Has immigration made a
significant impact on the ethnic composition of
Australian society since 1947? Write a short paragraph
describing what impact immigration has had on the
make -up of Australian society.

Investigation 2: What is multiculturalism?

*What do you think 'multiculturalism' means'? Write a
short paragraph describing what you think is meant.
by the term.

Now look at Source 2.

Would you add or cut anything from your own
definition of 'multiculturalism' after examining these
sources?
How is multicultural policy different from
immigration policy? How are they connected'?

Statement Disagree strongly Agree strongly

1.

.).

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Immigrants have enriched Australia's cultural life.

Immigrants should adapt to the Australian way of life.

Immigration has made Australia a more tolerant society.

Immigrants should only speak English in public places.

Immigration has given Australia a rich diversity of foods.

Australian-born people should be more tolerant of
immigrants.

Immigration has made Australia more in touch with
the rest of the world.

All immigrants should show their commitment to
Australia by becoming citizens.

Immigrants should not stick together and should mix
with other Australians.

Ethnic diversity is a good thing tbr Australia

3
3
3
3
3
:3

3
3
3
:3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
I
I
1
1
1

l

1
1

0

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

9

9

2

2

2

2

9

:3

3

:3

:3

3

:3

3

:3
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SOURCE 1

A Birthplace composition of C Overseas-born, 1989
Australia's population

.0%

1947

Australian .

100%

SO%

10%

(Sounies1111.C1-:A. The Farts) AGPS, l().1

1989

B Overseas-born, 1947

(Stnins..:1)11.CEA, TN' fiats, AtiPS. 1991). p. 19)

Ciourre: UI LI ail, 77w/-ibris. AO'S. 1999 p.

D Ethnic composition of the
Australian people (per cent)

Ethnic origin 1787 1846 1861 1891 194 7 1988

Aboriginal 100.0 41.5 13.3 3.4 0.8 1.0

Anglo-Celtic 572 78.1 86.8 89.7 74.6
Other European 1.1 5.4 7.2 8.6 10.3,

Asian 0.2 :3.1 2.3 0.8 4.5
Other - 0.1 0.3 0.1 11.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

No. (000s) 500 484 1328 3275 7640 16 300

tSourtr: C. Price. Ethnic Croups in Australia, Policy Options Paper prepared
for the Office of Multicultural Affairs. 1989 reproduced in OMA. Nutirmal
Agenda jiir a Multicultural Au.stralia. 1989. p, 2.1
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E Ethnic origins of the Australian population as at 26 January 1988

Ethnic wigi u

Anglo-Celtic
English

-_.licottish
I rish
Welsh
Manx
Total

West, North European
Channel Islander
French
Belgian'
Dutch
Swiss
Austrian
(;ertnan
Danish
Norwegian
Swedish
Finnish
Other
Total

East European
Estonian
Latvian
Lithuanian
Polish
Russian
llrainian
Slovak''
Czech
Slovenian
Croatian
Serbian
Bulgarian
Macedonian
Hungarian t

Rumanian
Total

South European
Albanian
(;reek
Italian
Maltese
Spanish
Fort Lig( se

Other
Total

No.

7 158 8(10
1 948 :320
2 810 4:10

220 861)
13 480

12 151 950

2:3 0911

79 460
10 890

2:35:330
:30 090
41 740

018 600
66 (380

27 040
40 920
20 600

8 000
1,212 060

9 200
27 :300
1:3 7:30

133 500
41 790
25 540
4 450

21 810
l() 500

154 010
40 40(1

:3 490

75 000
52 880
1:3 770

627 4:30

4 ISO
:32:3 111)

605 250
1:35 39(1

97 910
:13 :320

1 030
1 200 090

4:3.92

11.95
17.24

1.36

0.08
74.55

0.14
0.49
0.07
1.44
0.18
0.25
:3.70

0.41

(1.17

(1.31

0.13
0.05
7.43

0.06
0.17
0.08
0.82
0.26
0.16
0.0:3

0.13
0.06
0.95
0.25
0.02
0.46
0.32
0.08
:3.85

0.0:3

1.98
:3.71

(1.83

11.60

0.20
(1.01

7.:36

F:th Inc th-nn n

West Asian
Turkish
Syrian
Ii hate
E*-ptiiii
Other Arai)
Iranian
Armenian
Assyria))
Jewish
Total

South Asian
Afghani
Pakistani
Indian
Bangladeshi
Sri Lunkair'
Total

Southeast Asian
Burmese
Thai
Vietnamese.
Liotian
Cambodian
Malay
Indonesian
Filipino
Timorese
Total

Other Asian
Chinese
Japanese

Korean
Other
Total

African'
American
Pacific Islander!
Aboriginal. TSI

Total Australian population 16

No.

42 240
6 080

124 150
16 300
2 810
(3 200

18 000
10 000

120 000
:34 7805

2 580
4 860

64 430
7 120

18 4:9)
97 420

5 490
11 260
80 840

9 490
13 420
12 020
14 :370
51 400

2 560
200 850

196 :310
1(3 :350

11 910
2 140

226 710

20 190
(3 :320

40 200
16:3 000

300 000

0.26
0.04
0.76

0.10
0.02
0.04

0.11

0.06
0.73
2.12

0.02
0.03
0.40
(1.04

0.11
11.60

0.03
0.07
0.50
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.31
0.02
1.24

1.21

0.10
0.07
0.01

1.39

0.12
0.04
(1.25

1.00

100.00

.1 1.11Xt.1111.111.11,11t

tt 1111.111.11111: II 11, 166,111.111,

, FII/II( itilllUITI:I. i ;wive. 'i ag,si,aiit
I 1,i,, wain): Sri Iolkai 'Iaituls

lhinse Vinatinvs, 11-.111,11.11,1 Iti (.111111.11`

I 111,161111am Imo %airman,
,z 11100114!.,,,m0 it, 1MI11 \Lion.: :71:,IN I .114.1101111.:111t; 111 7,1)Ii h4111111'.1

1st:1116T,, tIV,t1.1161111, of III, 1K.111,t161, Vt11111,11111t 1, QIIC11116111,11111,1 N,ss

Smith alis as 1,11xttiftTS III 16111111C1(.1.11111 tyritur)
IS//en': I'. Price. 'Ille ethnic character of t lie Aust ralmn population. in
.1. Itipp (iii I. llte AllSiflill), 15Pple. Anols Ar ItoliertNon. HIM. p. l'..t.l. I
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SOURCE 2

A What is multiculturalism?

In a descriptive sense multicultural is simply a term
which describes the cultural and ethnic diversity of
contemporary Australia. We are and will remain a
multicultural society.

As a public policy, multiculturalism encompasses
government measures designed to respond to that
diversity. It plays no part in migrant selection. It is a
policy for managing the consequences of cultural
diversity in the interests of the individual and
society as a whole.

The Commonwealth Government has identified
three dimensions of multicultural policy:

cultured identity: the right of all Australians
within carefully defined limits to express and
share their individual cultural heritage, including
their language and religion
social justice: the right of all Australians to
equality of treatment. and opportunity and the
removal of barriers of race, ethnicity, culture,
religion, language, gender or place of birth
economic efficiency: the need to maintain,
develop and utilise effectively the skills and talents
of all Australians, regardless of background.

These dimensions of multiculturalism apply equally
to all Australians, whether Aboriginal, Anglo-Celtic
or non-English-speaking background and whether
they Were born in Australia or overseas.

There are also limits to Australian multi-
culturalism. These may be summarised as follows:

. multicultural policies are based on the premise
that all Australians should have an overriding and
unifying commitment to Australia, to its interests
and future first and foremost
multicultural policies require all Australians to
accept the basic structures and principles of
Australian societythe constitution and the rule
of law, tolerance and equality, parliamentary
democracy, freedom of speech and religion,
English as the national language and equality of
the sexes
multicultural policies impose obligations as well
as conferring rights: the right to express one's
own culture and beliefs involves a reciprocal
responsibility to accept the right of others to
express their views and values.

As a necessary response to the reality of Australia's
cultural diversity, multicultural policies aim to
realise a better Australia characterised by an
enhanced degree of social justice and economic
efficiency.
Knee of Multicultural Affairs, National Agenda fin- a Multieulturul

.9taring Our Puture, AGIN. Canberra, 1989, p. vu

B

CPO 'IOU AFFROVe
of Maltal-TOR/ILISM?

(

(A i 0 , , ( no ,f00 KNO1.4.Th....---.... ...-

...., G.INAT IT MEANS

1 t
VI,

,=-1 c.. ,.;

(Sourre: DILGEA. 77ie Ruts. AGM, 1990, p. 18.)

C

allM I i nu.

r

(Stunt,: The Age, 10 April 1989.)

/
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SOURCE 3

A Applying for citizenship

Immigrants and refugees can apply for Australian
citizenship after meeting the residential require-
ment. In most cases, this is two years after ar7ival
in Australia as a permanent. resident. Time spent.
overseas doesn't, normally count. They generally
must be present in Australia when they apply and
must also intend to live here permanently or to
maintain a close and continuing association with
Australia_ They must. also be of good character and
able to speak and understand basic English, and
have an adequate knowledge of the responsibilities
and privileges of Australian citizenship.

(1)11AjEA. 71t Fads. AG I'S. 1990. p. 29.)

B

h'intror:1111.GEA. tiny it with pride I urn lin Audra Jinn, AGPS. 1988.
pamphlet.)

C Citizenship

Citizenship is the symbolic expression of
commitment to Australia and the values inherent
within Australian society.

As an Australian citizen the individual is entitled
to rights and assumes responsibilities: the right
and responsibility to vote, the right to stand for
parliament, to join the Australian Public Service
and to apply for an Australian passport.

Rights and freedoms are embedded in Australian
traditions, customs. values. laws and institutions.
The most. basic of our rights and freedoms is the
right not to be deprived of ones liberty without duc
process of law. The second is that of individual
liberty: of movement, of free passage in and out of
one's country, of ass,:mbly, of speech, of religion
and freedom to associate with others.

These rights and freedoms are extended and
enhanced through the government policy of
multiculturalism. Individual democratic rights,
to be different and to pursue one's own path to
happiness without fear of interference from those
who hold different opinions, are protected within
the legal framework.

The Australian Constitution. Commonwealth and
State legislation. make it illegal for any person
to be discriminated against on the basis of sex,
race. ethnicity, religion, language, marital status,
pregnancy, disability and sexual preference. ,

Citizenship imposes an obligation upon individuals
to accept the right of others to do the same.

([)11A3EA.Machrm Rmnirt Kit 011 A ustrulinn Al:PS, 1990,
llachers notes. pp. 10- II.)

E F E 4
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D Cartoons on naturalisation

(Sounr: The Agr, 4 June 1988.)

E Rights and responsibilities of
citizenship

People seek citizenship for many reasons. Some do
it mainly for practical purposes, such as obtaining
an Australian passport or seeking a government job
for which citizenship is an essential requirement.
Others do it because of a sense of deep gratitude
that Australia has provided them with a safe and
secure home, far from the terrors and difficulties
of their earlier lives.

But virtually everyone who becomes a citizen first
takes a conscious citcision to declare their ultimate
commitment to their new homeland. It's an
important step which should not be taken lightly.

Becoming a citizen does NOT mean turning your
back forever on your country of origin: it does NOT
mean that you have to forget the language of that.
country, or its customs and culture: in a number of
cases it does not even mean that you have to
surrender the passport of your country of origin
many countries (including the United Kingdom)
recognise dual citizenship.

But it DOES give you the same rights as all other
Australian citizens. It means that. you can:

MA 7VRA1.1 5117/0/

vote in government elections;
apply for appointment to any public office or
stand for election as a Member of Parliament;
apply to enlist in the defence forces;
apply for those government jobs for which
citizenship is required:
apply for an Australian passport and re-enter
Australia without the need to apply for a special
re-entry isa when you travel overseas:
be protected by Australian diplomats while you're
overseas.

Of course. with those rights come responsibilities,
and to become an Australian citizen you must be
willing to:

take an oath or make an affirmation of allegiance
to Australia: .

obey the laws of Australia and fulfil your duties as
an Australian citizen:

enrol on the Electoral Register and vote at federal
and State elections and at referendums:
serve on a jury if asked to do so; and
defend Australia if the need arises.

(1111.G1-1A. Say it with ;aide. 1 tie an Australian. AGIN. HIM. pamphlet

E F E 5
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F Meet Jimmy Barnes, 11 Proposed changes to the
Australian citizen Australian oath of citizenship

her alboziog
tr Rimy told it
it to Ansendia.
nod* are
," he said.

gip.
on." Jimmy
s six, told 64,

0111,

Rock star Jimmy Barnes proudly poses withhis Citizenship
Certificatelint my came to Australia from tict Maud wl inn he
was
SIM PM Stlq it with 1riiie--1 eau an Australian. ( izotsh Tharhrs Natm

DILGE.. 1990

G Overseas-born, by citizenship

Recognising that:
Australian citizenship represents formal membership of the
community of the Commonwealth of Australia; and Australian
citizenship is a common tmnd involving reciprocal rights and
obligations which unite all Australians. while respecting their
diversity; and Persons granted Australian citizenship enjoy these rights
and accept these obligations by pledging their loyalty to Australia
and its people, including pledging

to share their democratic beliefs; and
to respect their rights and liberties; and
to uphold and obey the laws of Australia.

From this time forward. I pledge my loyalty to Australia and its
people. whose democratic beliefs I share, whose rights and liberties
I respect, and whose laws I will uphold and obey.

UK & Ireland
Italy

YugoslaviaGreece -
Germany

Netherlands
Poland

Malta
USSR

Vietnam ,717;.777.!.7
Lebanon i::::.......::::::::::-:::.

India
Malaysia & Brunet !.::::.

New Zealand
Philippines

China

USA
South Africa

0

Australian Citizens

E F E 6
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SOURCE 4

A

GIVE MEAN
AUSSIE PIZZA!)

Sonny: 1111.111.1A. 77w Faris, AGIN. 1111)41. p. 12.)

1

luta . :Ewe

Jewish baker at Victoria Market in Melbourne.
i.Siounr:.1..lupp led.), The Au.stmlian liople, Angus & Robertson, 1988,
opposite p, 1160.

C

.Dragon boat race at a Malay festival.
1.Counw:.1..1upp (ed.), The Austral an People, Angus & Robertson, 1988.
follotang p. 288.)

D

Maypole danceCornish.
(sm/vv.:J.1'pp (ed.). 77w Australian PM*. Angus & Robertson. 10814,
following p. 2118.)
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E G Religions in Australia, 1986

....

- -.:

A
Sergio Silvmni. Ita Lian-Austrulian former Carlton VII,
5,ot hailer, with his son. Stephen. who plays for. the same doh.
t Source: .1. Jupp (ed. i. The Australian flank Angus 8 Robertson. 1988,
following 1tim.1

F

i
4

t

__
e

c. -5,4_
T.,

iPr 1
A

Blessing of the Fleet at Sydney's Carnevale '85.
...;ninv J. Jupp (ed.,. The Australian litple. Angus ti Robertson, 1988.

following p.:288. I

Churches of Christ 88.5 0.6

Salvation Army 77.8 0.5

Seventh Day Adventist
1.36.5

48.0
0.4

0.3
Jehovah's Witness

latter Day Stints Mormons :355 0.0

Brethren 23.2 0.1

CO ngregational 16.6 0.1

Oriental Christian 10.4 0,1

Other Protestant (nei) 199.4 1.3

Christian (nei) 346.4 .-):-)

Total 11. 381..9 73,0

Non-Christian
Muslim

Jewish

109.5
Buddhist 80.4 0.5

69.1

0.7

0.4

Hindu 21.5 0.1

Other non-Christian (nei) 35.7
316.2 2.0

0.2
Total

Other
Non-theistic 4.9
inadequately described 58.0
No religion (so described) 1 977.5
Not. stated 1 863.6
Total 3 904.0

Religion

Christian

1000) ( %)

Catholic- 4 064.4 26.1

l!nitingl' 1 182 7.6

Anglican :3 723.4 23.9

Methodist -incl.icl. Wesleyan - _:

Presbyterian and Reformed 560.0 :3.6

Orthodox 427.4 3.7

196.8

Lutheran 208.3 1.3

Baptist 1.3

Pentecostal 0.8l07.0

Total 15 602.2 100.0

0.4

12.7

11.9

25.0

Now- nei -not elsewhere included
,t Roman Catholic and Catholit. outs Rom:nil
b The Uniting Church was formed in 1977 from the Methodist, Congregational

and part of die Presbytenan churches
e People who resigmded Methodist in 1986 were coded to rruting.

(Sulam: Australia in Prufile-Crnsus '86. ABS. Cat. no. 9502.0, 198.8;
reproduced in OMA. National Agenda for a Multicultural Australia. AGPS.
1989, p. 6.
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H J The achievements of diversity

.)

aaratitia--

Muslim prayers.
(Source: J. Jupp (eci. 1. The Adqrnlian Pewit., Angus it, Robertson. 1988,

opposite p. 91)1.1

I

Sikhs outside temple.
t.tiunr: bum npiginn ui ibets 1946-1990, AGM 1990. Cat no. titi,AA. 13.)

Immigrants have brought over 100 languages to
Australia This linguistic diversity assists economic
development through, for example, its contribution
to work force capacities such as servicing of the
tourist industry and more generally its effect on

our economic relationships with countries in our
own and other regions. It has also led to a
burgeoning of foreign and community language
schools, media, businesses and a range of cultural

activities.

Most observers would agree that Australians today
have greater knowledge of other countries than
when the post-war immigration program began in
the late 1940s. They also have a greater awareness
of Australia's position in the world, including its
closer relationship with its neighbours in South-
east Asia and the Pacific.

CAAIR ruinigrutirm. AGIti. 1987. p. 12.1

17

Italian stonemason Arturo Cornell' working on Parliament

House in Adelaide, 1938.
(Sown,: 'Old Nutriment Rouser Artum Cornell): reproduced In The

Inimigrution Abate, Guided issue Study. open Accets Education

Department of South Australia, 1992. p. 4a. Courtesy the family of the late

Arturo erimellil
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L People who spoke a language
other than English at home
language by birthplace, 1986

Austral lam-
boor

Langwzgc sifroken ( WO) ('1.) (000)
. ._. . . ._ .. . . ._.. ...__..

Italian 405.0 20.6 158.7

Greek 267.1 13.6 111.7

Chinese 130.8 6.7 11.0

German 109.4 5.13 21.4
Arabic/Lebanese 106.0 5.4 :31.1

Spanish 70.1 :3.6 10.2

Yugoslav (nei) 68.0 :3.5 16.1

Serbian, Croatian 66.6 :3.4 20.7
Polish 66.2 :3.4 9.6
Dutch 61.4 :3.1 7.6
Vietnamese 59.4 :3.0 1.6

Maltese 57.8 2.9 15.5

French 51.4 2.6 15.5

Macedonian 43.1. 14.1

Aboriginal languages :33.9 1.9 :36.7

'Rakish 31.2 1.6 6.1

Hungarian 30.9 1.6 5.0
Russian 21.7 1.1 4.0
Other 282.7 14.4 61.5

Total'' 2002.8 100.0 568.2

Note: nei -not elsewhere included
a Excludes children aged 0 to 4 years.
b Includes 'language not stated responses

(Source Austrt.lia in Profile-Census 736. ABS. Cat. no. 2502.0 1988:
reproduced in OMA National Agendajara Multicultural Australia. A(;I'S.
1989. p.d)

M
5,55 IMPROVES mil KNOWLEDGE

OF FOREIGN LAN6uAGE5

ry

1if 507ine5 IMPROV
MN P.N61.10

OMA. National Agouia.lbr a ifultirultunil Australia. AMPS.

1989. p.46.)

N A diverse press

The growth of ethnic communities has created a
demand that the media give greater. attention to
international news coverage as well as to programs
of a more diverse cultural content. The special
Broadcasting Service's (SBS) slogan 'Bringing the
World Back Home' reflects this interest.

Today some 120 newspapers appear regularly in
more than 30 languages other than English. SBS
radio in Sydney and Melbourne broadcasts in up to
60 languages and more than 30 public radio
stations.also have broadcasts in 60 languages in
addition to English.

(CAMI'.1cmlerstantling Immigration. Al;PS. 1987. p 12-13.1

0 Newspapers in Australia

Immimaniffmnif ff
;,t4-;40, 11111-.:11:1-Ce,___E---'0r /I

0.17,- -*IS'44
4P. < 4,..; -:

_ 4 -.Tt.\
kb

..

....................,,ra... !

F,
Irs. .......
,:11414;,

...,
--7---':- --I oPopp,;.,,-,. il 7_,--. ,

R -., i!".'t...:. 7-- ' 117.4 141--.I __

-- .:-- ........,
-...-.:. , 1",...,:t ansr.:._±......

4116:4111-- "1":410*rr.-a
It

IMP;7. Afar

(Simrm .1. Jin) (ell.). The Au:ill/dime 11orple. Angus & Robertson. 1988.
p. 129.1
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SOURCE 5

A. Australian welcome

Oinore: The Aye, 17 February 1981.1

B A sample of community
attitudes to immigrants
and immigration

I think its a phis.
It will sort itself out in the next generation when
all us racist people have gone, and our children
who have been brought up with these children
are then the basic community.
Once they have one relative here, they bring the
lot over.
We have been so long isolated from trouble spots,
and now these trouble spots are coming to our
community, and I just. hope our community can
cope with that change.
1 woul' 'ike to see...the different groups that. go
into making the society be able to intermingle and
get along better...all your foreigners, all their
cultural groups being allowed to flourish and
develop...that's the only way we are going to have
a peaceful society.
You're not allowed to discriminate against them.
They have enormous cultural benefits.

You've got to have some heart. you can't just close
the door.

They should leave their politics behind.
Its a shame there isn't some way of testing to
make sure they are going to be good citizens and
not become involved in the criminal element.
If they want to live here they should be made to
learn English.
Well the problem with immigration is, they don't
move out into the. country, they stay in the cities
and that's really where the problem is. They are
overcrowding the cities.
They set up businesses here and create
employment.
They taking work off our unemployed.
If the population increases the industry grows
bigger. therefore we can become more
competitive, overseas and locally.
They are bringing their violence with them.
All those signs in foreign languagesit's
frightening.
They shouldn't be allowed to take over a whole
community. They're just making their own little
suburb.

You lose the Australian character.
Some don't want to learn our ways.

NIS) Rey, bung Planners. Australia's Immigration Fokk'sCotnnittntlY
Consultation', in CAAIP Immigratim A Gummi:meld to Australia.
t'onsultarkL Reports. vol.'s AGPS, 1988.1

C

Statron. l'agotio & Rizzi). The Pirst Multieltitunif Resource Thxii.
Melbourne. l'ress, 1900. p. 67.
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D Racism: a vice that is under control?

Is Australia a racist society? According to
a proliferation of reports and studies which
show there is discrimination in schools, in
the public service and in private industry,
it is. A Saulwick Age Poll published today
says that one quarter of those surveyed do
not want Australia to take any migrants this
year.

Yet there is other evidence that we are
a tolerant societystudies which show that
a majority of Australians hold positive views

about migrants, and that there is plenty
of contact between Australians and
migrants.

Since the 1970s Australia has accepted
huge numbers of Indochinese refugees without
social upheaval. There are no race riots. At
any suburban market on any Saturday
morning you can see people of almost every
nationality transacting business amicably.
Our schools look like a miniature United
Nations.

E Immigrants and immigration

The early post-war years saw considerable support
for the view that Australia should have a much
larger population and should acquire it rapidly.
The population was to iv built in part by increasing
the birth rate, in part by large-scale immigration.
Forty years later, fewer people are pressing for
population growth. Reproduction rates have
declined from their post-war peak; there is no
longer talk, as there was in the 1940s and 1950s, of
doubling the population in the next. ten years; and
the level of support for stopping immigration
altogether is at a post-war high...

For the last twenty years or more, surveys have
shown overwhelming opposition to a policy that
would only allow Europeans to enter or that would
prohibit the immigration of Asians. Beyond that.
however, no clear "consensus. This reflects less on
the inadequacies of the polls and more on the
divided, even contradictory, state of public opinion.

In recent years opposition to the level of Asian
immigration, including the entry of Indochinese

Could it be that despite some highly
publicised cries against Asian immigration.
despite the attempts by people like the
documentary maker John Pilger to make us
feel guilty, we are castigating ourselves
unnecessarily? Perhaps, although there is

resistance to the idea of migration, once
migrants arrive they are accepted fairly
readily.

(The APP. 9 IA, I mat ry / )

refugees, has been no greater than opposition to
the level of immigration generally. People who
oppose the one have generally opposed the other...

Much of the public concern with Indochinese
migrants has focused on the extent. to which they
have been accepted in their own neighbourhoods.
Here, as elsewhere, the evidence suggests a good
deal of ambivalence: they should adopt. the
'Australian way of life', especially the English
language, but maintain their own culture, seems to
be the general view. In neighboUrhoods of this sort
the level of concern with the immigration issue
among the Australian-born, seems to be no greater
than it. is elsewhere; there is little in the way of
discontent for which the Indochinese are held
responsible; and attitudes to the size of the
immigration program [and] to its composition
seem remarkably similar to attitudes held by the
population at large.

( M. Goot. 'Immigrants and Immigration, Evidpnee mid Argument from the
1:143-111MT. in CAAIP, turn itiration: .4 (imp/IP/nen/ to Australia.

.011S1111 ants' Reports. wit 2, AGIN. 1988. pp.:HI-I I
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SOURCE 6

A National agenda for a
multicultural Australia

The integration of successive waves of immigrants
into our society and work force with very little
social friction is a remarkable achievement. The
reality of everyday life in a multicultural Australia is
that we all have as family members, friends,
colleagues and neighbours people who come from
extraordinarily diverse origins. And although most
of usincluding immigrants want to be accepted
as Australians and have a firm commitment to the
institutional framework of our political and legal
system, there is a growing recognition that this
does not preclude us from maintaining those
aspects of our cultural heritage which give meaning
to our lives. Indeed it is the vigour of our diversity,
and the degree of interaction between dil:erent
cultures, that contributes so much to the
uniqueness of the Australian identity today.

(ost.A. mliitinai Agenda far a MulticulturalAasInaliti. AGI'S. 1989 p. 5.1

B Multiculturalism and
Australia's future

The severe and deeply rooted economic difficulties
currently facing Australia will require all
Australians to have a strong sense of nationality
and purpose. In addition, the growing ethnic
diversity of society makes the quest. for unifying
ideals and a common culture all the more urgent
for the Australia of the 1990s.

We as a country will undoubtedly require the
development of widely held and supported core
values which transcend ethnicity. Multiculturalism
does not provide such core goals. The Committee
to Advise on Australia's Immigration Policies and
numerous opinion polls all have shown substantial
public opposition, distrust and fear of the policy of
multiculturalism, from Australians of all ethnic
backgrounds.

Most Australians oppose this policy because it
threatens the ideals that bind Australia, the unique
Australian identity, culture and way of lifethat is
denied legitimacy by the multicultural lobbybut

which has acted as a magnet. to migrants from all
over the world.

Itimmer. 3filitivultlirrtlism gm, Australia's 1-SIt4re Kalgoorlie Press, 1992.
p 11.1

C Racist violence

Finding 7: Racist violence on the basis of ethnic
identity in Australia is nowhere near the level that
it is in many other countries. Nonetheless it exists
at a level that causes concern and it. could increase
in intensity and extent unless addressed firmly
now.

Finding 8: The existence of a threatening
environment is the most. prevalent form of racist
violence confronting people of non-English-
speaking background.

I

I

Iv
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Finding 9: People of non-English-speaking
background are subject to racist intimidation and
harassment because they are visibly different. For
recent. arrivals, unfamiliarity with the English
language can exacerbate the situation.

Finding 10: The perpetrators of racist violence
against people of non-English-speaking background
are generally young, male Anglo-Australians. 'There
have,'however, been some notable exceptions.

Finding 11: In public places racist violence usually

takes the form of unprovoked, 'one-off' incidents
by strangers.

Finding 12: Neighbourhood incidents are more
likely to be sustained campaigns by perpetrators
known to the

Finding 13: Social. economic and international
crises produce a clirnate.whiCh is conducive to the
most extreme form of racismracist violence.

I Racist Vir,h7uv.: lirpqrri n1 the Nat id Iwo i rp ruin Racist Vat dram hr
Australia. AGM 1991, pp. 175-6, 219.1

D Asian entry threatens toleranceBlainey

South-East Asians have become the
'favoured majority' under Australia's
immigration program, according to a leading
historian. Professor Geoffrey Blainey.

Professor Blainey warned that [he
continued entry of Asians at the present rate
could 'weaken or explode' the tolerance
extended to immigrants over the past 30
years.

He told The Age it might be better to
give '$1000 to each of these refugees to go
to a place further away...'

Earlier, Professor Blainey, addressing 1000
Rotarians. in Warmambool. said: 'The pace
of Asian immigration to Australia is now
well ahead of public opinion', particularly
in the suburbs and workplaces where Asians
were.

'Rarely in the history of the modern world
has a nation given such preference to a tiny
ethnic minority of its population as the
Australian Government has done in the past
few years, making that minority the favoured
majority in its immigration policy.'

A spokesman for the immigration and
Ethnic Affairs Minister. Mr West, told The
Age last night that he was disappointed
Professor Blainey had not looked at the
assumptions on which Australia's
immigration policy were based.

These assumptions were that Australia
should be generous in its acceptance of
refugees. making family reunion the main
objective.

Professor Blainey said that Asians were
being given 'powerful precedence' in the
nation's immigration policy.

'It is almost as if we have turned the White
Australia Policy inside out...an increas-
ing proportion of Australians, people who
in the past 30 years have shown great
tolerance, seem to be resentful of the large
number of South-East Asians who are being
brought in. have little chance of gaining
work and who are living, through no fault
of their own. at the taxpayers' expense', he
said.

E Immigration, ethnic conflicts
and social cohesion

"'here is also some evidence of inter-ethnic
community conflict which leads to violence and
criminal.conviction. In 1986 there were violent
clashes between Vietnamese, Chinese and Lebanese
youths in Bankstown. Sydney:

Competition for housing, jobs, recreational area,
places in schools and even parking spots was listed
as the source of tensions between all cultural
groups in Sydney's western suburbs. But boredom
and disputes over girls were listed as the main
triggers to street violence. In the whole Bankstown
municipality there was no youth centre. In a
situation such as this which remains unresolved,

Professor Blainey said later that he did
not think Australia was obliged to take a
disproportionate number of people from
South-East Asia just because of 'the idea that
Australia is, loosely speaking. in the same
region'.

Professor Blainey said he was not
suggesting that racial violence would flow
from the current immigration policy.

'The result doesn't necessarily have to take
the form of riots but it is more likely to
show up in cruelty to children in the school
ground. that sort of thing', he said.

Mr West told Parliament earlier this month
that less than 2 per cent of the Australian
population was Asian and, at current
acceptance rate, the proportion would still
be less than 4 per cent by the year 2000.

(K. Haley, tin .4g.. 19 Marsh 1914.1

police commitments to 'clean up the streets'and
thus move young people away from their normal
meeting placescan only fan the fire. If Australia
wishes to avoid inter-gang warfare on the scale
common in the backstreets of New York and Detroit,
the problem in all its dimensions will need to be
addressed.

In other words, although the media reported these
as ethnic conflicts, there was a complex range of
factors at work in which ethnic labels might easily
have been substituted by other non-ethnic
subcultural affiliations, such as punks versus
skinheads, in order to fight. out. much the same
issues.

Similar questiol,s need to be asked in relation to
violence among spectators at. football matches.

EFE 14
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For example, a brawl erupted at a match between
South Melbourne and Melbourne Croatia on
29 December 1989 because the clubs 'insist in
perpetuating national rather than code allegiances'.
In Sydney, too, inter-ethnic violence at soccer
matches has received wide publicity, and it has
eeti suggested that national flags be banned.

--Again, soccer violence is all international
phenomenon, and the question is whether its root
causes are ethnicity or another series of factors
which have happened, in these cases in Australia,
to find their articulation through ethnic labels.

(11. ('44x. S. Castles & M. Kalaillzi.s. Int rtikplition. Ethnic (:,relicis and .Yorial
(Vim-km III R, 1991, p.

F Facts on immigration

Law and order

Overseas, selection officers do .everything possible
to screen out. persons who. for various reasons,
might represent. a problem for Australia's national
security, including extremists of any political
persuasion. As part of the orientation and
settlement. process, migrants and refugees are
advised of Australia's concepts of law and order,
and of the expectation that they will leave old
enmities behind. Any illegal activities among
immigrants or refugees in Australia are dealt with
by the appropriate authorities in accordance with
Australian laws.

Urban concentration ('ghettos')

Migrants and refugees are not exceptional in
wanting to live near each other during their first
years in Australia; indeed many benefit from the
support of friends or relatives. While the
Government welcomes and appreciates the
valuable assistance new settlers give each other,
it does encourage .dispersed settlement whenever
possible, e.g. through placing refugees in the care
of community sponsor groups. Refugees moving
out of government on-arrival accommodation may
settle nearby because the location is familiar. Like
other migrants, they may have obtained jobs in the
general area, their children may be going to school
there, and they may have friends and relatives in
the same locality. However, experience shows that
a high proportion later feel confident enough to
move to other locations as they settle into Australia.

(1111A;EA The kiwis. AGM. 1991). p. lti.

WE WOULDN'T WANT
AN(1 MIGRANTS WITH
A CRInAiNAL Ref-002
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The percentage of Australia's population born overseas was higher in 1947 than in 1989. T / F

The percentage of Australia's population born in Asia has increased since 1947.

Australia's overseas-born population in 1989 came mostly from European countries.

Australia has more ethnic diversity now than it did in 1947.

More of Australia's 1989 overseas-born population came from Asia than from the UK
and Ireland.

People from Africa, the Americas and Oceania form a greater percentage of the
overseas-born population in 1989 than they did in 1947.

T / F

T / F

T / F

T / F

T / F

Outline the rights affirmed by the policy of
multiculturalism and the limits (or responsibilities)
it imposes in a grid like the one shown here.

Rights affirmed by
the policy of
multiculturalism

Limits imposed by
the policycj
multiculturalism

Do you think the cartoon (Source 2B) is a good
representation of multiculturalism? What does it say
about Australian society?

Create your own visual representation of

Investigation 3: Why do immigrants become
Australian citizens?

Becoming an Australian citizen is one of the ways in
which immigrants can express their commitment to
Australia and its values. Look at the documents in
Source 3.

What are the basic requirements for those
immigrants who want to become Australian citizens?
What rights are immigrants who become Australian
citizens entitled to?
What responsibilities do immigrants accept by
becoming citizens?

The ideal of commitment by taking up Australian
citizenship is not straightforward for everyone. Look at
the graph, Source 3G.

According to this source, which group is more likely
to take up citizenship in Australia immigrants from
English-speaking backgrounds or non- English-
speaking backgrounds? Why do you think this might
be the case?
Look at the proposed new citizenship oath and
preamble in Source 31-1. It has been criticised by some

people because it omits any reference to the Queen.
The oath that this version is seeking to change
pledged a person to be 'faithful and bear true
allegiance to her majesty Queen Elizabeth the second,
the Queen of Australia, her heirs and successors,
according to the law, and that I will faithfully observe
the laws of Australia and fulfil my duties as an
Australian citizen'. Discuss the new proposed form of
words. Would you be happy to say them? Do they
summarise the essential elements of 'Australianness"?
Do you think the older version is better?
As a class, survey a range of peopleof varying age,
background, countries of originand discuss
whether the proposed oath and preamble might be
more suitable.

'It is not the way a person looks, dresses or talks
that makes them an Australian today, nor is it
the form of religious practice or social life a
person follows; nor is it related to when a
person's family arrived in this country; nor is it
the colour of a person's skin. What makes a
person Australian in this country is quite simply
a clear commitment to Australia which overrides
every other consideration'
(lbwards a National Agenda for a Multicultural Australia. Discussion
pager, 1988, p. 4.)

Other than citizenship, how else does one make a
commitment to Australia'?

Invite immigrants from different backgrounds to speak
to the class about why they have or have not taken up
Australian citizenship. Prepare questions beforehand.

Investigation 4: In what ways has immigration
shaped Australia's social and cultural life?

Look closely at the documents in Source 4, then make
a list of the areas in which immigration has added to
the variety of social and cultural life in Australia.
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Draw a cartoon to represent some aspect of
immigration's contribution to cultural diversity or write
a poem to express this same point; or design a media
'promotion' (e.g. ajingle or an advertisement) to show
the positive side of immigration.

Further activities

1. Food is a basic human need which is satisfied by
the consumption of a large variety of foods by
people around the world. Keep a log of all the
foods you eat during the week How is your diet
influenced by the multicultural nature of
Australian society?

2. There is huge variety within each of the ethnic
communities in Australia, e.g. Australians of British
origin, Italian origin, Aboriginal origin, etc. Invite
speakers from various ethnic communities to
speak to the class about their beliefs, cultural
heritage, and experiences in Australia.

3. Spiritual beliefs are an important aspect of the
lives of many people in Australia. Visit a church/
temple/mosque/synagogue and report back to the
class on the traditions and ethnic backgrounds of
its members.

4. Describe a religious ceremony you have attended
recently. What meanings are attached to each
symbolic act in the ceremony? Describe a family-
based or community-based celebration, e.g.
wedding, birthday, sports event, show. Discuss and
compare these celebrations with other class
members.

5. All the major religions of the world are
represented in Australia In small groups do a
project on: Islam, Judaism, Christianity (Catholic,
Orthodox, Anglican, etc.), Hinduism, Buddhism,
Bahai. Describe some of the beliefs and rituals of
these religions.

6. Investigate the ethnic background of an Australian
sports star or entertainer such as David Campesi,
Jim Stynes, Hana Mandlikova, Jimmy Barnes, Tina
Arena, Kate Ceberano.

7. Shelter is another all.basic need common to a
humanity. Buildings around the world, while
having a common purpose, i.e. shelter, incorporate
different styles into the structures. Are there any
buildings in your local area that are influenced by
traditional European, Middle Eastern or Asian
architectural styles? Photograph or sketch the
battings and describe those features which are
borrowed from these other arrhitectural styles.

8. Irrespective of the languages used, the media have
the function of keeping people in touch. Go to your
local newsagent and make a list of the ethnic
newspapersproduced in Australiathat are
available. (You should explain to the newsagent
the purpose of the visit.) What languages and

ethnic groups are represented? Buy one of the
ethnic newspapers and try to work out from
pictures and words what stories are being
presented. It may help to compare the paper with
an English-language newspaper of the same date.

9. Compare SBS television news with one of the other
news programs. In what ways are they similar?

10. Look at a guide to radio programs and list three
programs broadcast in languages other than
English during the week.

Investigation 5: What are the attitudes of
people in Australia towards immigration?

Examine the cartoon, Source 5A. Describe four
different Australian attitudes towards immigration
that are represented in the cartoon. Why do you think
these attitudes exist?

Now look carefully at the other documents in Source 5.
In class, discuss the following questions:

w at concerns do people in Australia have about
immigration?
Do you think these concerns are reasonable?
What costs and benefits do people in Australia see in
immigration?

Look again at Source 5E. How have Australians'
attitudes to immigration changed since the early post-
war years? Why do you think attitudes might have
changed in this way?

Investigation 6: How does immigration
influence social cohesion in Australia?

Carefully examine the documents in Source 6.

Do you think this evidence supports the conclusion
that Australian society is characterised more by
social cohesion-than by conflict between different
ethnic groups? Discuss.

Return now to the Opinion exercise at the
beginning of this evidence file.

Have you changed your opinion about any of the
statements in the exercise? Yes / No

If Yes, which evidence in this file persuaded you
to modify your opinion?

If No, which evidence in this file confirmed your
original response?
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Investigation F

How does immigration affect the make-up
of Australia's population?

This evidence file explores the effects
immigration has had and continues to have on
Australia's population. Students are encouraged
to investigate questions such as these:

What are the characteristics of Australia's
population?
Is Australia's population increasing?
What is happening to Australia's fertility and
immigration rates?
How has immigration affected the composition
of Australia's population?
Can immigration stop the ageing trend of
Australia's population?
Why are our cities' populations growing?
How accurate have past projections about
Australia's population been?
What will Australia's population be like in the
future?

Suggested Strategies

Introductory activity: A demographic profile of a
class or school

A useful way of introducing the concept of
demography to students is to do a profile of a class or
school population. In class, students should fill out a
survey form like the one below:

Male/female
Are you Australian-born or overseas-born?
Do you have an overseas-born parent? Yes/No
What is your age in years and months?

Years Months

Compile this information in a grid like the one below.
or create a graphic to represent it.

Population
(class size)

Males

Females

Students with
at least one
overseas-born
parent

Students without
an overseas-born
parent

Average age
(sum of ages/
number of
students)

males

females

students with
overseas-born
parent

",", students
without
overseas-born
parent.

If you can get enrolment figures from the school office
or from old school magazines, prepare a demographic
table of the total school population over the past five
years or so. Summarise the information in a grid like
the one shown at the foot of the page.

Has the school's population increased or decreased
over the last five years?
Which year levels tend to have the most students?
How do you account for the changes in the school's
population?

The bathtub analogy

Look at the diagram representing Australia's
population in a bathtub on page 1 in this
evidence file. Explain how this representation
works.

Why are immigrants and births represented as
taps?
What factors can lead to population change?
What might account for an increase or decrease
in the population size?

r

1989

1990

1991

1992

199:5

Yt-nr 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Wm- 12 Total--
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Glossary of demographic terms
Demography: the study of the size, structure and
development of human populations. Demography
involves the study of many aspects of population,
but its major concerns are fertility (birth),
mortality (death) and migration. These factors
affect the growth rate, size, density and
distribution of populations. Demographers also
study characteristics of human populations,
especially the numbers of people at different ages
and the balance between the sexes.

Population growth: the increase in population
which occurs as a result Of an excess of births
over deaths (natural increase) and/or an excess
of immigrants over emigrants (net migration).

Natural increase: the excess of births over
deaths. Natural increase is the number of births
minus the number of deaths recorded in any
given year.

Net migration: the excess of immigrants over
emigrants. Net migration is the number of long-
term and permanent arrivals minus the number
of long-term and permanent departures
recorded in any given year. Usually a small
adjustment is made to net migration figures to
take 'category jumpers' into account. Examples of
category jumpers are people who arrive in
Australia for a short-term stay, and then change
their plans and seek to remain in Australia for a
long-term (that is more than 12 months) stay. An
example is someone who arrives on a visitor visa
and successfully applies to remain in Australia
permanently.

Median age: the age which divides a population
exactly into two halves. One half of the
population is below the median age, and one half
is above it.

TFR (total fertility rate): the most commonly
used measure of fertility. A TFR of 2.1 children is
required for a couple to replace themselves given
current levels of mortality in Australia.

A

births

d.mths

Crude Itirth Nate ('rude Death Raiv = Miura! Change

lizii tic nil Aruilov lo illustrate pliects of hirths and (14.:11hs 1111
1 /111111i1111111 0111114e.

B

deaths

t Births + Immigration 1 (Deaths + Emigration
= Population Change

R. Bathtub analogy extended.
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SOURCE 1

A Estimated population of Australia, 30 June 1991

Males Perna lcs Total Males Females Total
Aye gtottp ( 000) ( 000) ( '000) ( %) (%)_ .,.

('s)

0-4' 651.4 619.8 1 271.2 :3.76 :3.58 7.34

5-9 649.5 618.7 1 268.2 :3.75 :3.57 7.32

10-14 633.7 601.4 1 235.1 3.66_ 3.47 7.13

15-19 700.0 666.1 1 366.1 4.04 3.84 7.88

20-24 717.0 690.9 1 408.3 4.14 :3.99 8.13

25-29 708.1 (393.9 1 402.0 4.08 4.00 8.08

:39 -34 721.1 711.0 1. 4:32.0 4.16 4.10 8.26

:35. 19 668.3 666.9 I :335.2 :1.86 :3.85 7.71

49-44 664.8 645.7 I :110.4 :1.83 3.79 7.55

45-49 5:30.5 502.5 1 0:32.9 :3.06 2.90 0.96

50-54 4:3:3.0 412.0 845.5 2.50 2.38 4.88
55-59 :369.4 :159.3 728.8 2.13 2.07 4.20

130-64 365.5 :365.5 731.1 2.11 2.11 4.22

65-69 321.1 :3543) 676.0 1.85 2.05 :3.90

70-74 227.2 281.8 509.0 1.31 1.63 2.94

70-79 159.9 228.9 :388.9 0.92 1.32 2.24

80-84 86.7 148.3 235.0 0.50 0.86 1.36

85 453) 114.4 160.3 0126 0.66 0.92

Total 8653.9 8682.0 17 335.9 49.92 50.08 100.00
_._ .....

The labour force and dependants
15-64 5878.5 5713.7 11 592.2 :33.91 :3296 66.87

65+ 840.8 1128.4 1 969.2 4.85 6.51 11.36

Prime child-hearing years
15-44 4 l79.0 4074.4 8 254_0 24.11 2:3.50 47.61

Voters 18+ 6316.9 0460.4 12 777,3 :36.44 '37.27 73.71

Median age (years ) :31.81 :33.14 32.46

Events during 1990-91 ('900)
Births 260.7
Deal h s 119.3

Natural increase 141.4

Net migration . 109.2

Total change .250.6

A.111111WSki & .1 SIM, AmIndia 's ham/anon Dumb: anti Pmsvitls ME. AGM. 1992. p
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B Population growth, natural increase and net migration,
Australia, 30 June 1981-91

limit- Poinilation size
PoinAlation gam)th.
(No.) (%)

Natural increase
( No ) (%)

Net 'migration
(No ) ( %)

1981 14 92:3 300 227 900 1.55 121 500 0.83 119 200 0.81

1982 15 184 200 261 001) 1.75 126 100 0.84 128 100 0.86

1983 15 :393 500 209 200 1.38 128 8(X) 0.85 73 300 0.48

1984 15 579 400 185 900 1.21 129 700 0.84 49 100 0.32

1985 15 788 300 208 900 1.34 127 600 0.82 73 700 0.47

1986 16 018 400 230 000 1.46 123 000 0.78 100 400 0.64

1987 16263 300 245 000 1.53 126 600 0.79 118 300 0.74

1988 16 538 200 274 800 1.69 125 800 0.77 149 100 0.92

1989 16 83:3 100 294 900 1.78 131 300 0.79 163 600 0.99

1990 17 085 400 252 300 1.50 132 500 0.79 119 800 0.71

1991 17 :3:35 900 250 600 1.41 141 400 0.83 109 200 0.64

(Sonny,: A. Borowski (4 .1. Shu. Australia 's PqntIn4ion 7hntc and any/A-Mg 1991. AGIN. 9102. p. 2.

C Birthplace composition of the

Australian population,1947-90

(Scum,: National Population Council. Population issues and Australia 8

Miture Ativtrunnserit Economy and Society, AGPS, 1992, p. 10.)

D Population location

Already 14 million people, four out of every five

Australians, live in the continent's closely settled
coastal zone. This zone makes up just 3.3 per cent
of Australia's total land area. In mid 1990, of

Australia's 16 958 700 residents:

21.6 per cent lived in Sydney
39.7 per cent lived in Sydney and Melbourne

60.6 per cent lived in the five mainland coastal
capital cities
64.0 per cent lived in capital cities
71.7 per cent lived in cities with more than
100 000 residents.

Growth of Australia's major cities will depend on
the level of immigration as four out of every five

overseas migrants settle in the five largest cities.

(National Population Council, Pop Linker Ism" alai Austra(ia 's Future.
AGPS, 11492, pp. 7-8.)

E Australia: Land use-
population density
settlement zones

\-
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SOURCE 2

A Population growth: rates and numbers, Australia, 1947-90

Number

300 000 r
I r-

200 000 r llr j 1 lk

250000

150 000 Dili 1 1,1 1A011

" I 1 I il 1 1 11

11;1, , ild H100 000 1

IiHll 0 Oh,
50 000 11.1( ( 111

111
II ill 111110 . 1 I II.
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Raw (",(1

FIN
:,inini :,-,,, ,, In iii 11, iill-iFi';

1,i'I'll Iii'l::!. ;
. 7--_,Iin niiil I L----

, IR n, ti nil. 1 .' 1 ,
ill

1 :I 11 I

;I! Ill- lir "1[11111 IL' l lailn ... .1.11111, i/11 Ifi' ''''. l'i ;11!.1. I !',1 1.5' 1 I 111 rl 'i1 11.,,,.i1., liar!.
. , ,., ,,,,, .i.iii.. ,,i .. i

ici 1 1 il! 11 i''- , 1

5

1

ill!, 1,11 1 I1 ', illi,,,,1 :id :
;;,.

, . . . , Ii ,1 , , , , , , , , , 1 , .1, ...: 1- ,

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 .1''91I81'5' 19:90' 0

year

j Number --at- Rate

.ti,mn, a Ilorowski Situ. Australia ilquaattou Tn'uds aml Pruvwls. 1441. Al; PS, 1992. p. 4.1

B Projected population of
Australia, 1991-2031

.Vet h9 WHIM!, (Niel" /991 .2001 2011 2021 20.31

17.1 18.2 18.0 19.3 19.3
17.2 18.9 2u.3 21.4 22.2
17.3 19.5 21.5 2:3.2 4.7
17.3 .19.8 22.1 24.2 2(1.0

Zero
50 000
100 000
125 000
125 000

-higher fertility'
150 000
2(1(100(.1

17.3 20.1 2.7 25.4 27.9
17 5 0.5 23.1 27.9
17.7 21.2 24.5 27.7 30.7

.1 Total fl.1,11111,, ran II fo.IS1,1111,atiN lo 211W,;i11,1 foinallIS1,11S1.1111IllotOallff

(Nnirm: National Population Conned. Ibputafion ksue: Miff Aastratia's
Alum AGPS. 19i12. p ti

C What demography can tell
us about immigration and
population

If Australia had a regular shaped age structure, the
existence of below replacement fertility would

mean that there would be fewer births than deaths.
and that the population would decline without
immigration. However. because of the extended
post-war baby boom. Australia has a very young
age structure, with a high proportion of its
population at the young adult. ages.

This young age structure counterbalances the
effect of below replacement fertility and so. in
Australia the annual number of births is still
greater than the number of deaths. Accordingly,
the population would continue to increase for
some time into the future, even without
immigration.

In fact, with z.l'o net. migration from 1991 and
with its current below replacement. fertility, the
Australian population would continue to increase
tw about :3 million to about 20 million people in
2026. But of course, this is not to suggest that. zero
net migration is either likely or desirable. The
purpose of this example is merely to refute the
claims by some commentators that Australia needs
immigration to stop its population from shrinking.

Yintint. What tiontography tall us Ilk nit immigration and population,
Atifgalion Action. col. mi. oo. Novetula 11190. p. 1:1.1
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SOURCE 3

A Natural increase and net migration, Australia, 1M7-90

250000 ,-,.1

VIA

'00000 I!- '')IP71 -:''.'":;717-ArOp., P-r,i
.
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mow r :r-1.4 v:,-.4.(1 rrAl

5U 000

0ini Ill 1 0 i
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111 Natural increase :72 Net migration

(.tiremr: A. Ilimiwski Sh u. astralia c floindatirm Tn wits and Pmsperts 1991. AGIN, 1992. p.

ll

i HI 'litirstarding burn:oration. AGIN. 1987. p. 91.1

C Permanent arrivals, departures
and net gain, Australia,
1945-47 and 1990-91
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i.titurn.: A. llorowski lF .1. Situ. Au.stralia ropulatimi Trrints sind
Pro.c94500 1991. AGIN. 1992.9. 35.
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D Births and total fertility rate
(TFR), 31 December 1950-90

Ibct r Births 11.7?

1950 190 591 :1.06

1960 2:30 :326 :3.45
1970 257 516 2.86
1980 225 527 1.90
1990 262 (348 1.91

(Sottro.: A. Ilorowski & .1. Sliu. Australia's linntittintn 711.ntLy (fuel l'rosilects
1991. AGIN. 1992. p. N.)

E Decline in fertility rates

The decline in fertility in Australia since the late
1960s and the 1970s, as in other economically
advanced countries, is due to greater access to
more effective birth control methods (which have
allowed greater control over the timing and spacing
of births) and the complex interplay of economic
and social factors which, in turn, have influenced
marriage and reproductive behaviour.

Some of these factors include,.for example, the
increased tendency of unmarried Cohabitation, the
postponement of marriage, the increasing number
of divorces, the cultural. shift toward an increasing
tolerance of alternatives to conventional marriage
and child-bearing, the rise in birth pates for women
in their thirties, longer periods of formal education,
the increased economic opportunities for women
and the rising costs of raising a family.

(S,,,irce: A. Borowski & J. Mo. Austrni,a 's Poinllttlitne Mends anti 1.rovert.5
1991. AG1'S, 1992. p. 91.1

F

RENWICK
HO5PITAL *for

INFANTS

SIR JOSEPH COOK
(Minister for the Navy)

says Australia must

People or Perish
The Renwick Hospital helps

to save the people from perishing
and the lives of tiny tots are
preserved and they are kept for
the nation. Encourage the best
type of immigration. The greater
the number the smaller the burden
of taxation. Keep Australia white

Pay ! Pay ! ! Pay ! ! !

Please return
Page 12 by

to-acy's mail

*Pronatalise propaganda. published by the Benevolent Society
of NSW in 19I5 and I911). encouraging Australians to have
more children.
Onininv: I). Wyndham &S. Siedlecky. Ibpulate and Peri.* Australian
Mrron Fight firr Birth Control. Allen & UroA-in. Sydney, 1990, pp. 38-9

r

neightnntrhooel!. Macmillan. 1984. p. 1011.1
111e.l.our linnet 2 March 1929. reproduced in M. & .1. Szwarc.
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SOURCE 4

A Immigration to Australia: B Settler arrivals by region of
top 30 source countries, birth, 1981-82 to 1989-90
October 1945-December 1986

Om(dy (if citizens!' ip

United Kingdom and colonies and
Ireland 1 840 444 41.2

Italy :381774 8.5
Greece 227.43!) 5.1

l'uguslaia 186 :108 4.2
New Zealand' 175 605 :1.9

Netherlands 166 959 3.7

Germany 144 097 :3.2

Poland 105 067 2.4

Viet Nam 91 446 2.0
Inited States of America 76 121 1.7

Lebanon 63 914 1.4

South Africa' :36 504 0.8
Hungary :33380 0.7
India'. :33 126 0.7

Philippines 32 159 0.7

Turkey, 31 663 u.7

Austria 31 441 0.7
30 698 0.7

Canada'. 28 111 0.6

Franco 26 157 0.6

Portugal 26 034 0.6
Malaysia' 25 915 0.6

Malta' 24 922 0.6

Czechoslovakia 23 076 05
Sri Lanka' 22 283 0.5

China
l'ition of Smiet Socialist

21 357 0.5

Republics 18 849 0.4

(!ypr us' 17 676 0.4

Switzerland 17 264 0.4

Finland 16:358 0.4

Total of all countries 4 466 042 100.0

In. hat., fang [(at armals to Jam. 19ro 111111SS .1111erAlm

I. \44 -.111.1N11..1, 1,3 I rtiol anal .1a1

. hu k1.11%1/41111 I 'Stilt bctan. July 1949
\0.1 ward anal 19.19

K114411101 1111111.)11111,11- 19:0

['pall lama% and ',chides I, mg 1,-111 artr.hls

1.tialar4, Australian fiuroait or statist ws: repratIar4.41 in 'AAI1'.
I 'ttolowtri it ItQlrtorritirtrtirrn. MP'S. p.

Vurrthrr
(1(X)

n0 000 -

50 WO

40(XX/

(100

20 000

...

1481-8! 82-83 83-84 84-85 1.4-86 86 -87 87-88 88,19 89-90

1'ur
4414 l'K and Europe Middle East 0,carua Other

_

l.Vurnr: A. 14 krowski & .1. Sh Li. Austral 7'nquis and Prhspells
MM. AGIN. 1992. p. 47.1

C Projected birthplace
composition
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111/1/iphrie

I Sou try' A. Ribrowski & .1. Situ. Austral/4i Tly»ds lord Pmsprts
1991. :NIA'S, 1W2. p. 54-5.1
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SOURCE 5

A An ageing population

Largely its a result of declines in fertility, Australia's
population is ageing. As the large post-war baby.
bootngenerations (born between 1947 and 19(11)
grow olden the implications of ageing will take on
growing significance.

Of particular importance will be the relative size of
the aged dependent population to the working age
population ( referred to as the aged dependency
ratio). This will impact on health and social
security services and on the tax burden levied
on those in the work force.

The average immigrant on arrival is about live
years younger than the average Australian.
Consequently, inunigration slows down the ageing
of the population. Of course, all immigrants
eventually grow old so that immigration's impact.
should lx' seen as nothing mire than a retarding
effect.

However, by adding proportionately larger numbers
to the labour force age groups, immigration has the
potential to alleviate the burden per worker which
will be imposed as a result of the baby boom
generations moving into aged dependency in the
decades alter 2012.

(('AM)! / ,Harnanne lino Immigration. AGIN 1987. p. 25.1

B Total population by age and
sex, 1971, 1989 and projected
2031
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11,
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i.Soiror! A. 1torowski & .1 Shu. Au:oar/in 8111fni01tf 7h7111:i nil l`rrxsp.,ts
1991. AGIS. 199'2. pp. rill-641.1

C The role of immigration

Immigration is a major component of Australia's
population growth and plays an important role in
shaping the nation's age profile. Historically, large
intakes of young. working-age immigrants were
reflected in a more youthful population profile
than would otherwise have been the case. Because
of selectivity of immigrants, new arrivals tend to be
relatively young and, therefore, have a relatively low
death rate. Thus. the usual short-term effect of
immigration is to reduce the proportion of aged
persons in the population. However, the impact of
immigration in the longer term may be quite
different. because these immigrants will age in the
future (Hugo 1990), For example, the large intake
of young adult immigrants following the Second
World War is contributing to the current growth in
the size of the population aged 6t years and over.

A. Borowski & .1. Sh Australia's Populatian Prouls mid Prospects 1991.
AGPS. 1992. p.64.1
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D Arrival of a migrant ship

a

a
4

vto

.tin n "cr.: 1 on n,twalinn iu hens, 1946- Milk A Photagrupitic Archive. ALPS, Cat. rm. frlr4, :37A.1

p

a.

NEI -4/1111..

E Median age of settler arrivals and total population, 1961 to
1990-91

Media )1 age

1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 1986 1990-91

Settk.r arrivals 2:3.(3 2:3.4 23.1 23.9 24.1 . 26.4 27.4

Tout pupulatimi 29.3 28.1 27.6 28.4 29.6 :31.1 :32.5

04,0 rry, A. lit eroWtikl & J. tihu. Ai/sir-win lfipuhdiurr 11rn tts and Prosingtv
A( ;I'S. 11192. p.

123it, 3
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F Immigration and the ageing
of the population

I believe that. an increase in the level of
immigration is the only way to counter
problem of the ageing of the IR pulation. The
median age in Australia is :11.0 years...in 2025
the median age of the Australian population is
projected to liave.reached 38.4 years... it Australia,
future trends in age dependency will depend on the
levels of immigration. Because the average migrant
is five years younger than the average Australian,

(trying. For example, the
increase in age dependence between 1986 and
2025 is projected to he 82 per cent with an average
new migration gain of 501100. but 05.5 per cent
with an annual gain of 125 non.

A. Till, 1phatumN. limmgrat om and I Ii. )111011' I Au-Am:dm. Pohl', 1,0 ono.
Lt 11-ohe I mveraty, Aprd IPM. pp Ir 17 I

G Ageing of the population

One of the concerns of policy makers is the
expected ageing of the population. Certainly.
Australia's population is ageing, but the ageing is
not as serious as some commentators churn. The
ageing will be quite gradual during the next 20
years, and rapid ageing will not occur until 2011 to
2031 when the large post-war bah' boom cohort
reaches retirement age (see figure EVell then.
Australia's population will be younger than that in
most other developed countries (limited Nations,
1989).

One important factor which will reduce the impact
of a higher proportion of elderly persons is that in
Australia, the ageing of the population will be
accompanied by an increase in the proportion of
the population at. the working ages.

During the next 30 years Australia will have a
higher proportion of its population at the working
ages than at any time since the end of the Second
World War. Even during the critical period 2011
to 2031, the proportion of its population at the
working ages will be higher than during the mid-
1960s. even with a low level of immigration (see
figure b).

Some commentators have claimed that a high level
of immigration is the solution to the ageing of the
population. However, front population projections,
the findings are that the population will get older
regardless of whether there is a high or a low
level of immigration (see figure b). A high level

of immigration will have only a small effect in
retarding the ageing of the population but will
result in a considerable increase in the size of the
population.

Bringing in a large number of immigrants now to
solve a problem which is 20-40 years away (.0111(1
actually make the-situation worse by adding to the
already large cohort at the adult ages, and thereby
augmenting the size of the cohort which will reach
retirement age in 2011 to 2031.

If the aim is to achieve a relatively young
population and one without serious distortions
in its age structure. then it is more important
to maintain near replacement fertility than
to maintain a high level of immigration.

(1' Yming. AS11:if demography can us about 11111114w:it ion and population-.
Afiliration Action. vok Oa no. :I. November 19911 pp. 13-14 I

a 60000
140 000

1946 1966 1986
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2006
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SOURCE 6

A Numbers of immigrants in
Australian cities

Itt general, immigrants are over-represented in the
major cities and this has reinforced Australia's
already highly urbanised settlement pattern.
Australia's five largest cities of Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide account. for less than
130 per cent of the Australian population. In the
1980s they attracted about 75 per cent of net
overseas migration. In particular, an estimated
:313 per cm of net overseas migrants to Australia
settled in Sydney (with 22 per cent. of the
Australian population). In absolute terms, the
number of immigrants who settled in Sydney
jumped from 27000 to 49 000 1)etween 1985 and
1989. Despite large net internal migration losses
in recent years, Sydney and Melbourne have
continued to grow at. a rapid rate due to
immigration settlement (NHS 1991).

I A. tit srowski .1. Shu. Australia's liandiaam Th 7tris (aid 1991.
AGPS. 1992. p.

B Projected population (in
millions) of Australia's major
cities in 2030, selected
migration scenarios

1990-

.2030
Het rnigratimi

7,era, 1000(X)150000

Sydney :1.7 :3.6 -4.8 5.2
NIelliourne :1.0 :1.2 :3.9 4.1

Brisbane .:3 1.13 2.7 :1.

1.0 1.1 1.4 1.6

Perth 1.2 1.4 ).,) 2.6

'rota! 10.2 I 0.8 14.9 16.6
Australia , 1 7.1 19.6 24.9 27.5

.1 ACIII11

Volum,: A. llomwslo & .1. Shia. Australia's liandation Mends and Pruspects
/991. AGIN. 1992. p. 83.1

C 'In the bush, a Nguyen can be by himself'
There are 2488 entries for the Vietnamese
name Nguyen in the Melbourne telephone
directory. but Mr Minh Nguyen is the sole
Leongatha representative and one of only
20 people with the name in country
Victoria.

In fact, Mr Nguyen and his family of four
are the only Vietnamese inhabitants of the
Gipps land town, a situation with which he
is entirely comfortable.

A recent Bureau of Immigration Research
report showed that Viet Nam has become
the biggest source of Victoria's migrants.
displacing Britain and Ireland.

But as the Nguyen case so clearly indicates,
the overwhelming majority of Vietnamese
migrants to Victoria have settled in
Melbourne. Even then, they arc highly
concentrated in a few areas.

According to the 1986 Census. 27 250
Vietnamese-born people lived in Melbourne,
compared with only 376 in the rest of
Victoria, including 151 in Geelong.

Mr Nguyen, 49. ended up in Leongatha
four years ago when he moved from Sydney.

Held prisoner for two years by the
communists after the fall of Saigon in 1975,
Mr Nguyen. a former South Vietnamese
army officer, escaped by boat to Malaysia
in 1978.

He was interviewed there by Australian
Immigration officials and granted refugee
entry.

Mr Nguyen runs a retail bakery in
Lcongatha, a trade he learnt from a
Vietnamese friend after finding no joy
working as a factory hand and then as a
fisherman in Sydney.

'People 'in the country are better than city
people. People here are like the people in
my countryside (in Viet Nam),' he said.

Mr Nguyen works'up to 12 hours a day,
seven days a week. He said he wanted to
contribute to Australia's development and to
his two children's future.

Asked why so few Vietnamese lived
outside the big cities, he said many had poor
English skills and sought the security of being
with their compatriots. But that was not the
life for Mr Nguyen. He said he had been
treated impeccably by the local community
from the start, although he acknowledged
the situation may have been different if 100
Nguyens had arrived in Leangatha.

t.1. Masariausk:m The Age, 19 June 199.1
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SOURCE 7

Population of Australia, 1901-91, and selected forecasts
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Investigation 1: What are the characteristics of
Australia's population?

The documents in Source 1 present information about
Australia's population in recent years. Examine these

documents in class. Summarise the information in
Sources IA and B by creating a demographic profile of
Australia in 1991. Use the following table to help you.

A profile of Australia's population, year ended 30 June 1991

Population size

Males

Females

males

females

Median age (years)

Population growth

Births

Deaths

Natural increase

Natural increase rate (".;)

Net migration

Net migration rate CO

Population growth rate CO

Look again at Sources IA and B, to determine whether
the following statements are true or false.

There are more females than males in your age group.

Men tend to live longer than women in Australia.

Net migration contributed more to population growth

Immigration contributes significantly to population gr

in the 1980s than natural increase did.

owth in Australia

T / F

T / F

T / F

T/F

Look at Sources IC-E.

What percentage of the population in 1990 was born
overseas?
What percentage of the overseas-born population in
1990 came from the UK and other European
countries?
Roughly what percentage of the total population in
1990 was born in Asia?
Where do most of the population live? Why do you
think this is?
What percentage of the population in 1990 lived in
Australia's capital cities?
Roughly what proportion of immigrants settle in
Australia's five largest cities?

What trends are affecting Australia's
population?

Sources 2-6 provide information about trends affecting
Australia's population, the underlying causes of these
trends, and implications of these trends for Australia
in the future. As you work through these sources,
summarise the information in them, using a grid like
the one shown here.

Investigation 2: Is Australia's population
increasing?

Examine the documents in Source 2.

What trends do you recognise in Australia's
population growth over the last forty years?
Has the rate of population gowth in Australia
increased or decreased in the last three yearS'?
If Australia stopped taking immigrants, would the
population itself continue to increase'?

Investigation 3: What's happening to Australia's
fertility and inunigration rates?

Examine the documents in Source 3.

What are the two factors which contribute to
Australia's population growth?
Has Australia's net migration increased or decreased
in recent years?
Why have Australia's fertility rates been declining?
List. the reasons.

At certain times earlier in the 20th century there were
concerns that Australia's population was too small.

['with/0(m firm/

e.g. ageing of the
population

1 'de'rlUi,rg ee tises Implicationsjbr Mei-Ware



Different measures were suggested to remedy the
situation. The documents in Source 3F-G, present one
of the 'solutions' to the perceived problem of under-
population, which was put forward around 1920.
What is the solution that is being suggested in these
documents? What do these documents tell us about
the sorts of fears, prejudices and concerns some
people had at that time?

Investigation 4: How' has immigration affected
the composition of Australia's population?

Examine the documents in Source 4 to determine
whether the following statements are true or false.

The UK and its colonies and Ireland was
the top source country for immigration to
Australia fi'om 1945 to 1986. T F
Most immigrants to Australia between
1945 and 1986 came from Asian rather
than European countries. T / F

Immigration from Asia overtook
immigration from the UK and Europe in
the 1980s. T / F

Investigation 5: Can immigration stop the
ageing trend of Australia's population?

Examine the documents in Source 5.

What is meant by 'the ageing of the population'?
Why is Australia's population ageing? List the
reasons.
What are the consequences of the ageing population
for Australia in the future?
What effect does immigration have on the
population's age structure in the short term? Why
does it have this effect?
Is immigration a long-term solution to the problem
of an ageing population?

Imagine you are a baby boomer' ( one of t he
many people horn in t he post -war baby boom
between 1947 and 19ti1 ) and thin you are
concerned about whet her t he country will he
able to afford to pay you an adequate pettsiGn
and provide health and social sences for you
when you retire in 2020. !laving examined the
above evidence. %multi you 1)4' in favour ()I'
increasing or decreasing t he number
immigrants to Aust mita? Why?

Compare Sources 5F and G, which present conflicting
arguments about immigration and the ageing of the
population. Summarise the arguments presented in
each document.

Whose arguments do you find more convincing?
Why?

Having examined these arguments, go back to the
baby boomer' activity. Would you change your decision
after reading these arguments?

Investigation 6: Why are our cities' populations
growing?

Examine the documents in Source 6.

What are the main reasons for the increasing size of
Australia's major cities?

Why, according to Mr Nguyen (Source 6C), do so few
Vietnamese immigrants choose to live outside the big
cities?
Can you think of any problems that might arise as a
result of an increase in the number of people living in
Australia's major cities?
What are some of the benefits of having people come
to live in Australia's major cities?

Investigation 7: How accurate have past
prqjections of Australia's population been?

Look at the graph in Source 7 which shows some of
the projections of Australia's population made by
demographers earlier in the 20th century.

Which demographer was most accurate?
Did most of the projections represented here
overestimate or underestimate Australia's population
growth?

Further activity
What will Australia's population be like in the future?

Using the projections in Sources 2B and C, 4C,
5B and 6B as guides, make your own predictions about
what Australia's population will be like in the 21st
century (e.g. year 2020 or 2030), if natural increase
were to remain as it is now and net migration to
continue at about 100 000 a year. Be sure to include
predictions about the size, age structure, ethnic make-
up and distribution of the population. You may like to
explore the impact this will have on areas such as
health, sustainable development and welfare
provisions.
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Investigation G

What impact does immigration have on the
environment?

This evidence file explores the effects of
immigration on Australia's urban and rural
environments. Immigration contributes to
Australia's population growth, and thus increases
the demands placed on the environment
However, the impact the population has on the
environment depends not just on its size, but also
on consumption patterns and production
practices.

This evidence file provides sources for an
examination of questions such as these:

What impact have Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal people had on the environment in
the past?
What impact do city populations have on urban
and rural environments?
What impact do rural populations have on the
environment?
How can demands on the environment be
addressed in a multilingual community?
Is it necessary to reduce immigration in order
to protect the environment?
Does Australia have a 'carrying capacity'?

Suggested Strategies

Investigation 1: What impact have Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal people had on the
environment in the past?

Look at Source 1.

When did much of the damage to Australia's
environment occur?
In what ways did Aboriginal people use and alter the
landscape?
In what ways did non Aboriginal people use and alter
the landscape?
If people had known what. is known now about the
importance of vegetation, what. might they have done
differently!

Compare Sources 1B and C. Both represent the impact.
of European settlement on the Australian
environment.

What is your reaction to each of these
representations'?

What sort of impression do you think Source 113
was designed to give its viewer?
What do these representations reveal about the
impact of European settlement on the Australian
environment, and the attitude of some European
settlers to the environment?

Further activities

Carry out research to find out more about how
Aboriginal people interacted with the environment
in the past and invite a spokesperson from the local
Aboriginal community to talk to the class.
Investigate environmental change in your local area
Carry out research or contact your local historical
society or museum to fmd out what your local area
was like before non Aboriginal settlement and how
it has changed since then. Students might create-a
native garden area
Choose an animal that is now extinct, such as the
Thylacine (Tasmanian tiger), the marsupial lion, or
the Diprotodon (a species of megafauna), and write
a brief report on it.
Carry out research to find out more about the
colonial logging industry and its impact on, for
example, the Mountain Ash forests of the Strzelecki
Ranges in Victoria, the Red Cedar forests on the New
South Wales coast, the Jarrah and Karri Forests of
Western Australia or your local area if appropriate.
Invite a farmer who is a member of a local Landcare
group to speak to the class about the ways in which
farmers are tackling salinity and other forms of land
degradation.
Invite a person from a local conservation group to
talk to the class about the impact non-Aboriginal
settlement has had on the environment.

Investigation 2: How does immigration affect
the size and distribution of the population
today?

Before we can assess what impact immigration might
have on t lie environment today, we must consider how
immigration affects the size of the population and how
it affects the distribution of the population.

Evidence file F, The demographic impact of
immigration, explores this issue in more detail.

Look at Source 2.

Is immigration making a significant contribution to
the size and growth of Australia's population?
Where does most of the Australian population live?
Roughly what proportion of immigrants choose to
live in our major cities?
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SOURCE 1

A People and the environment

The original inhabitants of Australia used the
resources of nature in a sustainable way. Rather
than planting large areas with crops, Aboriginal
people moved around within specific territory
harvesting fruit, plants and grains. They also
hunted and fished. Because they took advantage
of seasonal food supplies in this way, they gave
each species a chance to regenerate. However,
the Aboriginal people did alter Australia's
landscape and have an impact on the
environment. The widespread use of fire to flush
out game and stimulate regrowth of native
grasses significantly altered the flora (plant life)
and fauna (animal life) of the continent..It is also
possible that many species of megafauna, such as
the DiprotodOns and giant kangaroos were
hunted to extinction.

The non-Aboriginal people who arrived in
Australia from 1788 onwards utilised the land in
a different way. They cleared much of the land
for timber and agricultural use. In fact, it has
been estimated that, since the beginning of non-
Aboriginal settlement, 36 per cent of Australia's
forests have been cleared for farming and that
throughout the wheat-sheep zone, clearing has
removed over 70 per cent of the original trees. In

t he years before it was widely recognised that
removal of vegetation could be a major factor in
land degradation, governments used taxation
concessions to encourage people to clear the land
in order to increase agricultural production and
exports. Australia now faces serious soil erosion
and salinity problems as a result of widespread
land clearing. Many species of animals and plants
have become extinct since the arrival of non-
Aboriginal people, and many more are at risk
Introduced species such as rabbits, pigs and
buffalo have seriously degraded natural
environments.

Much of this environmental damage was done in
the years before the Second World War, when
Australia's population was relatively small, and
when little.was known about the environmental
consequences of deforestation and the
introduction of species. Today's farmers recognise
these problems, and many are participating in
Landcare programs to improve the condition of
the land.

B
A nineteenth-century picture of Aborigines using fire to flush
Out kangaroos.
iSoun-r: J. Lycett. 1774-1825. 'Aborigines hunting kangarissi, watercolour.
National Library. Canberra reproduced in E. Foster. The Aborigine slimy!
Prehistory In the Prnseni OUP. 1985. p 18.1
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D

Properly of a New South Wales settler.
Sine nr, .1. 1.!....ett. r. 18:1111 Rex Nan Kiwi! Collection (NK 2707 81. Nal tonal Lbrary. Canberra: rem-minced in M. I than & .1. :-.:ecwarc. Mere goes the

neightturhoext. Macmillan. tRt.41. p. 22.1

CEMMINIffiIiiio
A farm carved out of the Gippsland forests.
Lk:Him: Tony Dingle. The Victorians I wriest. Fairfax Syria. Weldon. 19.:4
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SOURCE

A Population growth B Settlement zones of Australia

Australia's population is growing faster than that of
any OECD country with the exception of Mirky.
This is because of our comparatively high level of
overseas immigration which presently contributes
about half of total growth and because of a fertility
rate somewhat higher than the OECD norm.

Australia's population in 2030 will be substantially
larger than its present. 17 million. The magnitude of
growth will depend on the level of immigration, as
fertility is expected to remain below long-term
replacement, where it has been since 1977.

(National l'opulat ion t M lignikiti.111 lxsrun and A astruiin 's
AGIN. 1992,

(..intrm Population Reference Bureau I most data for 1981i Australia 19871.1
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C Population distribution

Australia's population is concentrated in three
coastal regionsthe east, the south-east and the
south-west seaboards. New South Wales and
Victoria are Australia's most populous States,
accounting for 60 per cent of total population.
In June 1990. Sydney (3.6 million people) had
21 per cent of the national population and
Melbourne (3 million people) had 18 per cent.

In 1990 there were 276 urban agglomerations in
the world containing one-third of the world's
population. Although Sydney and Melbourne are
very large cities by Australian standards, they are
relatively small by international standards. Thus, in
1990 there were 58 other cities in the world larger
than Sydney and 12 of these had populations of
10 million or inure people.

The major causes of the changing pattern of
population distribution are internal migration and
the settlement location decisions of overseas
immigrants. For example, over the 10 years 1976-
86, net interstate migration contributed 35 per cent
of Queensland's population growth. Generally.
immigrants are over-represented in the major
cities. Australia's five largest cities, Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide, aetrail
about 75 per cent of net overseas migration.

( A. Borowski & .1. Sliu. Atistro1i4i1s 11 valor uot 11.(74(1.s qud I r Averts 1991.
AGE'S, 1912, p.
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SOURCE 3

A Immigration, population and
urban growth in Australia

During 1989-90 there has been growing debate
concerning the role of immigration in population
growth and metropolitan growth, notably that, of
Sydney and Melbourne.

There has been an increasing critique of
population growth and the strength of the
immigration program from an environmentalist
perspective, with the notion that. the levels of
population and economic growth in Australia are
above those required for 'sustainable development'.

By sustainable development we mean a moderate
rate of development which enables natural
resources to be preserved and a minimal eroding
of the number of species of fauna and flora, and
this in turn means the preservation of natural
environments and habitats.

A more recent notion has been that of 'sustainable
cities' which, in turn, would make minimal impacts
on the environment and species and which would
not pollute the environment to any extent.

The notion of sustainable cities suggests also limits
to growth and population size, geographical extent.,
density constraints and related factors which result
in efficient and non-costly demands in infrastructure.

A further concern has been that significant
population growth in Australia has an impact on
global environmental balances. Population growth
in Australia creates an increasing demand for
products produced in fragile environments by
methods which often lead to environmental
degradation.

At issue here, as with environmental and
infrastructure impacts in Australia, is the extent
to which population growth creates the problems
ill itself', or whether it is particular patterns of
consumption, with or without population growth.
which cause the problems.

Of course with population growth, and constant
per capita levels of consumption, aggregate
consumption must. grow. But if more conservation-
minded consumption were to ensue. itggregate

consumption might remain constant, with
population growth.

At the metropolitan level in Australia over-
consumption of space almost. certainly takes place
in terms of residential land use. as well as over-
consumption of housing, energy and water.

Patterns of consumption are associated with
material and social valuations that a population
has. It is arguable that consumption levels can be
lessened through education and attitudinal change.
Such lessening of consumption rates could
compensate for increasing aggregate metropolitan
consumption resulting from population growth.
Even with population growth, aggregate
consumption of space could fall if the population
modified its use of residential and housing space.

Immigration has recently been viewed critically
because immigration is now the major factor in
population growth in Australiapartly because,
from the early 1970s, fertility has progressively
fallen to the current level which is below
replacement level.

If children born in Australia to immigrant parents
are included, immigration directly and indirectly
contributes almost 60 per cent of national
population growth. However, the real issue
concerning environmental stability and
urban growth in Australia is population growth.
The issues should be seen in relation to population
rather than immigration or ethnic composition.

Burnley. Inumgration, ovulation and urban growth to Amt
Mirprailm Ad itm. v1)1 xu, no. a. November 1990. n.
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B Growth of housing on a city's edge

40*,

(Sounw: Pre Immigration Debate: Guided Issue Mudy, Open Access College. Education Department of South Australia. p. 69;1

C Population and the urban
environment

Of particular relevance to ecological integrity is the
distribution of the population. Most Australians live
in urban areas. Australia has long been one of the
world's most urbanised nations. h is in our cities
that the stresses of population impact. are most
apparent. In particular, it is in the urban context
that the consequences of population for mainten-
ance of natural systems for absorption of wastes
and for protection of ecological processes and
systems have most salience.

Thus, it is in urban areas that air, noise and water
pollution and problems of sewerage, industrial
effluents and solid waste production are gill heavily
concentrated, sometimes to the extent of over-
whelming the ability of local air and water resource
systems to accept these impacts without degradation.

At. the same time, the urban spread pattern, so
characteristic of Australian cities, has a range of
other damaging effects on natural environments.

The spread of low density suburban living increases
reliance on the highly convenient but highly
polluting automobile as the major means of
transport, producing associated noise and
congestion. Low density dwellings also consume
more water and energy than more concentrated
developments.

Further, the urban emirons can suffer. Areas of
environmental importance near urban centres.
such as the Blue Mountains in Sydney, the
Dandenongs in Melbourne, or Mount. Wellington
in Hobart, often suffer degradation because of
overuse by urban residents. The incidence of
bush fires also aligns closely with the major centres
of population. The steady demand for urban land
has sometimes led to developments taking place on
areas prone to flooding or landslips, or areas with
important and fragile ecologies.

(National PO all KM Collard. I binJntion IssileN uud Amillrthal, h4det re,
AGIN. OM. pp rd _2. I
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SOURCE 4

A Salt Watch

Australia's first white settlers tried to make a lining
off the land the only way they knewby clearing
the trees and vegetation and by farming the way
they used to in Britain. But this was Australianot
Britain. The landscape and soils are different. the
climate is different. Removal of the deep rooted
native trees and grasses and the development of
irrigation projects has allowed more water to soak
into the si iii. raising the level of the groundwater.

What happens when trees are removed?

Trees act like pumps. drawing through their roots

the water which 11,1('Y
need for growth. Sb. as more

roes arc removed. more water makes its way down
into the watertable. "Phis causes the watertable to
rise. bringing salts from deep below into the root
zone of those plants growing on the lower slopes.

During and after rainfall. water can either run oil
the land, be used by the trees and other plants. or
soak into the gbiund. Water that soaks through the
soil is eventually stopped by rock or layers of clay.
It then begins to build up toward the surfacein
effect. the soil is being 'flooded from below'. The
upper surface of 1 e groundwater is called the
watertable. WIten the watertable rises to near one
metre of the surface. the salt can rise to the surface
by capillary action. causing salting of the soils and
severely limiting the growth of vegetation. High salt
levels can also increase the likelihood of erosion,
damage watertising appliances and lead to the loss
of wildlife habitat and recreational areas. The kiss
of a protective cover of vegetation ran lead to
extensive soil erosion through the action of rainfall
and runoff.

Salt Mat It

THE \\A TER ('YCLE--1 "NCLEAREI) LAN!)

.

.

THE WATER CYCLECLEARED LAND
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B The wasting of a continent C Farmers and Landcare

The destruction of Australian farmland through
soil erosion and other forms of degradation is
costing the country more than $A600 million a
year in lost agricultural production. The causes are
clear: overgrazing, over-cultivation and the clearing
of natural vegetation, particularly trees. These have
destroyed nature's balance and led to water and
wind erosion of exposed soil, acidification and
salination of previously cultivatable land and the
collapse of soil structure to a point where crops or
grass cannot grow... From coast to coast some
4.2 million ha of farmland is estimated to be
affected by salinity. And recent Government
estimates show 55% of arid lands and 45% of
reliable rainfall country suffering varying degrees
of degradation. Government and state efforts are
being directed towards local solutions and
community awareness. As part of this awareness
campaign 1990-1999 is to be the 'soil conservation
decade'.

M. Malik in T. Gum 'ti R. I PIKLS. Industry in ..Wrinilfuri.: The I Milt (4.
Itychtick 1!911. I

Australia's farmers have demonstrated their
concern for the environment as information
relating to the sustainability of their specific
industries has emerged. The National Landcare
Program started in 1989, building on the interest
of local rural communities in addressing land
degradation. There are now over 1400 officially
registered farmer-led groups across Australia to
arrest and reverse the decline in the quality othe
productive base of agriculture. Landcare draws
on farmers and their communities' resources
alongside support from governments. It is
recognised by farmers worldwide as an innovative
response to land degradation.

( National Farmers' F 1 (Tat ion..Ven thrrivins. NIT. 199:1. ch. II, 1).



SOURCE 5

A Language the key in ethnic salinity plan

He was a long way from his native Turkey,
but the short man addressing a group of
people in a Goulburn Valley farm shed
seemed totally in his element.

For Dr Cengiz Erol, the chance to help
farmers of Turkish background to manage
the growing problem of salinity was a mighty
boost in his confidence.

Since arriving in Australia in June last
year. Dr Erol. an irrigation engineer. has
applied for more than 80 professional jobs
but failed to be employed.

There are thousands more migrants like
Dr Erol. people eminently qualified but unable

B

t.

to find work in their fields due to the
recession, a lack of local experience and.
sometimes, discrimination.

Dr Erol, 35, found a ray of hope during
a seven-week placement at the Victorian
Department of Conservation and Environ-
ment. The work is related to a specialised
English course he has undertaken at RMIT.

Last week at Huston. near Shepparton,
Dr Erol provided information about salinity
problems to Turkish landholders in their own
language.

The department had been concerned that
ethnic farmers were not getting the message

WNW

e_

I b. 'engiz Erol exi ilains moisture nmisurtriwnt to members
of die Mildura Asst 'dation.
1.tifurv. Sall More Neils. it.. 2:1, 19111, p

about salinity controlsalinity costs Victoria
550 million annuallyso seminars in Greek.
Italian, Serbo-Croat and Turkish were
organised.

Mr Ismet Uguz, a strawberry and tomato
grower at Harston, said he had previously
avoided contacting Government departments
for fear of not being understood.

Mr Uguz's son. Avhan, who interpreted
for his father, said their farm had joined a
community scheme to relieve salinity
problems.

1

1.1 Niamilauska,. 77t4. 21; 11111. 1'.511
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C Energy conservation in the household
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SOURCE 6

The madding crowd

Those who argued that a scarcity of arable land
and a paucity of water place growth limits on
Australia have. in the past, found themselves
run out of town. Australian Prime Minister.
Billy Hughes. dreamt that after World War 1
the aim should be for a population of 200 million.
In response, Sydney geographer Griffith Taylor
drew contours demonstrating that only the facade
of this seemingly vast continent was suitable for
European settlement. Taylor spoke of an optimtiiii
human 'carrying capacity' for Australia of :id
million. Taylor's views became so unpopular that he
lost his university tenure and was forced to move
to the hilted States to find work.

['mil recently popularists preferred the more
palatable lxiosterist' pursuit of unlimited growth.
while the pessimism of the :litnitationists' achieved
credence only on the fringes. With the establish-
ment of the Federal Government's Ecologically
Sustainable Development Working Groups the
debate about what might be a sustainable
population limit has finally been brought into the
mainstream. A population policy is seen by many
as a prerequisite to developing a strategy on
ecologically sustainable development.

In R190, then Prime Minister Bob Hawke
announced that the government would
commission the National Population Council
(NPC) to examine the major issues which flow
trout the increase in Australia's population as a
result of net migration and natural increase'. In this
first discussion paper examining the concept of
'Environment, Economy and Society', the NPC
asserted: 'There are sound reasons to suggest that
Australia would benefit from a population policy'
and that in the long term 'population numbers play
a large role in determining the overall scale of
acthities that impact on the natural environment.

Taking into account current estimates of arable
land, limitationists estimate that Australia's
maximum agricultural yield call only feed about
5(1 million people. However, this assumes a reversal
in land degradation and does not allow for the
current agricultural practices which had to
salination, erosion and deforestation.

Other variables relevant to the Australian
experience include per capita consumption levels
of resources, how technologies are utilised. and the
impact of prevailing education levels and cultural
values. One could argue that Australian aspirations
to owning a home and driving a car hold more
implications for reaching sustainable development
than halving the immigration intake.

Many regard the calls for lowering population levels
as a distraction from the real issue of transforming
the affluent-effluent consumer lifestyle of the
developed nations into a less profligate rate of
resource use.

Phillip lbyne of the Australian Conservation
Foundation: 'It must. be acknowledged that. in
the short run, over the next 20 years or so.
environmental decline in Australia can only
be addressed through changing our lifestyles.
consumption patterns and improving our waste
disposal and minimisation technologies'.

FTIAMIINORK FOR DISCUSSING
POPULATION AND INVISIONMINT

POPULATION
size. growth rate, age structure,

geographical distribution, health,
education

SOCIAL VARIABLES
wolves, laws. policies, economic
and insnivnonal arrangements

TECHNOLOGICAL AND
PHYSICAL VARIABLES

lechnologtes. structure and
function of settlements

CONSUMPTION FACTORS
per capao consumption of
various goods and SO/MCPS

NATURAL RESOURCE
CHARACTERISTICS

scarcity, associated pollution,
stock renewal role, location

ENVIRONMENT
impactaf the human population
on envnonment and resources

mu, madam,.., 5. Aithimii IMr/
Australian tnnuniminii Fultirt
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SOURCE 7

A Extracts from the charter
of Australians for an
Ecologically Sustainable
Population

Our long-term relationship with this continent
should be one of stewardship. This requires both
population sizes and a range of lifestyles that can
Ix) sustained. through generations to come. by the
renewable resources of the earth.

\\.'e must act immediately to control: (i) the loss or
impoverishment of our soils: (ii) the destruction of
flora and fauna: (iii) the pollution of our rivers and
degradation of our groundwater reserves; (iv) the
pollution and congestion of our cities; (v) the
nation's contribution to the greenhouse effect and
()zone hole; and (ii) the unsustainable exploitation
of natural resources.

Such depletions of the nation's biological and
resource capital cannot be reversed while our
planning remains dominated by the twin goals of:
(i) growth of per capita consumption and (ii)
growth of population. We should revise all policies
that. commit us to living beyond the biological
means our continent affords.

Growth and Sustainability
Any steady percentage growth of consumption, or
population, or both, leads to recurrent doublings of
these factors. Any such steady percentage growth
of consumption, or population, or both, will in time
become unsustainable on a planet of finite size.

If Australia's population continues to grow at its
recent rate it will double in about under F0 years.
Sydney, Melbourne and other cities could grow to
four times their present. size within the lifetime of
children horn today. This must not be allowed to
happen.

The impact on a country's resources and
environment is most clearly explained by the
Ehrlich equation:
Erwirontnental Impact = Population X Affluence
X Tee lin ology
Or
1 = PAT where P = Population size. A = Affluence,

which is the average individual consumption,
I = an index of the environmental demand a
techriology imposes to supply goods consumed.
Communities need to limit the size of all three
factors: it makes no sense to pretend that. only
one or 1w) of them are important.

Today. even those planners sympathetic to the
environment cannot avoid imposing further
burdens on it in order to satisfy the needs of ever
more people. We must. work on all three fronts:
(i) to stabilise or, better, reduce our population;
(in to change our personal lifestyles to use less
energy and finite resources: and (iii) to adopt
less damaging industrial and farming practices.

Industrialised populations such as Australia's are
the equivalent of very much larger less-industrialised
populations in their levels of fuel and resource use,
I ollution, greenhouse effect etc. An extra person in
Australia uses about 100 times more energy than a
person in Bangladesh, for example.

There is no evidenc:e that, immigrants make more
demand per capita than the native-born upon land
and resources. The issue is numbers, not ethnic
origin or culture. Yet each extra person in our
affluent society places additional demand on State
and Federal Governments to increase the supply of
electricity, oil and petrol, housing sites and services,
building materials, roads, imports (and therefore
exports) and jobs.

liulhfin. 110 5. I hveruher 1991.)
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B Immigration, urban
infrastructure and
the environment

At present there is insufficient evidence to know
the impact of immigrants on urban environmental
degradation and the degree to which this is offset
by their economic, social and political coin ribu
Lions in cities... However, the settlement. patterns
still associated with immigrants (that they settle
largely in inner city areas where garden's are
smaller) suggests their demand for water may be
lower than the average for metropolitan areas.

I.

Furthermore, air pollution in large Urban areas is
due primarily to industrial wastes and automobile
use by the population as a whole. At this stage,
then, it seems most reasonable to suggest that.
urban environmental degradation is the product
of the production and consumption practices
of urban dwellers as a whole and of firms located
in cities. Immigrants are not more profligate than
the Australian-born. And it is most important to
understand that whatever cost. their numbers may
impose on our urban environments may he offset
by the benefits they bring if the political will to
achieve this outcome is present. It is possible that
having more people may result in better urban
environments because of the increased capacity of
larger urban populations to pay the fixed costs of
pollution abatement technologies ...

It does not scent sensible to suggest that
immigration, even domestic population growth as a
whole, is the root cause of a decline in agricultural
sustainability in Australia. Post-World War II
immigrants have not themselves (largely) been
farmers. Environmental damage to rural areas is
(tithe clearly the product of many years of farming
practices: these practices have always been made in
response to the export markets that have driven
Australian agriculture front colonial times when

produce was owned by the British, to the present
day when it. is increasingly concentrated in the
hands of large agribusinesses. It is to these export
demands that. current exploitative agricultural
practices are pitched, rather than-to any growth in
domestic demand that may be due to immigrants.

If environmental degradation is to lx' halted, we
certainly need to focus on all its causes. rather
than singling out one factor as the culprit.

(It. Finchr. Immniraticm, IIrhon Itoi-astriature anti the Ertnirnme7rt. AG Pti.
11191, pp..)(1-44.1

C Beyond the selfish approach

One fundamental error here is the assumption that
the more people that there are in the nation, the
more environmental degradation there will be.
Now, obviously if the population of Australia was in
excess of a huge figure such as 200 million people.
there would be environmental problems. Rut. if we
are talking about. increasing the population at the
steady and slow pace involved in the current
immigration policy, there is no interrelation.

Indeed, Australian history has itself shown its the
opposite. This can be seen if we consider a major
environmental issue: the level of land degradation.
The worst environmental damage that was done to
this nation was prior to the Second World War
when the population of this country was less than
5 million people and when economic policy
consisted of encouraging people to lay claim to
large tracts of land and to indiscriminately cutting
down trees in order to-graze. This abuse of grazing
lands did not take into account consequences such
as soil erosion and led to wholesale deforestation of
the land.

This mass environmental destruction took place
when the population of Australia was small and
we are still paying the price for it.

On the other hand; even though we have had
increased population in the last twenty years, we
have had a remarkable increase in emironmental
consiousness and a number of significant
uchievenients 111 the protection of the ethir011inetit,
including the declaration of large areas of Australia
as protected parts and natural wilderness.

Hence, environinetmd protection is not ,a matter of
how many people we have but rather a matter of
what the consciousness is of those people in
relation to consemittott issues.

flimplimmi, .011,11 approadO'Vor presented al Ihr
Nal Km.' Inimgrat U Il U hit hol., Outiertqwv. Mollx.mrtw. 14 111 N.vorithur 1!,11.1
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D Australian Conservation Foundation population policy for Australia

A. Preamble

The Foundation notes:

1. That global population is in rapid increase as shown by the following table:

flute Itirrhi
pop/damp, 1.10(41(0

Ti»m takr,),
lo don Me

1800 1 billion About I00.000
19:30 2 billion 1:30 130
1060 :3 billion :30

974 4 billion 14 44
1987 5 billion 1:3

2U1:3, 8 billion 39

111.111-0 ircito%

'2. That human numbers are creating [natty
direct and damaging impacts on the environment
in both developing and developed countries.
through problems such as native vegetation loss.
species extinction, desertification, pollution of air
and water, and soil erosion and that; for any given
level of consumption and waste production or any
given type of teehnolot, the more people there
are. the greater is the impact on the environment..

:3. That the people who live in the wealthy
developed countries, like Australia, make up only a
quarter of the world's population, yet, they have the
highest per capita resource use by consuming
more than 80% of total non-renewable resources
and they make the highest contribution to ()zone
Repletion and global warming. Immigrants from the
developing countries are strongly influenced to
adopt this profligate and extravagant standard of
living when they move to a developed country.
However the global ecosystem can no longer
withstand an increasing population, increasing
resource use and increasing pollution rate all
at the same time...

0. That due to immigration Australia has the
second highest population growth rate of the
OECD countries. Even with our domestic birthrate
remaining at below replacement levels and with
immigration equalling emigration. Australia's
population will still increase to reach 19.3 million
in about 2015.

10. That to maintain Australia's ecological viability
our population must be kept to a sustainable level.

II. That Australia is one of the world's most
urbanised nations. It is in the urban areas that air,
noise and water pollution and problems or sewage'.

industrial effluents. excessive road transportation
and industrial and domestic waste production are
all heavily concentrated, to the extent. of often
overwhelming the ability of local air. land and water
systems to absorb these impacts.

12. That in Australia a major impact of
population growth on the environment is occurring
in the cities, particularly Sydney. Our cities suffer
from having one of the world's highest per capita
uses of private motor vehicles and one of the
lowest. of public transport which not only
contributes to global warming but to damaging
deterioration of local air quality. To satisfy the
water requirements of our cities, huge quantities
have been taken from our rivers into dams and the
reduced flow subjected to chemical and biological
pollutants. Loss of natural habitat on the urban
fringe, and loss of the built heritage are also linked
to pressures deriving from urban expansion.
As solutions are found, their benefits are being
negated by further population increase.

13. That AuStralia has only a very limited capacity
to alleviate the economic, social or political
problems of more populous countries by
increasing its immigration intake.

B. Therefore, THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
POPULATION POLICY are:

1, To stabilise human population numbers and
resource use in order to ensure the sunival and
wellbeing of our species into the king term future.

2. Ti meet Australia's e'nvironme'nts l and social
obligations of global citizenship.

E F G 18
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:3. To achieve with other people in the world an
ecologically sustainable standard of living for
Australia

4. To protect ecological processes and systems
and preserve biological diversity in order to
maintain a sustainable life support system for all
species.

I Australian Om:wry:0 ion Fuo otatu m. 14untlta 14tliea.lia Australia, 1 !1:i2
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F Tourism has big effect on
environment: Study

Tourism was comparable to migration in its substantial. but not
widely recognised. impact on Australia's environment, a report
released yesterday said.

In 1991, 2.37. million international tourists visited Australia. the
equivalent of a boost in population of about 177 000 people, said
Stephen Dovers, the principal author of 'Population Growth and
Australian Regional Environments'. Mr Dovers is from the Australian
National University's Centre for Resource and Environmental
Studies.

The Federal Government had predicted that the figure would at
least double by the year 2000. 'Such growth is being actively
promoted with little real debatea clear national goal,' he said.

This growth might be in the nation's interests, but unlike migration,
it was not part of the population debate. Mr Dovers said tourists
flocked to Australia's environmental attractions and, in the process.
consumed energy, food and water, and produced solid and sewage
waste in patterns that were comparable in environmental impact
to the permanent population.

While tourist dollars usually benefited the local community, it was
debatable whether enough of that revenue was spent in managing
the environmental attraction to minimise the impact of tourists.

Mr Dovers said he was not anti-tourism but argued that any national
population policy must take account of the environmental impact_...
of tourism.

K. Ansel!. i7. Age. 21 .1a1111,117. 09:1.1

G Social issues in town
planning

Twenty years ago town planners were at the fore
in campaigns for clean air and water and for a
reduction in noise but there was little recognition
of the system-wide effects of continued pollution.
As a vonsequence, they followed policies which
exacerbated the problems. Development policies
which centralised growth, exacerbated drainage
problems, facilitated and fostered motor cm--
triented commercial development, encouraged

the use of the motor car for the journey to work
to the detriment of public transportall have led
to cities which. in terms of their construction and
operation, are °nem- expensive and which are the
source of the greenhouse effect.

"lbw. Swint IsviaN tit Thaw I'lanuata:tinue ,Min:s: The Emironnamml
Planning and Management series. Sliu,o1 or rown Ilanntng puhltuat ton.
solume !XI '2. 1 'mversit of New Sout h Wales ;
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H Migration statistics
Net migration gain

The net addition to the population by migration
inflows and outflows is expressed in terms of net
migration gain.

Net migration gain measures the difference
between permanent and long-term (greater than
or equal to 12 months) arrivals and permanent
and long-term departures from Australia. with a
small adjustment for 'category jumping' (providing,
for example. for people in Australia who change
their residence status from short to long-term or
permanent):

Net migration gain has decreased from a long-term
high of 103 000 in 1988-89 to 109 160 in 1990-91.
The decline is due to a number of factors including
a drop in the number Of permanent arrivals. an
increase in departures and a decline in net long.
term movement.

'Temporary residents program

Australia's temporary residents program facilitates
the temporary entry into Australia of persons who
will provide a broad range of social, intellectual,
sporting and political benefits to the community,
or persons who will fill specific skilled temporary
labour shortages.

In particular. the program allows employers to
overcome temporary skilled labour shortages with
suitably qualified personnel from overseas, where
such skills are not. readily available in Australia.
Regulatory requirements are aimed at ensuring
that employment and training opportunities for
permanent Australian residents are not adversely
affected.

Visitors to Australia

Some 2 227 400 visitors arrived in Australia in
1990-91, representing a 3.7 per cent increase
relative to the previous year.

Annual visitor arrivals have increased dramatically
in recent years. For example. between 1983-84 and
1990-91 visitor arrivals grew by 124 per cent.
Visitor arrivals are expected to increase at an
average annual rate of 7-8 per cent during the
1990s.

11)11431-A. hip:dation [Tows. 1 46 trt ;gnaw?, ,ispects, AGIN. 19$13 pp .t .20.22
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Why do you think most immigrants choose to live in
cities?

Investigation 3: What impact do city populations
have on the environment?

Like most Australians, the majority of immigrants
choose to live in cities, thus increasing the size of city
populations. In order to assess the main environ-
mental impacts of immigration it is therefore necessary
to determine first of all the impact city populations
have on the environment. This investigation examines
the impact of city populations on (a) urban
environments, and (b) rural environments.

(a) What impact do city populations have on urban
environments?
Closely examine Source 3A.

What do you think the author means by the term
sustainable cities"?
Which of the following statements best describes the
theme of this passage?

immigration has nothing to do with the impact
of cities on the environment
consumption levels and population growth are
both important factors determining the impact
a city has on the environment
an increase in consumption is necessary in
order to protect the environment.

Discuss your answers in class.

Now look at documents 3B and C.

From all of this evidence, list the environmental
problems in Australia's major cities and the possible
causes of these problems as identified in the sources.
It may be helpful to summarise the information in a
grid like the one below.

Sou Environmental Causes
problems in urban
areas

urban sprawl overuse of cars
poor public
transport

To what extent do you think immigration is
responsible for these problems?
What impact do you think a large increase in the
population (brought about by immigration) would
have on Australia's cities?
How would changes in consumption affect this
impact'?

(b) What impact do city populations have on rural
environnumts?
Many farmers now recognise that inappropriate

15o

fanning practices have contributed in the past to
severe environmental problems and are changing their
farming methods to improve the rural environment.
City populations also have contributed to environmental
problems in rural areas: population growth in the cities
creates an increased demand for natural resources
such as food, fuel, water and timber. An increase in the
city population thus increases pressure on agricultural,
mining and forestry industries to increase their
production, sometimes at a cost to the environment.
It should be pointed out, however, that most
agricultural production and mining in Australia today
caters for the export market rather than the domestic
population.

Look at Source 3D.

How do the ordinary activities of people living in
cities-affect the non-urban environment'?
Summarise the information in Source 3D in a grid
like the one shown here. You may be able to think of
other activities that have a direct or indirect impact
on the non-urban environment to add to the list.

Activities Resaurcrs
used

Impact on the
environment

e.g. house
building timber felling of trees

Look at Source 3E.

On a more global level, how do the urban
population's energy -consuming practices contribute
to the greenhouse effect'?

Investigation 4: What impact do rural
populations have on the environment?

This investigation explores the impact that rural
populations have on the environment. Relatively few
of our recent immigrants choose to settle in rural
areas, so the direct impact of immigration on the rural
environment is not great.

Look at Source 4. Land degradation is perhaps the
biggest environmental problem in rural Australia.

What practices in rural Australia have contributed to
Australia's land degradation problems'?
How does the problem of salinity arise?
How does clearing land of native trees and vegetation
affect the land?
Do you think immigration contributes directly to land
degradation?
In what ways might existing support groups be able
to help immigrant farmers?



Investigation 5: How can demands on the
environment be addressed in linguistically
diverse communities?

Efforts have been made to provide environmental
information in languages other than English. Look at
the documents in Source 5.

Describe what measures are being taken to get the
conservation message across to non-English-speaking
background groups.
What role did Dr Cengiz Erol play in the salinity
education program? Why do you think he was chosen
for the job?
What conservation tips do you think the pamphlets
(Sources 5C and D) might be recommending to their
readers? Can anyone in the class translate these
pamphlets?

Investigation 6: Does Australia have a 'carrying
capacity'?

lAiok at Source 6. Describe in your own words what
you think is meant by the term 'carrying capacity'.

What are the main factors that limit the number of
people Australia can support? Explain.
Apart from controlling the population by reducing
immigration, what measures might be taken to
protect the environment?

Investigation 7: Is it necessary to reduce
immigration to protect the environment?

The documents in Source 7 present different
viewpoints and arguments concerning the

environmental impact of immigration. Compare and
contrast these documents by asking the following
questions about each of them:

What environmental problems are identified?
What are the causes identified for these
environmental problems?
Is population growth presented as a cause of these
environmental problems?
Is immigration presented as a cause of these
environmental problems?
What other factors are identified as causes of
environmental problems?
What measures are suggested in the extracts as
a means of halting environmental damage?
What problems or difficulties exist in trying to
make sure that immigration does not lead to
environmental damage?

What do you think?

Do you think a reduction in immigration is necessary
in order to protect the environment?
Do you think environmental damage would continue
if immigration were stopped altogether?

Debate

A carefully supervised class debate could be a useful
way of summarising the information and viewpoints
presented in this file. Organise a debate on the
following topic: 'Australia needs to cut immigration
in order to protect its environment'.
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B

The Politics of Immigration

The Australian Parliament, Canberra
(Sonny: Garry Hanson. AUSPIC.)
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Investigation H

How is immigration poliby formed and
implemented in Australia'?

This evidence file examines the manner in which
immigration policy and laws are developed and
implemented in Australia: Policy provides
government with guidelines for action.
Immigration policy is determined by the
Government of the day, but it is also influenced
or guided by many other factors. These include
international commitments, interest/pressure
groups, public opinion and the media. Students
will be encouraged to explore f.uch questions as:

What are the guiding principles of Australia's
immigration policy?
What have the reviews of immigration
recommended?
How is immigration law and policy made?
What does the Department of Immigration do?
What interest/pressure groups are active in the
immigration debate?
What role does public opinion play in shaping
immigration policy?

Suggested Strategies

Introductory activity

Imagine that. you are the Government's Minister for
Immigration, responsible for deciding what guiding
principles will shape immigration to Australia. Your
government is committed to having an immigration
policy which does not discriminate on the grounds of
race. colour, national or ethnic origin, sex or religion.
Make a short list. of principles which you think
Australia should adopt. in selecting immigrants.
In formulating these guiding principles consider
the following questions. Should Australia accept
immigrants on the basis of wealth, skills or need'?
Should Australia be allowed to refuse entry to certain
types of people?

Investigation 1: What are the guiding principles
of Australia's immigration polity?

The Government is responsible for making public
policy in Australia. One of the areas of public policy
determined by the Government is immigratiim. The
Government makes immigration policy in order to
regulate the entry of immigrants into the country. In
developing this policy, the Government must take into
account both domestic considerations (to do with the
the home country, i.e. Australia) and international
considerations. The Government is guided by a set of
principles and obligations. Read through the evidence
in Source I. Discuss each of these principles in class.

How does the set of official immigration principles
adopted by Australia compare with the list you made
up in the Introductory activity?
Why do you think the Government has adopted each
of these immigration principles'?
Do you think the set of principles that guide
Australia's immigration policy are fair or unfair?
Are there any of these principles that you think
should be deleted or amended?
Would you add any principles to this set of official
immigration principles?
In what ways does Australia's ratification of UN
conventions and protocols shape Australian
immigration policy? See Source 1B.
Which of the objectives listed in Source IC do you
think should be given the most weight in determining
Australia's immigration policy? Who do you think
would disagree with your viewpoint? Why'?

Investigation 2: What have the reviews of
immigration recommended?

From time to time the Government commissions
inquiries or reviews to assess how effectively its
immigration objectives are being achieved through
various policies and programs. The people
commissioned to undertake these inquiries examine
the issues and then write a report for the Government,
making suggestions about what policies should be
pursued. The Government often takes this advice, but
it need not. Immigration pad has been strongly
influenced by these reports. There have been several
important reviews of immigration in the last twenty
years or so. The main purposes (terms of reference) of
these reviews and their major recommendations are
outlined in Source 2. Summarise the information
presented in Source 2 in a grid like the one below.

Report 's du me ikfte Main. inirpose
Main
rearirtmoidati(ms
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C Government objectives

The Government decides on the balance of
objectives to be reflected in the size and
composition of the iumual immigration program.

There are dire' principal objectives:

Sociaiparticularly to reflect an on-going
commitment to the achievement of family
reunion;

Economicto contribute to national economic
development for example, by responding to
labour market needs and providing
entrepreneurial skills;

Homanitaria n-to meet Australia's international
obligations towards refugees and to respond to
humanitarian and special needs; particularly ()I'
those individuals or groups with close links to
Australia.

Australia's capacity to accept immigrants is always
limited. The Federal Government reaches a view on

the overall level of immigration and on the mix of
objectives to achieve it. It then uses a consultative
process to gather wide-ranging views on the
proposed program. Such diverse groups as the
labour movement, humanitarian bodies, ethnic
community organisations, State and local
Government. employers, government advisory
Indies and academic researchers are consulted.

Governments, of course, seek to balance conflicting
community views on immigration priorities. They
recognise that a narrow emphasis on one objective
to the exclusion of others might he to the country's
detriment and might erode the broad community
support for immigration which currently exists.

The aim is to decide on an immigration program
the size and composition of which are responsive
to all the identified needs of Australia's society and
economyneeds which compete and often
conflict.

it %NAIR I '14,67-stnding Imuturnitmn. At ;1'8. 1987. pp 1S-9; updated ullh
all% icy Irml [111.1;FA
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SOURCE 2

A The Fitz Gerald Report, 1989

The so-called Fitz Gerald Report was the result of
the Federal Government's election commitment
in 1987 to a broad-ranging look at its
immigration policies. A committee, chaired by
Dr Stephen FitzGerald, was set up to look at the
broad relationship between immigration and the
social, cultural and economic development of
Australia

The main recommendations
An 'order of merit' approach which takes the
top scorers from around the world
Preference given to applicants with labour and
business skills
Preference given to applicants able to speak
more than one language, or able to speak a
language of 'national importance', that is a
language of one of Australia's major trading
partners
Family reunion remains grounds for acceptance
of immigrants
A gradual disengagement from resettlement of
Indochinese refugees
Refugee and humanitarian intake set. at.
I() per cent of total intake
Immigration policy to remain non-
discriminatory on grounds of national or ethnic
origin, race, sex or religion.

MION
COMMITMENT TO AUSTRALIA

THE REPORT OF THE
COMMII l tE TO ADVISE
ON AUSTRALIA'S
IMMIGRATION POLICIES
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C Reviews of immigration

In view of the national significance of immigration.
successive federal governments have cianinissioned
a number of enquiries and similes to assess the
impact of immigration programs.

Several major studies for example have examined
the role of immigration in population policies. The
National Population Inquiry. cotnmissiomo in 1970
to inquire into the size. coinpositiim and
distribution of Australia's population tip to the -car
2.000, was undertaken by Professor Borrie of the
Australian National University. The Inquiry's
examination of trends in Australia's population
growth ( published in two major reports and
additional research reports) emphasised the need
for a planned population policy.

.\ Green Paper on Immigration Policies and
Australia's Population undertaken Iv the newly
fornleli Australian Population and linmigratiim
Council. was tabled in Parliament on 17 !).larch
IP77. The Paper considered options available to
Australia in determining future population policies
and desirable population and immigration policies.
following Government consideration of public
response to the Green Paper. nine fundamental
principles were approved as the basis of Australia's
immigration policy.

There have been a number of major reviews of the
post-arrival consequences of immigration. both the
experiences of immigrants and the role of
government in assisting their settlement.

The 1978 Galbally Review of Post-arrival Programs
and Services for Migrants was set up to examine
and report on the effectiveness of the
Commonwealth's programs and services for
immigrants. Its report, which was accepted in full
by the Government of the day, recommended
guiding principles for the delivery of services to
immigrants and an allocation of $150 million for
additional post-arrival services over three years.
including further development of English as a
Second language teaching for immigrant children
and the Adult Migrant Education Program, the
expansion and development of the Grant-in-Aid
scheme and the establishment of the Australian
Institute of Multicultural Affairs.

In 198ti. a Review of Migrant and Multicultural
Programs and Services was established to advise On
the Commonwealth Government's role in assisting
overseas-born residents to achieve their equitable
participation in Australian society. Its report ( the
Awl) Report), entitled Don't Simi(' for Less',
recommended that the Commonwealth

Government adopt principles that would ensure
equitable treatment for all members of the
Australian community. including the overseas-horn.
It further recommended that. in applying those
principles to the overseas-born and their families in
Australia, the Critvernillelll pursue a strategy made
tip of four elements:

I. measures to equip people horn overseas and
their families with the basic resources which
they require to function effectively and on an
equitable basis in Australia:
measures to achieve institutional change. so as
fo ensure that the organisations which make
decisions about programs and services. and
which implement them. do so in an equitable
manner,

:3. measures to promote goad community
relations. that is. social attitudes and behaviour
which respect the rights of all:

4. measures to support the opportunity for people
to maintain. enjoy and devel )p their cultural
heritage-and identity
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SOURCE 3

A The powers of the Parliament

An Act to constitute the Cl)111111011Weidill of Australia
(9th. la ty, 1900.1

\ \'HERE: \S the people of Nw. South Wales. Victoria, South Australia. Queensland and Tasmattia.
humbly relying on the blessing of .\linighty Clod. have agreed to unite in one indissoluble Federal
Commonwealtli under the Crown of the l.nited Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. and under
the Constitution hereby established: And whereas it is expedient to provide for the admission into
the Commonwealth of other Australasian Colonies and possessions of the Queen: Be it therefore
enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal. and Commons. in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority
of the same, as follows:

The Guist itatiOn
PART V POWERS OF THE PARLIAMENT

51. The Parliament shall. subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the peace.
order, and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to:

(xxii) Immigration and emigration...

B Immigration law and policy

Immigration law and policy
All governments control who is allowed to enter
and. or live in their country and who isn't.
Immigration law and policy provided the rules for
that control.

Australian immigration law contains strict rules
about who call live in Australia and who can come
here for a temporary stay. Nearly all non citizens
must have a visa to come to Australia. Even
permanent residents of Australia must have a isa
to re-enter the country if they have been overseas.
The only exception to this rule is New Zealand
citizens, who don't usually need a visa to come to
Australia to visit or live.

A4.)
LLBtl--:00.=:(1.

The Migration Act (1958)
The Migration Act is the most important piece of
legislation (law) relating to immigration. The Act
contains the broader powers under migration law.
but doesn't always give precise details about
migration rules. In areas where the Government
may want to change the rules often or quickly, the
Act may just state that these rules can be covered
in the Migration Regulations.

E F H 5
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Migration Regulations
The Regulations contain most of the specific rules
for immigration, such as exactly who can he
granted visas and entry permits. Sometimes we
have to look in a number of different places to find
all the rules covering a particular %isa or (qui):
permit.

Immigration policy
klThile most of the rules for immigration are
contained in the Act and Regulations. there are a
few areas where the law allows the Immigration
Department or the Minister for Immigration to use
their discretion and some areas where the exact
meaning of the law is unclear. or open to debate.
Furthermore. neither the Act nor the Regulations
tell us the procedures which should be followed in
assessing immigration applications and internal
appeals. IhAv these discretions and imprecise rules
are interpreted or applied is a matter of
which doesn't have the saute weight as a law.

The Commonwealth Government makes
immigration law
In Australia. law and policy covering immigration
are made by the Federal (Commonwealth)
Government. The Prime Minister names a Member
of Parliament to he Minister for Immigration. This
person is largely responsible for developing new
laws and policies on immigration and for ensuring
that the Immigration Department is properly run.

However, the Minister can't decide alone what
immigration law and policy will be. Proposals for
new laws and. or important changes in policy are
usually approved by Cabinet all the senior
Ministers in the Government ) before they can hr
introduced into Parliament or implemented.
Changes in the law must be approved by
Parliament. This approval is obtained in different
ways depending on the kind of legislation involved.

The Migration Act is legislation passed by the
Australian Parliament and can only be amended if

a majority if the MO nhors of Federal Parliament
agree to the proposed changes. To change an Act of
Parliament someone ( usually the Government of
the day) must introduce a Bill into Parliament. The
Bill is discussed and debated by both Houses of
Parliament (the House of Representatives and the
Senate). This is done publicly, which also gives
interested community groups and other
organisations an opportunity to put their views to
Members of Parliament. The Bill is voted on by
both Houses of Parliament and, if it is passed
eventually becomes law.

Regulations are 'secondary' or 'delegated'
legislation. They are written by the Immigration
Department and the Minister for Immigration.
They don't have to be voted on by Parliament
before they become law. Instead they become law
as soon as they are signed by the Governor
General and published in the Government (.;(,:ettc.
They are then tabled in Parliament which may

m reject) dim if a majority of Members
disagree with the rules they contain. If proposed
changes to Regulations are very important or
controversial. the Minister for Immigration will
probably discuss them with other members of the
Government. particularly those who are in the
Cabinet. Sometimes they may even he discussed
with members of the opposition to ensure general
agreement before they become law. However, this
isn't necessary and Regulations can be made or
changed quickly and without parliamentary or
public debate.

The Minister for Immigration
The Minister for Immigration is the member of
Federal Parliament responsible for the
administration of immigration law and the
Immigration Department.

The Minister for Immigration is the person to lobby
for changes to immigration law or policy.

wroth II, Kit.:3n1 I nnnatrai 1011 Adviv and Rights tint re, Sydnvy.
191. ss. 2.1 :1, 2.5. 2.9 10, 2.12. 22.1.1 -17
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A The Immigration Department
administers migration law

The Immigration Department (Department of
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs) is a large
Commonwealth Government department with
offices around Australia and in Australian
Embassies, High Commissions and Consulates
overseas. In 1990-91 the Immigration Department
had a staff of 3269 and a budget of 320 788 million
dollars.

The Immigration Department is responsible for
implementing and administering immigration laws
and policy. Generally, the Immigration Department
doesn't make immigration law and policy. However,
sometimes the Minister delegates the power to
make certain kinds of rules and regulations to
officers of the Department. In addition, the
Immigration Department provides advice and
background information to the Minister for
Immigration and plays an influential role in making
new immigration laws or policies.

Immigration Department responsibilities

The Immigration Department is responsible for
administering:

The migration program.
The refugee and humanitarian program.
Tbmporary entry of visitors, workers, students and
other temporary residents.
Grant of citizenship.
Ethnic affairs and settlement services such as
Migrant Resource Centres, the Adult Migrant
Education Program and the Bilingual Information
Officers Scheme.

Decision making by the Department of
Immigration

Departmental officers are responsible for making
general decisions regarding the administration of
migration law, They are also responsible for making
decisions regarding individual applications and
appeals. They must do this in accordance with
migration law, other relevant legislation and
established principles of migration law.

Ilmmigmtitni Kit. 3rd ndn. Immigration Athice and /tights ('entre. Sydney,
19111. a. 2.24.)

B Immigration Department
structure

The Immigration Department is made up of many
different offices in Australia and overseas.

Central office
The Central (Head) Office of the Immigration
Department is in Canberra. Head office is
responsible for:

the development of policy and procedures;
overall management of the migration program
and all departmental offices.

The Secretary of the Immigration
Department
The Secretary of the Department is the head
bureaucrat with overall responsibility for
administration of the Department. The Secretary
is appointed by the Minister for Immigration.

State and regional offices
There are 22 State and regional offices of the
Immigration Department around Australia Not all
offices have the same structure or operate in the
same way. For example, in NSW all regional offices
have a compliance section, while in Victoria all
compliance work is done in one central office.
However, regional offices usually:

give general information and advice on any
immigration matter;
assess applications for permanent residence;
assess applications for extensions to visitors.
temporary residence and student entry permits;
assess applications for citizenship;
assess assurance of support. applications;
assess some employer nomination applications
and sometimes advise overseas posts on family
reunion sponsorship applications;
conduct investigations regarding illegal
immigrants or others who break immigration
laws;
accept and process applications for files or other
documents under Freedom of Information;
accept applications for Migration Internal Review
Office appeals;

E F H 7
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accept applications for refugee status for
forwarding to the Determination of Refugee
Status (DORS) section.

The State Director
Each State has a State Director who has overall
responsibility-for management of Immigration
Department offices in that State.

Counter staff
Counter staff handle general enquiries regarding
any immigration matter. They can supply
information leaflets and application forms and
answer questions about Australia's immigration
program. However, there are limits to the advice
counter staff can give. They can't advise On the
merits of complicated individual cases turd may not
I e able to answer questions relating to complex
areas of migration law These questions should be
directed to more senior staff or to Head Office.

Overseas posts
Immigration Department officers also work in
many Australian Embassies. High Commissions
and Consulates overseas. In1990-91 around 130
Australian staff and 520 local people worked in
overseas posts in 41 different countries around the
world. Overseas posts are responsible for:

answering inquiries on migrating to Australia or
on entering Australia for a temporary stay;
assessing of applications for permanent and
temporary entry visas.

mien itintli int Kit. :1111 t,tin. I in [menu tEni Advice and [tights 1.'491 re, Sydney.
1991. s.s. '2.24

C Related institutions

Bureau of Immigration and PopulatiOn
Research (BIPR)
The BIPR is an independent research unit attached
to the Department of Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs. It has offices in Melbourne and Canberra.
The 111PR:

conducts and promotes independent research
into immigration and population issues
publishes the results of its research
analyses and publishes a wide range of
immigration and population statistics
encourages discussion of immigration and
Population Issues through public conferences.
seminars and workshops; the most important
event is the National Immigration Outlook
Conference held every two years.

into athirt,ssing the iltir,ziti of
S,nd iminigniti,n

c,,ill'orour, u, Sciiic, 1992.

D Functional description of the.
Department of Immigration
and Ethnic Affairs

Migration Division

Migration Planning Branch

Sets awl monitors the migration program and
advises on broad strategic issues; liaises with
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research:
evaluates and monitors the effectiveness or
programs anti research.

Migrant Entry and Citizenship Branch

I )evelops and implements policies related to family
migration, skilled migration and the Business
Migration Program: also policies and procedures
relating to Citizenship.

Residence and Review Branch

I ievelops and implements policies and procedures
for the grant of permanetit resident status or
family tmr skill grounds to applicants who are
ieniporary residents or illegal entrants: develops
ittcl implements policies and procedures for niels
revie by the Migration Internal Review Office
( MIRO 1 and Immigration Review II-0mila! ([R'I') of
ertain prescribed decisions taken by primary
let 'iSit III maker's.

E F ni
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Legal Branch

Provides services covering legislation. legal policy.
legal opinions, litigation. instructions and advisings.

Regulations Secretariat

Oversees the revision of regulations front a legal.
policy and procedural point of view: liaises as
required with the Attorney general's Department.

Refugees and International Division

Refugees, Asylum and International Branch

Responsible for policy, law and procedures for the
humanitarian stream of the migration program:
advises on international migration developments
and Australia's position on mass movements.

Determination of Refugee Status Operations
Branch

Assesses and determines asyla In claims for refugee
status in Australia.

Determination of Refugee Status Policy and
Review Branch

Provides policy advice on asylum issues and
procedures: develops documentation for claims
assessment: manages systems support: services the
asylum review procedure.

Settlement and Ethnic Affairs Division

Settlement Branch

Plans and coordinates settlement services
nationally and develops related policy: administers
the Adult Migrant Education Program: coordinates
interpreting and translating services and grants o
community organisations.

Ethnic Affairs Branch

Advises on all ethnic affairS issues including ethnic
community concerns and access and equity
provisions for migrants: also monitors the
implementation of Status of Women policy in the
Department's programs,

Temporary Entry, Compliance and Systems
Division

Visitor and Temporary Entry Branch

Responsible for policy and procedures concerned
with-students. entry systems, tourism support.
visitors and temporary entrants, and entry emit ml.

COmpliance Branch

Effects the removal from Australia of persons who
have no legal right to remain in Australia, and
protects the integrity of entry programs.

Systems Branch

Responsible fur the planning, design, development
and ongoing support of the Department's
computer applications in the central, stai,, regional
and overseas offices.

'technical Services Branch

Responsible for all technical and operational
aspects of the Department's centralised mainframe
computer environment.

Office of Local Government

Government Relations Branch

Aims to improve the responsiveness of government
policies to varyinglocal needs and conditions.

Local Development Branch

Raises the capability of local governments and their
communities to facilitate positive local adjustment
to change.

Corporate Operations Division

Resource Management Branch

Manages the portfolio budget; develops and
maintains management information systems;
provides internal audit of departmental programs.
systems and activities.

Personnel Branch

Oversees personnel practices, personnel
management, industrial relations, national job
training and management training.

Executive Support Branch
Provides services to the Secretary and Deputy
Secretary in corporate planning, strategic issues
and ministerial liaison; provides a focus for
responses to parliamentary requirements, public
and media information, and POI, Ombudsman,
privacy and other public access matters; provides
policy and support activities associated with
publications and forms production; responsible for
certain special projects including preparation of the
annual report.

E F H 9
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Overseas Operations Pranch
Manages the visa-issuing function carried out
through the network of overseas posts: oversees
effectiveness of posts in carrying out departmental
functions: monitors the activities of individual posts
and adjusts tasks and resources as policies and
circumstances change.

Bureau of Immigration and Population
Research
An independent portfolio body which researches,
evaluates and distributes information on
immigration and population trends and their
economic. social and environmental impact.

Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation
Develops and markets its landholdings and, in
partnership with local government and the
community, contributes to the promotion and
planning of the area.

National Accreditation Authority for
Interpreters and Translators
Establishes and maintains professional standards
for interpreters and translators.

Immigration Review Tribunal
Provides the final tier of merit. review of certain
decisions under the MignatioN Act.

t.tirure: I )IIA ;EA, Reri ie )I: .4:17tuttl Reptirt 19014-91. ALPS. 1191, p 5.1
7low feibls am,/ thst-riptittus Can chatith. with little al girl'. }int are
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A Business rejects radical cuts
to immigration

The Business Council today rejected calls for
radical surgery on Australia's immigration
program.

'Australias immigration program needs to be
tailored over time to suit the long term needs of
tills country, rather than being used as a short
term, counter cyclical. economic policyinstrumeitt.
Nlr Paul Barran. Executive Director of the Business
Council. said today.

The immigration polity must he bipartisan and
stable over time. recognising the essential
contribution of migrants to all aspects of Australian
life. The existing research suggests that though
immigration May generate short term costs, these
are far outweighed by the long term benefits.'

The Council recognises the need for the availability
or employment opportunities to be taken into
account in any program, but does not agree that a
more stringent approach to English skills would
necessarily iY..of benefit. Such an approach does
not recognise the contribution of many prominent
Australians who arrived without. particular skills ill
English. It would cut across both the skills-based
and family reunion aspects of the programs. It also
ignores the fact that Australia's economic future is
inextricably linked to the Asia-Pacific region. A
more important issue, therefore, is to ensure that
there are adequate opportunities and incentives for
people to upgrade their English skills in the period
immediately after arrival.

Language skills are not of direct economic
relevance in regard to the family reunion aspect of
the program. which the Business Council
continues to support.

The debate in Australia is closely monitored by the
rest of the world, particularly by potential
emigrants in source countries. It should be
recognised that we are in direct competition for
skilled migrants with Canada and the United States.

The Business Council also rejects as simplistic the
argument which has been promoted recently by
some environmental groups that environmental

impact can bc, directly related to population growth.
Such an approach ignores the importance or
consumption patterns and the direct correlation
between poverty and environmental impact. 'We
need an affluent and growing economy to he able
to afford high standards of environmental
protection.' Mr Barratt said.

By focusing on a short term approach to
immigration we run the risk of damaging both our
international reputation and our international
competitiveliess.

I lusintw. Atisdralm. Pre,: Mart-I) 1992. 1

B Cut immigration: ACTU

The ACTU has entered the immigration debate with a submission
to the Federal Government calling for an overall 10 per cent reduction
in the number of migrants entering Australia, particularly in the
family reunion category.

'Without proper skills and basic English they are only coming here
to be thrown on the unemployment scrap heap' the ACTU secretary,
Martin Ferguson, said yesterday.

Mr Ferguson launched the ACTU submission at a special media
conference yesterday in Wollongong. The submission calls for a
migration figure of around 100000 for 1992- 93 -an overall
reduction of 11000 on the 1 11 000 migrants the Government planned
in its 1991-92 intake.

'The union movement wants greater emphasis placed on selecting
migrants on the basis of the skills they offer to Australia. and their
English-language competence', Mr Ferguson said.

The recruitment of skilled immigrants should be seen as
complementing the labour market and not displacing or reducing
training commitments to Australian-based workers.

The ACTU's call for stricter control on non-dependent family
members of migrants already living in Australia closely resembles
the Coalition's policy.

(Caribernz Tirnos. ail March 1(50.)
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The trade union movements response to
immigration has been mixed. The union
movement has traditionally expressed concern
that increased numbers of immigrants might.
contribute to unemployment and discourage
employers from training the local work force. On
the other hand, unions have shown concern for
the welfare of immigrant. workers after their
arrival in Australia. Unions have, for example,
supported the rights of immigrant. workers to
receive award rates, to attend on-the-job English
classes without lass of pay, to have access to
interpreters and to receive safety instruction in
appropriate languages.

C Housing Industry Association
slams migration cuts

The HIA is bitterly disappointed about the savage
cut to the immigration program.

Despite a wealth of evidence that migrants do not
displace Australian workers, theGovernment has
fallen for the three card trick of the migrant
unemployment bogey. The argument overlooks the
contribution to demand and therefore job creatiolt
of expenditure by migrants...If the impact of
immigration in the shorter term is to acid more to
demand than it does to the supply of goods and
services then cutting the intake during economic
recessions must. he dewed as the wrong policy
prescription.

In so Car as the housing industry is concerned. a
:30 000 reduction in the number of migrants will
cut. housing starts by around 10 000 dwellings. On
the basis of H1A estimates, the annual production
requirement for new homes will fall to 1;30 000
units a year. well below industry capacity. Put
another way, there will be no incentive for
manufacturers of building materials to invest in
new plant and equipment.

Statement by 1 /r Rim Silber Nig, National Eximtit NC I hrt.t.tor. Iltiusmt;
Industry A.:social in, 12 May 11;92. limited media release I

D Immigration should be
doubled, says church report

The Roman Catholic Church yesterday called on the Federal
Government to reverse its policy of cutting immigration and accept
almost double the present 110 000 annual intake.

In a report by the Australian Catholic Social Justice Council,
the church says the country would benefit greatly if immigration
was increased to 200000 a year.

The report says immigration does not add to unemployment. but
benefits the labor force through increased employment skills.
experience and expertise.

The council's chairman, Bishop William Brennan, said the church
would take the 60 page report to the Government in an attempt
to alter its immigration policy.

The report says the three categories of acceptance used by the
Government economic self-interest. social values and humanitarian
concerns--should he given equal weight. The church says the
humanitarian aspect gets only one tenth.

The council was helped by Father Anthony Fisher in producing
the report. Father Fisher, a Dominican friar with degrees in history,
law and theology, said that even in cold, hard economic terms,
immigration was good for the country.

'In humanitarian terms, in terms of concern for other people,
it's good for them. In terms of family reunicin, the people that arc
already here, its good for them. And if we have a wider concern
for our world and what is just, for 0.3 per cent of the world's
population to claim a whole continent for itself is a kind of selfishness
and injustice which can't be argued for ethically.'

77n Ago., IT Spiumbru. 19111.1

E A History of Australians for
an Ecologically Sustainable
Population (AESP),
by Mark O'Connor

Murk Onni nor is, atter Wright, Australia's
best-known 1'111411M INCIltal lion!. lie has woo
numerous awards um! published ten books 1,1 wise.
the latest being Firestick Farming: Selected Poems
1972-1990 (Hale Ircnionger). lie is en trentl!?
working, with a grant .from the Mit' ,Vational Parks
Foundation, on a book rg'irrse about the Snowy
Mountains. lie is vieepresident of :WISP and writes
and speaks fr(,quentt on environmental issues in
the media.

In 1088, when Australians for an Ecologically
Sustainable Population (AF.,SP) was formed.
immigration was 140 000 per annum and rising:
natural increase was nearly as high; and our
population was on course to keep doubling every
50 years or less.

Public debate was minimal. The Prime Minister
spoke casually of an optimum future population of
25 millionthen defended an immigration rate
that ensured we would pass this figure, at. a gallop,
early next century. Yet in under four years AESP
has helped push the issue of our optimum
population-size (and how to achieve it) on to the
poliUcttl stage.

E F 11 1 2
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When AESP began, there seemed to he a new
McCarthyism emerging in Australia The word
'racist' was being used as. loosely as 'communist'
had been in the fifties. The vested interests of the
population-growth lobby were ignored by the
media; yet anyone who argued against this lobby
was liable to be accused of being part of (or a
stooge for) some unspecified right wing conspiracy.
Partly to counter this, in 1989 Anne Edgeworth and
I organised a writers' support. group (WESP).
Nearly 100 Australian writers joined it, including
such notable humanitarians as Dorothy Green,
.Judith Wright, and Manning Clark (who sent us a
donation unasked).

Some months later, our patron Judith Wright
phoned me with the suggestion that. we produce a'
manifesto or policy document called Future
Directions jOr a Sustaiwable Australia, setting out
our views on economics, food supplies. foreign aid.
sustainability. etc. This manifesto, after months of
detailed work by myself, Hugh Oldham, Graham
Caldersmith, Chris Watson and other AESP
members is now finished.

We are still sometimes asked how we differ from
the group Australians Against Further (Mass)
Immigration. Obviously, we sympathise strongly
with their concern about population size, but we do
not focus so much on immigration. (Immigration
since 1983 has fluctuated between 50 000 and
170000 p.a.; yet. natural increase (the surplus of
births over deaths) has averaged around 120 000
pa, making it. at least as serious a problem.) A
second difference is that AESP does not involve
itself in cultural arguments on either side. In our
view. the problem with high immigration is not that
migrants are different from native-born Australians
but that in their demands upon the environment
and economy they are very much the same.

Another common question is 'But what can you or
your members do? You can't stop people having
babies'. A simple answer is that we can help
change people's attitudes.

(111R Bulltin. no. 5, rkTernlm.r p. IS. I

There are several groups in Australia who
oppose the immigration of certain people on
racial grounds. These groups use graffiti,
posters, pamphlets and other means to get.
their message across. As Lyndall Crisp points
out in 'Han'est of Hate' (The Bulletin, 4 April
15188), 'Schisms occur commonly within these
movements. Disenchanted members go off to
start their own groups but often fail to attract
inure than a few sympathisers. Others exist by
name and have post office boxes but not
much else'. Some of the most. vocal groups
opposed to non-European immigration are
the Australian League of Rights: National
Action: and the National Front of Australia.

Although the National Inquiry into Racist
Vi()Ience found that organised racist violence
in Australia is not extensive, it did hear
cvidene that two groups opposed to the
immigration of Asians and other non-
European peoples, National Action and the
Australian Nationalist Movement, either
undertook or encouraged violence against
persons on the basis of their ethnicity. (See
Racist Violeuce: Report of. the National
nq iry into Racist Violence in Australia,

Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission, CanberraAGPS, 1991.)

E rt.., 13



F Federation of Ethnic
Communities' Councils of
Australia Inc. (FECCA)

FECCA's policy on immigration
FECCA's policy on Immigration is On public record
as follows:

Australia alone as a sovereign nation has the right
to determine who shall be permitted to reside in
Australia
Australia's Immigration Policy should be based on
the principle of non-discrimination on the
grounds of race, nationality, ethnic origin, religion.
language, gender. disability, chronological age and
socioeconomic background.
FECCA has always abstained from being drawn
into a debate over optimum annual intake figures.
Family Reunion and the Refugee and Special
Humanitarian programs should be the
cornerstone of an equitable and just Immigration
policy.
Legislation must effectively provide for Human
Rights in the field of Immigration.
The Family Reunion Program has a special
significance for ethnic communities, and requires
close monitoring as the programs are now being
classified into Family; Skill; Humanitarian and
Special Eligibility Migration.
FECCA is strongly committed to the concept. that
Family Reunion provides the most effective and
lasting settlement policy because it offers the
immigrant an unequalled on-arrival support
network, an essential step towards integration
into a pluralistic, multicultural Australian society.
FECCA is on record as upholding the principle
that 'settlement' must be viewed as a life-long
process in the life of the immigrant and that the
outcome of a sound immigration program
ultimately must be both quantitative and
qualitative: the number of those who stay, and
those who successfully settle here.

FECCA meeting with the Caucus I mmigrat am, IA wid Government and E tale
Affairs (olnmittee I April 1992. Canberra, media release)

G The Returned & Services
League (RSL) National
Standing Policy

16.4 IMMIGRATION

) Australia's immigration policies should aini to
maintain the plannM development of Ihe nation
and the enhancement and cultural development ()I'
its people.

(ii) Within the limits of the planned devek)pment
of Australia. is levels should be sustained
and indNidnal selection should be consistent with
the social, cultural and industrial development
needs of its people.

(iii) Selection and screening criteria should be
aimed at ensuring the compatibility of each
successful applicant with the established structure
and ethos of the Australian system of government.
law and social mores.

(iv) Whilst recognising the need for
humanitarian aiuf compassionate dealing with
refugees and family reunion applicants, selection
criteria must not be degraded to accommodate
those who otherwise would be considered
unsuitable applicants:

(v) The implementation of Australia's
immigration policies must not be allowed to
endanger Australia's predominant culture nor
social cohesion. Such change as may occur over

should be the result of consensual evolution
and not the consequence of an immigration policy
which challenges this culture.

tIlte liet tinted Servitm Lague. Victorian Branch. NIellsturne
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SOURCE 6

A Reporting the arrival of 'boat
people': three approaches

In April 1990. 118 Cambodians arrived in a boat
off the coast of Broome in Western Australia_ The
story of their arrival was addressed by the media
on Monday 2 April 1990.

I. At 8.39 a.m. on 2n, Ron Casey (who had been
inviting listeners to comment. on immigration all
morning) received a phone call from 'Helen':

I've 1xTii through the Sydney Morning Herald and
there's not a word about these freeloaders from
Kampuchea they towed into Broome. Now what
are they going to do with this crowd?

Casey responded:

These are the boat. people...It's been played (town
by the newspapers...let me make it quite clear
the boat people, because they come from an
underdeveloped country...they have just lobbed up
on our door step. And now we have to face up to
the problem of all the do-gooders trying to stop
their deportation...Now if we don't fly them back
or tow them to Timor...and let the Indonesians
cop them they'll keep coming. There are so many
places where Asian people could go if they wanted
to descend on a nation. Why don't the boat people
head for Taiwan, why don't the boat people head
for Indonesia? There's plenty of vacant space in
Borneo, I can tell you that for sure. Where do you
think they got that saying wild man from Borneo?

2. ABC TV News ran an 80-second story,
introduced by Richard Morecroft, against a graphic
showing a different, smaller boat full of people, with
the caption 'boat people':

A boat load of more than 100 Cambodians has
arrived in Broome after being intercepted by the
navy off the north coast of WA. Claiming to be
refugees, the group is one of the largest to come to
Australia since the late '70s.

:3. A report by Melanie Ambrose from Broome
was presented in this way:

This 20 metre boat has been carrying 118 people
with food and water for over 3 weeks. Those on
board say they are Cambodian... back on dry land
the toll of the journey to freedom became clear.
Despite the travellers' exhaustion authorities begirt
their interviews which are expected to last for
many months because of a lack of identification
...although officials haven't got to the bottom of the
story yet the group has been classified as one of
the biggest to enter Australian waters since the
influx of Vietnamese refugees here in the 70s.

Adapted from Racism. ()Marta Pfuralismand the Medin. (Alice of
Multicultural Affairs, Department or the Prime Minister and Cabunq,
November 19t10. pp. 34-10

B A media image of the boat
people

Boat people detained at Port Hedlund protest at the prospect of
deportation.
oiourtr WeitAustmtion. 15 April 1992.1
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SOURCE 7

A Public opinion polls on immigration: 1950, 1970 and 1984

.S'ubjec't Comm opt tisou ree

1950 level ()I' inunigration

1970 immigration intake
level

lIt84 immigrant intake

too many
about right
too few

ISO 000 about right
too Marty
too feW

too many
about right
too few

41 Morgan Gallup Poll
:33 March 1951

Permanent arrivals 1950-51: 15:3290

45 (Told current level was 180 000)
38 Morgan Gallup Poll, August 1970
12

134 Quest/op/ asked riyis:
')7 'In 1984 about 90 000 migrants in

4 total will he allowed to come and
live in Australia. mostly relatives of
previous migrants. Do you think
this is: too wally migrants'? or too
few migrants? or about the right
number?'
(Australian Public Opinion Polls
(McNair). Melb. Heruht,
19 May 1984.)

I Sunny.- I.:thaw Affairs c'um mission of NSW Ora:dm/a/ PUP. T.S. I10. 4, August 1141, pp. 0. 17. 25. I

B Immigration should be banned

Sim or TN Ati, 211 Starch 11154 trio

IMMIGRATION
SHOULD BE

"BANNED
wren 300.."."-i.dt '

ran*

(..r.OPOn j.nt.1110..
1104att.4.1.:~vapple WO.
rorVf-IMMA.."."*".""".."4".

NO

Z940

PORT11111100111 PISPLE

3AW
61,,,,you,cgag
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Investigation 3: How is immigration law zuni
policy made?

Look at the documents in Source 3 in order to
determine whether the following statements are true
or false.

The Constitution states that the Federal
Parliament has the power to make laws
concerning immigration and emigration. T F

The Immigration Minister alone decides what
immigration law and policy will be. T F
Changes to t he Migration Act have to be
approved by a majority of the Members of

Ti F

Before becoming law, Migration Regulations
have to be agreed to by a majority of the
Members of Parliament. T F
The Migration Act of 1958 contains all the
rules about immigration.

Immigration Department officers and the
Minister of Immigration sometimes have to
use their own judgment when interpreting
immigration law. T F

Flow-chart exercise

Imagine t hat the Minister for Immigration wants to
make a small amendment to the Migration Act. What.
would have to occur before the Minister's proposed
amendment becomes law? List the different steps
involved in a flow chart.

Investigation 4: What does the Immigration
Department do?

The Immigration Department is the body responsible
for implementing and administering immigration laws
and policies. Read the documents in Source 4A and

then answer t he following multiple-choice questions
about the Immigration Department.

1. The Immigration Department. is a department of
the:
( a ) Federal Government
(h) State Government
(c) Local Government.

2. The Immigration Department:
(a) makes immigration law and policy
(b) helps the Minister for Immigration make policy by

providing advice and information
(c) has little to do with the making of immigration

policy.

3. Which of the following things don't State and
regional offices of the Immigration Department do:
(a) make national policy on immigration
(b) supply clients with information leaflets and

application forms
(c) locate people who are in Australia illegally
(d) answer queries about immigration matters.

4. The Immigration Department has offices in:
(a) Canberra
(b) the States
(c) overseas countries
(d) all of the above.

Organisational chart

Review Sources 3 and 4, then draw a chart to show
the different levels of immigration policy-making and
implementation, from the Minister for Immigration to
the counter staff in a regional office of the Immigration
Department.

DIEA and related institutions' activities

Look at Source 4B-D and try to work out which
division and branch of the Immigration Department,
or related institution, is most likely to be engaged in
the following activities.

Acticdtics
D!EA division (and branch of that division), or
related institution

researching the social impact of immigration

locating illegal immigrants and making sure they
leave the country,

helping in the administration of the Adult Migrant
Education Program

issuing Australian visas in another country

deciding whether an asylum-seeker should be given
refugee status in Australia
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Investigation 5: What interest/pressure groups
are active in the immigration debate?

A pressure group for interest group) is any
organisation which tries to influence the making
or administration of public policy, and which
does not itself seek to be the Government.
Because Australia is a democratic country, it
is perfectly legitimate for any group to try to
influence public policy, provided they remain
within legal bounds.

There are a number of groups in Australia which try to
influence immigration policy. The documents in Source
5 provide information about some of these groups.
Summarise the information presented in these
documents in a grid like the one shown here.
The documents will not provide all the answers,
so you may have to make an educated guess in some
instances, or do further research (ie.'contact the
group concerned and find out what their views on
immigration policy are). You may know or discover
other groups which attempt to influence immigration
policy. If so, add them to your list..

The media

The media play an important role in shaping public
opinion about immigration. Some sections of the media
have presented biased or stereotyped pictures of
immigrants, thus encouraging prejudice. Examine the
documents in Source 6.,

What biases can you detect in these documents?
How does Ron Casey characterise 'Asian people'?
Which words and phrases in Ron Casey's comment
would you describe as emotive?
How are the Cambodians presented in Melanie
Ambrose's report?
What impression do you think the words journey to
freedom' would give a viewer of this television report?
How do you respond to the photograph of the 'boat
people' in Port Hedland detention centre?
What sort or reaction do you think the editor of the
West Australian wanted to create in readers by
including this photo?

Opinion polls

Opinion polling is a quick (but not always entirely
accurate) way of getting information about the public's
views on various issues. Over the last forty years or so
many public opinion polls on the subject of

Pressure group name

e.g. Business Council of
Australia

General cam erns of the group Views on immigration policy

to increase profitability of
Australian businesses

Immigration should continue
because it has beneficial long-
term effects on the economy

One way of extending this investigation of pressure
groups would be to divide the class into groups, and ,

give each group the responsibility for researching the
views of a particular pressure group in the community.
Their findings could be presented in a class forum.
Alternatively, each group could write a media release,
representing the views of the pressure group they have
researched. It will be important to debrief after this
activity, so that students do not simply adopt the views
of the group they have researched but develop an
understanding of the full range of views in the
community, and form their own conclusions.

What role does public opinion
pia\ immigration policy.'

Governments in democratic countries usually take a
keen interest in public opinion because, at elections,
the voting public decides whether they remain in
government or not.

immigration have been conducted. Compare the
results of some of these polls which are presented in
Source 7.

What overall trends do you detect in the public
opinion polls?
Compare the McNair poll which appeared in the
Melbourne Herald in May 1984 with Derryn
radio poll taken at around the same time. Both
concern the immigration intake. How would you
account for the difference in the results?
How reliable do you think opinion polls are?
How much notice do you think the Minister for
Immigration would take of these polls?
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Mr
almriwimis. imam e ataaactommo ,PoPuLcram /wawa,

Migration Oz is an education resource kit which examines immigration and
population issues. immigration continues to be a contentious issue in the
Australian community. Many organisations with an active interest in immigration
policy are represented in the kit, giving students the opportunity to evaluate
alternative propositions and viewpoints. The kit reflects the Commonwealth
Government's multicultural policies, and the goals that underlie them,
recognising that immigration is about people, not just statistics.

The Bureau of Immigration and Population Research Is an independent
professional research body within the Department of Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs, which conducts, commissions and promotes research into immigration
and population issues. The Bureau's charter directly addresses the need to
make Information about Immigration and population matters accessible to all
Australians. It is in this context that the Bureau has developed this kit in
consultation with secondary education authorities around the nation.

Migration Oz has been designed as an inquiry-baSed, multidisciplinary package,
comprising photocoplable sheets of source material based on core topics. A
wide variety of sources of evidence is presented, including historical documents
and illustrations, newspaper articles and cartoons, statistics, extracts from
government reports, records of interviews, and many photographs. The eight
core topics are:

International population movement
The history of immigration to Australia
Australia's immigration program
The economics of immigration
The social impact of Immigration
The demographic impact of immigration
The environmental impact of immigration
The politics of immigration.

Each evidence file comes with separate suggested strategies for teachers,
including student investigations and activities.

Also provided in the kit is a teacher's guide, which includes a bibliography of
recommended background reading.

Secondary teachers of Australian Studies, History, Economics, Politics,
Geography, Environmental Studies and English at middle to upper levels will find
this kit a valuable resource. The collection of source material can also be used by
teachers in further education institutions and by community groups wishing to
explore these issues.
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